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What Others Are Saying about This Book
Darel’s is the greatest book I’ve ever read on the subject.
DR. DAVID SOBERS, Dr. of Philosophy
So, Why Aren’t You Rich? Transformed my life. I’ve been reading books
like this for years and finally it’s clicked. Thank you for putting this
information together in such a clear and concise manner. SHERRY
HARRIS
BOOK REVIEW: So, Why Aren’t Your Rich? My favorite of 1999. If
you want to be prosperous and happy in the new millennium, buy this
powerful and life changing guide. Darel A. Rutherford wrote this book as
a successful businessman but his appeal to me is as a brilliant
metaphysician and caring counselor. It will take several readings to
absorb all that he offers. He intersperses down-home good sense, bible
interpretations and profound principles with directions and specific steps
to follow. My favorite passages are…
PAGE HAGAN, Metaphysical book reviewer. Check out Page’s web
site: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Thebes/6466/index.html
To Be or Not To Be? This is the question answered in Darel’s book. One
thing Darel has taught me; we are always at choice in the matter of our
lives. DR. HERB BEATTY
My self worth actually tripled in the process of editing this book.
LARA LAVONNE JORDAN, The Book Doctor
Darel’s book peels off layer after layer of false perceptions regarding
prosperity. This is a manual that inspires unlimited thinking. Get it, study
it and live it. Can’t put it down!
REV. KENNETH FULLER, D.D.
Darel Rutherford has written a two-by-four between the book covers. It
gets your attention, revealing the limiting patterns of thought under
which you have been operating. This it provides you with the plan and
the building materials for one to make a real and effective change.
REV. MICHAEL GERDES
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Your Right to Copy

Is Not Freely Given
If you are using this as a coaching study guide, you could buy one
copy and make a copy for each of your group. Right? It’s not
legal, but after all, who would know?
The answer: you would know and so would your group. And if
your intent is to raise consciousness levels, your mission would
fail for lack of ethics.
The number one purpose of this book is self-discovery. You can’t
build personal integrity and self-worth using illegal copies of the
exercises. The guilt from taking what doesn’t belong to you would
destroy the growth in consciousness you intend to build.
This “” copyright symbol on every page says you can’t legally
copy pages of this book.
If you’d like to use So Why Aren’t You Rich? as your Prosperity
Workshop textbook, I would be happy to quote you a volume
discount on ten or more.
To order, call toll free 877 884-8509
or send a fax to 505 837-9406
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About The Author
On his path toward success, Darel Rutherford found success secrets
that solved his business problems and made him wealthy. Since
discovering those success principles, Darel’s mission in life has been to
pass those principles on to anyone ready to listen.
You’ll find those success secrets in this book. But his message is
profound and you may not be ready for it. Those who got the message
in his workshops doubled or nearly doubled their incomes in the year of
their participation. Are you ready for that?
Darel, self-made millionaire, son of a carpenter, has been income rich
most of his life. His first income came from selling the Denver Post at
the tender age of five. Two years later, he became the town’s youngest
junk man. Up and down the back alleys of downtown Albuquerque, he
collected beer bottles for the deposit and, as a seven-year-old, made so
much money; his father made him buy all his own clothes.
Darel’s first venture into business was when he quit his construction
foreman job to start his own business, with no training or experience, he
made every mistake you can make in a business. But each mistake
became a learning experience. He found that you can succeed at
anything when you learn from experience what doesn’t work and stop
doing it, and when you finally learn what does work, just keep doing it.
Or you could be even smarter than Darel by doing the exercises in the
book and learning from his mistakes.
Darel started DAR Tile Company in 1949, a business that grew to over
100 employees. As the business grew, he bought land and built the
buildings needed to support his growing business. You might say Darel
has been rich all his life, but his road to wealth began the day he bought
his first income property. Darel says you’re wealthy when the income
from your investments will allow you to live comfortably the rest of your
life without working.
•
•
•
•
•

His Prosperity Workshops have transformed a great many
participants and started them on their way toward becoming rich.
His Business Success Workshops have changed small business
owners’ attitudes and ways of relating to money that made them
more successful.
As a Business Consultant, he helped many a small business
person solve their problems by having them see that they were their
own biggest problem.
Darel is a published author of five books and writes How-ToSucceed-in-Business articles for magazines.
His Online BEING Workshop participants take part in this
transformational experience from all over the world. And as of this
writing, 100% of the participants of the first 13 BEING Workshops
reported a successful transformation.
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Warning Disclaimer

This book is designed to provide information in regard to the subject
matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that the publisher and
author are not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other
professional services. If legal or other expert assistance is required, the
services of a competent professional should be sought.
The purpose of this book is to educate and entertain. The Author and
DAR Publishing shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any
person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to
be caused, directly or indirectly, by the information contained in this
book.
If you do not wish to be bound by the above, you may return this
book to the publisher for a full refund.
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Introduction
Forty percent of my workshop participants doubled, or nearly doubled
their incomes in the year of their participation, and some went on to
become millionaires. But I wasn’t satisfied with those results. I wanted to
know why sixty percent failed in their attempt to use the success
principles I taught.
In my earlier workshops I told students that the only key to
having what they wanted from life was in knowing what they
wanted. Because that was true for me, I assumed it would be true for
them as well. Boy, was I wrong about that?
Later, when I began to question my theory, I discovered a great
many people who knew what they wanted but would probably never
have it. That hapless group included about sixty percent of my workshop
participants.
Obviously my knowing-what-you-want success formula lacked
some important ingredient, so I began searching for that missing
component. When I found it, I began the process of writing this book.
I won’t give you that missing step here and now, because it’s so
simple, you wouldn’t believe it—not without more explanation than I
have room for on these two pages of introduction.
When I began the teaching/coaching process that would help
them take that missing step, I found many that could not step out of their
comfort zone of poverty, even to be rich.
It took me awhile, but when I finally understood why they hadn’t
(or couldn’t) take that first step, I knew what I needed to know in order to
write this book. I knew why so many of us would never be able to move
beyond our barrier to becoming rich. We all have such a barrier—and
that barrier will bind us into our current reality, until we can remove it.
So, what’s your barrier? Do you know why you are not rich?
I wrote So, Why Aren’t You Rich? for you, because I knew
that, unless you understood and learned how to deal with the reasons
for your lack of wealth, you could never be rich.
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The intent of this book is to convince you that becoming rich is
nothing more than a matter of choice, and then to persuade you that it
may be time for you to choose riches over poverty.
Once you’ve chosen, I would help you locate and remove your
barriers to becoming rich, and then show you how you could set up a
support system that would move you beyond your weaker moments.
This book is written for you. It’s about your transformation. You’ll
find the formula for a transformation in Chapter 5 of this book. That’s
where you will learn how to transform yourself into the person who can
have whatever you want from life.
Are you ready for the transformation into that rich person who
has all the money you will ever need?
Why should you read this book? Because you know you want to
be rich. You’ve proven that by reading this far.
So, Why Aren’t You Rich? is the unauthorized sequel to
Napoleon Hill’s Think and Grow Rich, the book that started more
millionaires down the path to riches than we’ll ever know.
My book gives you the metaphysical explanation of why we
become what we think about, picking up the process of thinking your
way to riches where Hill’s book left off. In this book, you will learn why
choosing to be rich is actually a spiritual journey.
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1
THE MAGIC IN BEING TRANSFORMED
…be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind

Why Aren’t You Rich?
Ask the average person,
Why aren’t you rich?, and you

will get one of two answers;
I’m already rich, or
I’ve never wanted to be rich.

If the truth were known, neither answer would reflect your true
feelings about the idea of becoming rich. So, let’s take a close look at
each of those answers.
If you think you are already rich, ask yourself this question:
When I retire, how much income will I need
to live comfortably the rest of my life?

If you answered $50,000 a year, then you would need one million
dollars earning interest at 5% to provide that kind of income.
Obviously, the next question is:
When will you have your million?

If those questions rattled your cage, if they upset you, good!
That’s exactly what I had in mind. Before you can be rich you will need
to give up some of the reasons you thought you couldn’t be. Your—I’m
already rich attitude—unless it’s really true—would prevent you from
choosing to be rich. So, are you really already rich, or just kidding
yourself?

The Yale Survey
A Yale University Survey, years ago, revealed that 80% of us will
retire without sufficient income on which to live comfortably. If you don’t
already have a retirement plan, you may end up in the same boat. You
can bet that 80% in that survey thought many times about saving for
their retirement years.
They just never got around
to doing anything about it.
If you are part of the 80%, I promise you there is a way out. You
will learn from this book that you do have a choice in the matter of
whether to retire rich or poor.
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The Challenge
I’ve just challenged you with the possibility that you may be
retiring poor. If the thought of living off your kids the last years of your
life, doesn’t bother you—if you fail to rise to my challenge right now, you
probably never will. Think about that!
Before you decide to do nothing about your retirement for now, I
want you to understand that choosing not to choose is a choice.
By not choosing, you have just chosen—to retire poor.
If that’s what you want, you’ve made a good choice. If not,
you’ve made a bad choice.
Now that we’ve decided that you were kidding yourself with, I’malready-rich, let’s see if I’ve never wanted to be rich is really true for
you. If never wanted to be was your answer and I were consulting with
you, I would ask you why anyone in his or her right mind would actually
choose to be poor. And you would probably respond with,
But I never said I wanted to be poor,
I only said I never wanted to be rich.

Well, I’m not sure there is a difference between choosing not to
be rich and choosing to be poor. Right now, let’s see if we can learn why
you chose not to be rich.

Sour Grapes
As a kid growing up, whenever I was told I couldn’t have
something I really wanted, I would pout for a while and then decide that I
didn’t want it anyway. I found it easier to shrug my shoulders, and
pretend I didn’t want something I couldn’t have, than to admit I wanted it
and couldn’t have it. My father called my attitude, “sour grapes.”
For most of us, choosing not to be rich
was a “sour-grapes decision
made at a time in our lives when we thought we didn’t have a choice in
the matter of becoming rich or poor. For some long-forgotten reason we
came to the conclusion, at some time in our lives, that becoming rich
was not in the cards for us.
In the moment of that judgment call, we established our position
in life as a victim of our financial circumstances.
Out of ignorance we’ve sentenced ourselves
to a life of never having enough money.
We never realized that, by deciding I didn’t want to be rich
anyway, we were actually choosing not to be rich. And, choosing not
to be rich, is choosing to be poor.
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“Not Me”
At this point in your reading of this book, I’d expect you to be
saying,
Oh, no. Not me! You’re wrong, Darel.
I didn’t choose to be poor.

I understand and respect your reaction to the allegation. No one
really wants to be poor, and if they are poor; no one likes to admit that
they chose poverty as a way of life. We’d rather blame our
circumstances than admit to ourselves that we chose in error.
Unfortunately, you will remain the powerless victim of your
circumstances as long as you continue to deny accountability for your
financial condition. The power to change your circumstances will be
found only when and if you realize that you chose what you have. In
other words,
if you want to be rich, you must first admit to yourself that
you’ve made a rather foolish choice:
YOU CHOSE TO BE POOR.
Accepting the responsibility for that choice is a tall barrier
which most of us will refuse to cross.

If You Can Change Your Mind
What you learn from this book will change your mind about who
you are and make you rich, but only if you can make becoming rich your
intention. You will become rich only if you want to be rich enough to give
up the ideas that have, up until now, kept you poor. So, ask yourself,
“How strong is my desire to become rich and can I change my mind?”
Becoming rich requires that you
first reject the condition of poverty.
The moment you make up your mind that you no longer intend to
be poor, you will begin to feel more prosperous—even though you have
very little money. This is so, because poverty is a state of mind, not a
financial condition. In the moment of your choosing, you will feel richer
just because you have changed your mind about who you are. You will
be richer because you will have discovered that
being rich is not about what you have.
It’s about whom you’ve chosen to be.

Defining the Words
The words “rich” and “poor” mean different things to each of us.
What’s rich for me would be poverty to J. Paul Getty. So, let us agree,
for the purpose of this discussion, what I mean by those terms. I say:
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“Poor” describes our state of mind if we lack love,
good health, money, self-respect
or anything else we need to make us whole and complete.
By my definition, you could have all the money in the world and
still be poor if you didn’t love yourself. And if your life were filled with
loving relationships, but you couldn’t pay your bills, you’d be poor.
Poverty can be experienced in many forms and ways and is usually selfimposed.

So, What Does the Term, “Rich” Mean?
I say: you are rich when you have enough
of whatever you think you need
to make you happy, and richer still if
you were sharing those riches with others.
Money, like manure, increases in value when spread around to
make things grow.
Most of the rich people I know made a lot of other people rich
while in the process of becoming rich. In fact, when you find a way to
make others rich, you will have found the quickest route to your own
riches.
Self-made rich people got that way by a simple process that you
will learn from reading this book. When you learn the reason why they’re
rich and you are not, you will happily choose to be one of them.

The Rich or Poor Exercise
Money is what most people have in mind when they think of
riches, but having money doesn’t necessarily make you rich. Some
people with money are poor because they lack self-respect or love.
In the following exercise you will discover that there are many
ways to be poor. On a scale of 10 to 1, rate yourself in each category.

THE RICH POOR EXERCISE
On a Scale of 10 to 1

Rate Yourself
Love Myself
Feel Loved
Good Health
Happy Marriage
Sufficient Income
Personal Power
Job Gratification
Other Gratification
Self Confidence
Good Relationships
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You are rich if you like yourself; poor if you don’t.
If there is something you need, whether that need is for
love, money or anything else, you will be poor until you
satisfy that need.

Just keep in mind that loving yourself is the first stepping-stone
on the path to riches in all areas of your life.

Now That You Know
Now that you know you are rich in some ways and poor in
others, you can do something about your poverty! Poverty is a mind
set, not a financial condition. To be rich, you need only change your
state of mind by rebelling against your poverty and then choosing to be
rich. Now would be a good time to choose to be rich in all ways,
including having more than enough income.
Although having money won’t necessarily make you happy,
money is not the true benefit of acquiring riches.
Life’s purpose is not about getting rich;
it is about discovering who you really are.
We grow by shedding limitations—by choosing to be more than
we were. In most cases, acquired wealth is a measure of your
personal growth.
Anyone who has risen, of his own free will, from poverty to riches
will affirm that the process requires a great deal of growing up.
The real benefit of becoming wealthy is not
the money, but in building our self-worth
and discovering our personal power.
The transition from poor to rich requires a substantial change in
consciousness—a transformation in self-concept. This sort of
transformation means that we’ve changed our minds about the cause of
our poverty. By giving up our reasons for being poor, we clear the way
for our rebirth as a rich person.
Choosing to be rich is like choosing to be a king instead of a
pawn on the chessboard of life.
Since the king and the pawn can’t
co-exist in the same space, you must first
give up your role as a pawn if you would be king.
It is impossible to choose to be rich while playing the role of a
pawn. You will remain a victim of your poverty as long as you continue
to blame others for your lack of wealth.

A Declaration of Independence
Most poor people, enslaved by their concept of poverty, can see
no way out of it; they experience life as victims of a condition of poverty
so real, it controls their lives. They fail to see that their poverty is the
 Copyright 1998
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result of their concept of reality and their self-limiting concept of
self. Once they see that, they can rebel against it.
In that regard, Franklin D. Roosevelt said,
True individual freedom cannot exist
without economic security and independence.
Roosevelt recognized poverty as a form of slavery that will
persist until we, as individuals, rise up against it. Choosing not to be
poor anymore begins your revolt against poverty. Choosing out of
poverty does not require a plan for getting rich; all you need is a clear
intention to move out of the ranks of the poor. Start by taking full
responsibility for your financial freedom.

Poorer Than Poor
I know what it’s like to feel poor. I remember feeling sick at heart
and desperate one Sunday afternoon as I sat on my front porch reading
Napoleon Hill’s THINK AND GROW RICH.
I was poorer than poor that Sunday, because I had experienced
prosperity, only to lose it. Due to circumstances over which I thought I
had no control, my company, DAR Tile Co., was losing money faster
than I had ever made it. In this unhappy frame of mind—feeling sorry for
myself—I could not have anticipated what happened next.

Came the Dawn
Halfway through Hill’s book,
a blind man suddenly able to see, I saw the light.
My sudden revelation was not unlike a bright light exploding in
my mind. In that moment of truth, I had finally gotten the author’s
intended message and was awed by its implications.
I say I finally got it, because halfway through the book after
reviewing the first few chapters, I discovered that the same message
was in the first chapter and even in the title of the book had I been there
for it.
Although I give credit to Napoleon Hill for inspiring my
enlightenment, I later discovered that Hill’s message was nothing new.
To my amazement,
now that I was not blind to it,
I found this same message everywhere I looked
--even in the Bible.
I had been exposed to some version of this truth time after time
in my life, but I had not allowed myself to hear it until now.

The Message
The title of Hill’s book, THINK and GROW RICH, says it all. The
Bible explains how changing the way you think can make you rich.
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As thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee.
In AS A MAN THINKETH, James Allen says
a man is literally what he thinks.

These authors are giving us the same simple truth:
We become what we think about.

A Transformation
When it dawned on me what Hill was saying, I realized that my
current business problems were merely a reflection of my own negative
attitude.
I suddenly knew that I could change my experience of life
by changing my attitude about it.
This revelation changed my life forever.
The moment I accepted the full meaning of that truth, I changed
my mind about who I was. Transformed in that moment of realization
from a victim of circumstances to one in charge of my life, I regained my
power of choice. In that moment of revelation I had become a totally
different person.
The apostle Paul said,
Be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind.

Paul advises you here not to allow the circumstances in your life
to fashion who you will be. Instead, fashion your own set of
circumstances by changing your self-concept.

At Any Given Moment
The secret of transformation is:
YOU have the power, NOW
to change your mind about who you will be.
Maybe you already knew that, but maybe you didn’t know that in
the process of being transformed, you create a new reality for yourself.
A spiritual law, called THE LAW OF CORRESPONDENCE, dictates that
your new reality must correspond to the new you by giving you
everything that belongs to you by right of your new level of
consciousness.
A new level of consciousness
translates as a higher level of self-worth.

The Alligator Pit
As the owner of DAR Tile Company, prior to my transformation, I
was, as the saying goes, ‘up to my ass in alligators.’ Because my
material and labor costs had risen substantially, I was losing money and
believed that I would not be able to raise my selling prices without losing
my biggest customers.
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These fears (of losing my best customers) were the alligators
living in my swamp, and I really believed my swamp couldn’t be drained.
From my point of view, I was a victim of circumstances that were
insurmountable. So, with heavy heart, on that Sunday afternoon, I sat
reading Hill’s book, searching desperately for a way to drain my swamp.

What Happened to You?
Then came the revelation that changed my whole outlook on life.
I was a totally different person as I walked through the front door of my
business on the Monday morning following my transformation.
I didn’t need to say a word. My employees took one look at me
and, in one way or another, asked,
What the hell happened to you?

The change in me was that obvious.
To understand why my change of heart was so apparent to my
employees, you need to know who I was prior to that Monday morning.
For the previous month, I had been seriously considering the
possibility that I might have to close my business. My company’s latest
financial statement revealed losses greater than I had ever made. My
company could not survive another month like this last one.
Heartsick and helpless, I reflected this discouraged attitude in my
dealing with customers and employees. I dreaded going to work each
day. Not only was this negative attitude costing me business; some of
my key employees were already looking for other jobs. And I couldn’t
blame them—or my customers—for looking elsewhere.
But by Monday, all that changed.
My down-in-the-mouth attitude had been replaced
by an attitude of confidence and enthusiasm.

Not the Same Guy
On that morning I no longer feared for the future of my company.
I had pulled the plug on my swamp and fearlessly faced a day without
alligators. For the first time in a long while, I was actually happy to be
going to work, excited about what the day might have in store for me.
So, what my employees saw when I walked through the front
door of my business on that Monday morning was a self-confident,
enthusiastic stranger who looked like their boss. They could see that
this was definitely not the same guy who walked out the door the
previous Saturday.

A Sure Thing
A transformation happens in that moment when you suddenly realize
that your fears have been a figment of your imagination, when you are
no longer held hostage by that fear. Now that fear no longer runs your
life, you make a new choice about who you will be.
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The beauty of a transformation:
It is not about something you must DO to succeed,
hoping that it will work.
A transformation changes what you do, but is not about what you
do. Success as a result of being transformed is not just a possibility; it is
a sure thing.
The most amazing thing about changing your attitude from fear
to faith, is that what seems to be a very real problem, will turn out to be
a false fear which will dissolve and disappear as soon as you change
your mind.
After my attitude shift, I went fearlessly to each customer,
explained the increase and raised my prices.
To my amazement, I did not lose one customer.
This wondrous change in my circumstances only seemed like a
miracle. Instead, it was merely a change of mind, which resulted in the
transformation in consciousness that saved my company from financial
disaster. This transformation happened the moment I realized that I
need only change the way I thought about myself in order to make my
problems go away.
A poster on my office door had this message:
The only way out is through.

The message here is that you won’t find your way out of your
current situation until you face your fears. Only then will you be free to
be transformed—free to choose a new you.

The Turnaround
My new infectious enthusiasm transferred almost immediately to
my employees, and together, almost without effort, we turned the
business around in midstream. We made a profit in that first month after
my transformation.
Where did the alligators go? They disappeared because they
weren’t real. They were a figment of my imagination, a product of my
unreasoned, unjustified fears about what might happen if. When I lost
my fear, the alligators were gone.
The only thing we have to fear is fear itself—

-nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror, which paralyzes needed
efforts to convert retreat into advance.
--- Franklin D. Roosevelt
My business was saved when I conquered my unjustified terror
of losing my best customers.
To say we never looked back after we turned DAR Tile Company
around would not be totally true. We looked back to laugh at ourselves
for having been afraid when there was nothing to fear. My company
made more money that year than I had ever dreamed possible.
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This was accomplished by giving our customers more for their
money than they could have gotten from our competition.

A Reflection of Who We Are
When we discharge our fears and change our minds about who
to be, our whole world changes with us. Spouses, friends, customers,
employees, bosses, and everyone else in our lives change to
correspond to our new identity. The people and the circumstances in our
lives are a reflection of who we are.

“The Strangest Secret”
I gave up my victim role in favor of a prosperity consciousness
and became wealthy in the process. You, too, can become rich, just by
changing your mind about who you will be in your reality.
Earl Nightingale called this success principle
The Strangest Secret, because it’s not a secret.
People have been shouting this truth from rooftops for
years, and we have not allowed ourselves to hear it.

A Prosperity Consciousness Workshop
To share my good fortune and pass along this life-changing
truth, I put together and conducted a Prosperity Consciousness
Workshop. I considered my workshops a success, because forty percent
of my participants
doubled or nearly doubled their incomes
in the year of their participation.
Some went on to become millionaires.
Each of them owed their success to a transformation in
consciousness.
In my workshops, the successful participants changed the quality
of their lives by choosing to relate differently to the world in which they
lived. As the apostle Paul might have said, they were transformed by the
renewing of their minds.
The participants who were transformed in
my workshops came with enough desire
to overcome their resistance to change.
They learned the secret of transformation and then chose to be
the person who would have the change in their lives that they wanted.
Those who didn’t change their perspective were obviously not ready for
a transformational experience. How about you?
Are you ready for that change of heart
that will make you rich?
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Only A Few Are Willing
Everyone wants more from life, but there’s a price to pay. Only a
few are willing to pay it: To have what you want from life, you must
first give up being the one who doesn’t have it.
Before you can choose to be rich, you must give up your chosen
role as a poor person. If you have coffee in your cup and you want tea,
you must first pour out the coffee.
This simple solution to our problems of need seems too good to
be true. It even sounds easy, but it is not.
Giving up being who you are
so that you can become who you want to be, is the most difficult
step in the transformation process.

Our Resistance To Change
Who you are now stands firmly planted with both arms
outstretched, intent on preventing you from being and becoming the one
who can have whatever you think you want from life. In other word, who
you are now stands guard on your current reality.
Your ego, the one in charge of maintaining status quo,
resists your becoming rich because ”being rich” is contrary to
your chosen role of “being poor”.
Some of my workshop participants obviously hadn’t put their
hearts into the idea of becoming rich. They came to my workshop
without the necessary desires for change and very little resolve. Their
resistance to change was stronger than their desire for that better life.
One of my friends, is stuck somewhere between
I want to be rich and
I’m afraid of the change
that would transform the quality of my life.
Her situation is not unlike having one foot in the boat and one on the
shore.
She wants that prosperity on the other shore,
but is sometimes not sure
she’s ready to give up the security of her current reality.
She’s fighting a battle between her desire for more and her built-in
resistance to change.
The Yale Survey that predicted you would retire poor also
reported that 95% of us had no goal in life. We have no goal because
our fear of change runs our lives. Most of us will end up taking our foot
out of the boat rather than risk the unknown on the other shore. Ego
wins again.

My Ego, The Devil
In charge of this built-in resistance is our ego,
in this book sometimes called “the devil.”
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Your ego, your own personal devil, is not to be confused with the
one Dante wrote about, the one who lives in a fiery place called hell.
You won’t find the one with horns and tail in this book. Who needs that
one when we’ve each got our own personal devil, dwelling within and
running our lives most of the time?
I call our ego “the devil” because its greatest concern is survival
and its purpose in life is:
The survival of its being, whoever it perceives itself to be.
The ego takes on the role of the devil when it operates out of
fear, which is most of the time. Our personal devil sees goal setting as a
threat to its survival.
Our ego’s resistance to change is the reason
we can never keep a New Year’s resolution.

An Ongoing Process
You might think, because of our built-in resistance to change,
that transformations would be an infrequent happening in our lives. That
is not the case.
We have been changing our minds
about who we would be all our lives.
I remember a time as a little boy, when I didn’t like little girls; I
hated it when my cowboy hero kissed the girl. I don’t know where the
idea came from or how long it lasted; but one day I realized that I had
changed my mind about girls. That change of mind was a
transformation.
We’ve all had similar experiences of changing our minds about
what we considered important. In most cases, the change of mind
expanded our point of view and shed some self-imposed limitations.
Some of those identity changes slipped past us unnoticed and didn’t
seem like a transformation. Like hair growing, it happened gradually
over long periods of time. Other transformations have been traumatic,
painful experiences, because they happened quickly.
If you are interested in shedding some of your self-limiting ideas,
I offer an 8-week Online Being Workshop designed to help you cast off
self-imposed limitations. If you would like more information go to:
http://www.richbits.com/BeWkshp/index.html

Growth in Consciousness
In truth, we are in the process of being transformed every
moment of our lives. Within each of us is the urge to have more from
life, to be more than we have been.
Transformation is the process by which we get to experience that
growth in consciousness.
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Yesterday, we thought about who we would like to be and were
being transformed by that thought even as we slept. When we look in
the mirror, even though we look the same, we are today no longer who
we were yesterday. But we are unable to see our growing in
consciousness any more than we can see our hair growing.

Understanding the Ego
Since transformation is an ongoing process, you might wonder
why our ego reacts negatively to possible changes of intention in our
lives?
To understand the ego’s fear of change, we first need to realize
that the ego is not programmed to think objectively about our ideas. It
reasons subjectively, reacting fearfully to any proposed change of mind,
because it thinks of itself as that endangered idea.
The truth is that we are not our ideas,
as our ego would have us believe.
We are instead, the one who has those ideas.
Set aside the ego’s point of view, and
think of yourself as a spiritual being
experiencing a material reality
through the ego’s ability to demonstrate that reality.

An Idea Come to Life
It works like this: Spirit in us, as conscious mind chooses who we
shall be, and ego demonstrates our choice by taking on that identity,
becoming the physical manifestation of that choice. The ego is our
concept of self; it is who we are in a relationship to whatever we
perceive to be real and significant in our lives at any particular
moment of now. We change who we are when we change our
perception of reality.
The ego is not who we are;
it is merely an idea about who we are—
an idea come to life,
so that we get to experience life from that view point.
If we can think of the ego in this way, it will be easier to see why
it doesn’t want us to change our minds about anything. For the ego, any
serious change of mind requires that it must die as that idea to make
room for the birth of a new idea—a new self-concept.

To Be Born Again in Consciousness
Before anyone with a poverty consciousness can be “born again”
in the consciousness of a rich person, that person must suffer an ego
death as a poor person. So, if your ego has taken a stand on the subject
of poverty, it must give up that stand in order for you to become rich.
You’ll need to stop justifying your reasons for being poor and change
your mind about who you are.
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Being poor is not about what you don’t have;
being poor is about who you are.
If you are poor, you’ve justified your lack of prosperity by making
the rich wrong. You’ve sanctified your poverty by vilifying those with
money. For your ego, this was not just an attitude about rich people; it
was the process by which it chose not to be rich.
By making those with money wrong we automatically choose not
to be one of them. Our ego resists the possibility of our becoming rich,
because it knows that it and its reasons for being poor must expire
before we can change our minds and become rich.
Since the ego lives and has its being as an idea come to life,
changing our minds looks very much like death to the ego. Of course
the ego doesn’t really die when we change our minds. What happens is
more like a caterpillar being transformed into a butterfly. It’s the same
ego with a different point of view about life.

Proven Principles
As a successful entrepreneur, I have used the ideas offered in
this book to transform my own life. I am a self-made millionaire because
these principles work. I’ve taught and coached many others on the use
of these success principles and watched them succeed as a result of
what they learned.
Learning the secret to success is the easy part. It’s unlearning
what you thought you knew that’s hard. Your greatest barrier to
becoming rich will be in giving up your misconception about your
relationship to money. We don’t like to believe that our state of poverty
is self-imposed. When we consider the reasons for our lack of wealth,
we’d rather point the finger of blame at someone or something else.

If You Can Change Your Mind
Choosing out of poverty requires two things;
1. The realization that our limitations are self-imposed;
2. Freedom from those limitations through the rediscovery of our
power of choice.
By accepting the responsibility for our current state of being, we
become free to choose out of it.
You, too, can be rich if you choose to be—if you will change your
mind about who you are. Transformation is the key to that new
reality.
Through transformation
we find that deeper dimension of our own being.
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The Point Is:
•

Being rich is not about what you have; it’s about who
you’ve chosen to be.

•

Poverty is a state of mind, not a financial condition.

•

If you are not rich, it’s because you chose not to be.
Choosing not to be rich is the same as choosing to be
poor. Unless you can change your mind, you will retire
poor.

•

Becoming rich requires a rebellion against the condition
of poverty.

•

Facing your fears is the only way out of the current
situation.

•

You already have what belongs to you by right of
consciousness. Having more requires a change in your
consciousness.

•

What you have in life is a direct result of our choosing
who to be.

•

We become what we think about.

•

We can change what we have by changing the way we
think.

•

To have what you want from life, you must first give up
being the one who doesn’t have it.

•

Transformation is the key to having what you want
from life.

•

The transition from poor to rich requires a powerful
change in consciousness—a change in self-concept.

•

Your ego resists the idea of being rich, because being
rich is contrary to the role you’ve chosen to play.

•

Self-discovery is the real purpose in life.

•

The real benefits in becoming wealthy are in discovering
your personal power and in building your self-worth.

Return to content
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2
OUR RESISTANCE TO CHANGE
Ideas that can keep you poor

If You Want to Be Rich
I gave my Prosperity Workshop
participants the secret to becoming
rich—a secret so simple, they found it
hard to believe at first.
If you want to be rich, I said, just choose to be.

It really is that simple, but if it were also easy, we would all be
rich. Although 40% of my workshop participants chose to be rich, 60%
found themselves unable to make that choice. So, quite obviously, the
next question I needed to answer was,
Why hadn’t they been able to choose?

In a two-day seminar call THE TRAINING OF NEW MEXICO, I
learned a great deal about my ego. I discovered that our ego’s
resistance to change often prevents us from having what we want from
life. In its determination to preserve status quo, the ego attempts to
prevent us from choosing that new life for ourselves.
Until I understood the ego’s power to block our choices,
I believed that having what you wanted from life required only that you
knew what you wanted. The day I made this concept my philosophy,
I regained my power of choice and changed my life forever. I
thought it would be this way for anyone who believed as I did.

Discovering This Philosophy
Life for me, became an exciting adventure soon after I adopted
this philosophy. My business grew by leaps and bounds until, two years
later, I owned a successful company employing over 100 personnel.
During those two years of more than doubling my business, I
enthusiastically shared the secret of my success with anyone who would
listen. I soon discovered to my surprise, that
most recipients of my proselytizing
were much less enthusiastic about receiving
my good news than I was about sharing it.
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Those who did hear, rewarded my coaching efforts with
transformations that changed their lives. But, many of those who
seemed to listen, might as well have been wearing earplugs; they didn’t
get the message. Until I understood the reason for their deafness, all the
rest frustrated my attempts to inspire them.

Why They Couldn’t Hear
They couldn’t hear me, because my message threatened
their self-concept. They couldn’t accept my words of wisdom, because
those ideas were contrary to what they already believed. Their egos
knew that the acceptance of my teaching would have placed their
current concept of reality in serious jeopardy.
They hadn’t heard me, because
their egos didn’t want them to hear.
Our subconscious mind, acting as our ego, serves us by allowing
us to experience our chosen reality. It maintains that reality by screening
out everything that doesn’t fit what we currently believe. To prevent our
hearing anything that would upset our belief system, our ego, always
vigilant, stands ready with blinders to prevent our seeing the truth and
earplugs to block our hearing it.
We are all blessed or cursed (as the case may be) with our own
built-in resistance to change. The good news is, your perception of
reality is safe and secure, protected by your good friend, the ego. The
bad news is:
You won’t get the message in this book
unless you read it with an open mind.
You won’t be here for what I have to say, unless you can
successfully set aside your resistance to change.
In order to have what you want from life—if what you want is
different from what you already have—you will need to experience a
transformation. In simple language, this means that you must change
your mind about some of the things you now believe to be true.
Transformation is the process by which
you change who you are,
in order to have what you want from life.
When you are transformed, the ego dies and is reborn into a new reality.
You will better understand your ego if you can think of it as an idea
come to life—an idea about who you are, that must always be right in
order to survive.

If You Can Follow a Recipe
My father-in-law, when he was alive, baked biscuits every
morning for breakfast. I was always amazed as I watched him toss the
ingredients into the mixing bowl, without the benefit of a measuring cup.
His formula for biscuit dough appeared to be a pinch of this and a
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handful of that. Most of the time we got lucky, and his biscuits were
great, but there were other times when you could have used them for a
hockey puck.
His wife, my mother-in-law, used to say
his hockey-puck biscuits squatted to rise
and baked on the squat.
He would have baked great biscuits every morning if we could
have talked him out of his reasons for not following a proven recipe.
Rich people become rich and are able to remain that way by
using definite principles that can be learned. When you follow a good
recipe for making biscuits, measuring ingredients exactly, following
instructions to the letter, you’ll always bake great biscuits. If you learn
the principles involved in the process of becoming rich and follow them
exactly, becoming rich can be almost as easy as baking biscuits
using a recipe. It just takes a little longer to become rich, but maybe not
as long as you might think.

Anything You Ever Wanted
If you consider yourself poor and want to be rich, here is the
simple and logical solution to your problem:
Everything you have ever wanted from life
can be yours if you will give up the reasons
why you don’t already have it.
If you want to be rich, just give up the reasons why you are not.
We all want that better life, but most of us don’t want the change
enough that we’d be willing to give up our reasons for not having it.
Josey is a good example of someone who needed her problem more
than she needed a solution.

The Martyr
Josey had a black eye the last time she came for counseling, a
shiner that she seemed to wear like a badge of honor.
She said,
John beats me. He live in my house,
spends my money, and he beats me.

What can I say, Josey? I shrugged. We’ve had this conversation
many times before and each time we’ve discussed your options.
You and John could go for counseling together, or—it’s your
house—you could kick him out. You have these and other
options, all of which you have refused to consider. I am
convinced that you don’t really want to solve your problem.
I truly believe you enjoy being the martyr.
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The first time I heard her story, I felt sorry for “Poor Josey.” But
now, like most people who knew her well, I no longer had sympathy for
her victim story. I stopped feeling sorry when I realized that she was
exactly who she wanted to be—‘poor-me’ playing the martyr role.
I knew she would never do anything to make her life better,
because she needed those problems to maintain her ’poor-me’ identity.
After all, who would she be without her problems? So, don’t feel sorry
for Josey. She was who she intended to be, living the life she chose for
herself.
Unfortunately, Josey’s story is not that much
different from yours or mine. She had her
reasons why she couldn’t change, and so do we.
The reasons why you are not rich have become a solid part of the reality
that supports your self-concept. You will see just how hooked you are
on those reasons when you try giving them up.
You may even find, like Josey, that you love your reasons.
When I told Josey that she loved being the martyr, she became
angry with me—denying emphatically the truth of my allegation. Not
surprised by her anger, I hoped my confrontation might shake her loose
from the role she was playing. But it didn’t.
How about the role you’re playing? How attached are you to your
reasons for being poor?

You Have Become Your Reasons
To fully understand the extent of our resistance to giving up our
reasons, we must realize, that for our ego, those reasons are more
than just reasons. They are also more than just our opinion about how
rich people got rich and why we wouldn’t want to be one of them.
Those reasons set us apart, identify and individualize us
as the person we perceive ourselves to be.
On the surface, giving up a reason would appear to be the
simple act of changing our minds. But, our ego doesn’t see it that way.
For the ego, those reasons are who we are and giving them up would
mean sacrificing our identity.
If you would take all the reasons for the things you do or don’t do
and bind them all together into one package, you would find that
package to be you.
From the ego’s standpoint, those assembled reasons
are who you have chosen to be in your relationship
to the people, money and circumstances in your life.
You will have trouble giving up the reasons for your lack of
wealth, because you, as your ego, have become your reasons. Can
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you see the parallel between your situation and Josey’s inability to give
up her martyr role?

The Only Way Out of Poverty
For the ego, giving up those reasons is NOT just the simple act
of changing your mind about something you believe to be true. Giving
up reasons is actually a transformation where our ego gives up its victim
role and is reborn with a new concept of self.
What dies in the transformation process,
is our concept of self that needs to explain its failure.
Born out of that transformation
is a new self-concept with the courage to act
--a self no longer fearing failure nor needing excuses.
The act of changing your mind, a transformation, is the only way
out of poverty. It is the simple, but never easy solution to any form of
poverty, whether you’re talking about health, wealth or personal power.
A transformation can be as quick and easy as changing
your mind or as slow and painful as the process of getting a
divorce. My transformation while reading Hill’s book happened quickly
because I had already suffered the mental agony of accepting the
possibility of closing my business.

Expect the Resistance
The transformation process is painful only because our ego
doesn’t want us to be transformed. If you are in the process, but not yet
transformed, you will have second thoughts from time to time about your
decision to change your life. In every weak moment (that’s when you
stop thinking about your goal and start thinking about the possibility of
failure),
your ego will put fear in your heart,
making you wonder if you made the right decision.
When you’re afraid, you will know that your ego, your built-in
resistance to change, is back in charge. That resistance will show up in
the form of reasons why you shouldn’t proceed.

You Are Not Your Ego
Now would be a good time to remember that:
You are not your ego.
Your ego is your servant, not your master. You will find it easier
to deal with if you understand its fear of change. To take charge,
acknowledge your ego’s reasons for being afraid and then switch your
attitude from fear to faith.
To rebuild your faith, take time to remember how you felt when
you first had the courage to act. Bring your thinking back to the benefits
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of being transformed. Make a list of those benefits, and read them
aloud every time you have doubts. Re-light the fire of desire that
gave you the will to act in the first place.
Your battle with the ego will be won,
only if you maintain a clear mental image
of yourself enjoying the success you wanted.

Those Reasons Are Who We Are
When we originally decided that we would never be rich, we
gave ourselves reasons why we shouldn’t be. We have since become
those reasons.
Reasons are therefore, not just simple ideas that can be tossed
aside like an old worn-out shirt that we don’t need anymore. Our
reasons for not being rich have become our reality. Giving them up will
be more painful than pulling teeth.
To be rich, first remember why you chose not to be.
Understand that who you’ve chosen to be, at least for the
moment, doesn’t want you to be rich. That part of you, owns the reasons
why you shouldn’t be.
When you see through those reasons, you’ll give them up and
allow yourself the full benefits of becoming rich.
In the following exercise, list all of the things you’ve always
wanted and the reasons why you thought you couldn’t have them.
Giving up your reasons will change who you are. The secret to
becoming rich will be found in your ability to overcome your ego’s
resistance to that change.

The Reasons Exercise
On a ruled pad, draw a vertical line down the middle of the page.
On the left side of that line, list the things you want from life that you’ve
been thinking you couldn’t have. On the right, give the reasons why you
think you can’t have those things.
What I want…
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They Don’t Hold Water
Reasons are ego’s excuses for our lack of wealth. But ego’s
reasons don’t always make sense.
Using reasons to explain why we’re poor
is like using a wicker basket for a water bucket.
The basket won’t hold water, and neither will your reasons for being
poor. Reasons dissolve and disappear when exposed to ordinary
common sense.

An Aha! Experience?
If your ego resisted doing the exercise, you
can be sure it didn’t want those reasons looked at too
closely.
If you got past your ego and did the exercise,
doing it should have been
a revelation to you, an aha! experience.
If not, if the light didn’t go on, your real reason may still be
hidden. While doing the exercise, if you suddenly realized that your
reasons had no solid substance, in that moment you would have been
transformed. Without your reasons, you would no longer be the same
person. If you were not transformed while doing the exercise, you may
need to dig deeper for the real reason.

Take a Closer Look
The real reason my business was losing money was because I
had not raised my prices after a cost increase. The reason I gave myself
for not raising prices was that I would lose my best customers. That fear
was my state of mind, not an external condition. When I stopped being
afraid, the problem no longer existed.
The reasons that will prevent you from becoming rich are
internal, self-imposed limitations. The real reasons for our failure to act,
are hidden, because they don’t make sense.
Poverty in any form is a mind set,
not the material condition it appears to be.

You May Be Kidding Yourself
If your reason for not being rich is that you don’t think you want
to be, you may be kidding yourself. When one of my key employees at
DAR Cabinets in Phoenix, told me he didn’t really want to be rich, I
asked him if that was why he bought two Arizona lottery tickets every
week.
When we talked about what he would do if he won, he said
nothing would change. He would still be the same guy afterwards, and
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since he loved his job, he promised he would be around forever if I
would have him.
Then, one month later, his was the winning ticket for over one
million dollars, and two days after winning, he gave me two weeks’
notice. I wasn’t even a little bit surprised. I found it interesting to see
how his attitude about money changed as soon as he had enough of it
to make a difference.

Your Reactions Are Who You Are
Your perception of yourself came into existence as a result of
your having chosen who you would be. Each time you reacted to the
circumstances in your life, you were choosing who to be under those or
similar circumstances. Your reactions didn’t just happen; you chose how
you would react.
Please realize that your reactions and your reasons for those
reactions are who you are. You re-establish your identity every time you
react.
And you have the power to re-create yourself,
by choosing a difference reaction.
By so choosing, you would have been transformed. And that new
choice automatically determines who and what belongs in your life. If
you are like most people, you won’t want to admit that you chose your
life to be the way that it is.
No one wants to hear that they did it to themselves.
It takes a lot of growing up to be able to accept that much
responsibility.

The Determining Factor
Your self-concept establishes your self-worth and sets a limit to
what you can have from life. You can have whatever you think would
make you happy when you can accept yourself as being worthy of
that much happiness.
Fred, one of my workshop graduates,
found a new level of personal power
in that moment when it became clear to him
that he could double the size of his business.
Fred hired me as a consultant to coach him and his office staff
through the doubling process.

A Forced Transformation
A change of this magnitude is a traumatic experience for all
concerned. To meet the challenge of their new job responsibilities, they
must grow in consciousness. Those who resist the necessary
transformation, usually quit before they’re asked to leave. Fred’s
receptionist resigned the day the new expansion plans were announced.
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Susan, his bookkeeper, overwhelmed by the thought of the
doubled workload, went into deep depression, crying uncontrollably as
she explained to me why she wouldn’t be able to handle the job.
“But I love my job, and I don’t want to quit,” she sobbed.
I listened sympathetically while she worked her way through
doubts, fears and depression. Finally she stopped crying.
When she was ready to listen, I explained new procedures that
would cut her workload in half with each customer. Still feeling sorry for
herself, doubting my words of reassurance, Susan listened. Then
suddenly, her eyes lit up, and the expression on her face changed to
reflect a new level of self-confidence. I had just witnessed a
transformation.
Taking on the responsibilities of the new job required that she
find a strength within herself she didn’t know she had.
When she found that strength,
Susan was suddenly transformed into the person
who knew she could handle the new job.
But don’t think of transformations in terms of just being able to do
the job. A transformation does much more than that. Susan’s whole life
changed for the better after the transformation. Before the
transformation, she was a mousy individual who played a passive role in
her relationships.
After the transformation, she became totally different and exciting,
very much alive and in charge of her life. Where before, she had been a
‘plain Jane,’ a girl with no self-confidence, Susan blossomed after her
transformation into a pretty woman. When you become prettier on the
inside, it shows on the outside.
Raising the level of your consciousness requires that you
become more aware of who you really are. With the message in this
book, I have attempted to inspire in you a new level of self-awareness.
The first step in the transformation process is taken in that moment
when you come to the realization that you have the power, right now, to
choose a new way of life.
The second step is taken when you make that choice.
Choosing is not something you need to be told how to do; it’s
something you must give yourself permission to do.

You’ve Already Chosen
Transformation is what happens when you change your mind
about who you will be. It can happen, as it did with me in a moment of
revelation, or it can take much longer. If your ego resists the change, a
transformation can sometimes take weeks or even months to reach
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completion. Or it may not happen at all if you fail to overcome the
resistance.
In a transformation you choose a new identity, a new reality for
yourself—a choice you can make only after you acknowledge your
previous choice.
Unless you accept the fact that you’ve chosen what you have,
you will be powerless to make a new choice.

By Not Choosing
None of us wants to be poor—we just haven’t been able to
choose to be rich. And by NOT CHOOSING to be rich, we have
actually chosen—by default—to be poor. When we came to the
crossroads in life marked Rich or Poor, we took the well-worn path,
followed the crowd, and ended up in Poor City.
The first hurdle in moving out of poverty is to realize
that you are poor because you chose not to be rich.
You took a stand against riches, creating the mind set which
would keep you poor. By default, you have chosen a life of poverty.
My successful workshop participants chose to be rich when they
realized that becoming rich was a matter of choice. The rest found
reasons for not following through with their desire to be rich. Why would
they light the fuse on the prosperity rocket and then allow it to fizzle out
before the rocket took off?

What Put Out the Fire Of Desire?
We can be sure that they wanted to be rich, because they paid in
advance for the Workshop. But at some point, their resolve weakened,
and they didn’t finish. In most cases they didn’t admit to themselves that
they were choosing out. They just came up with lame excuses for not
attending the sessions.
Their reasons:
My car wouldn’t start,
I had company from out of town, or
I forgot.

The truth is, their ego kept them out of harm’s way by avoiding a
message that would have resulted in a transformation. They failed to
finish the workshop for the same reasons that will keep most of us from
choosing to be rich. They had a natural resistance to any and all statusquo-threatening ideas, including the possibility of becoming rich.

They Changed Their Minds
Workshop participants who were able to overcome their
resistance to change substantially changed their lifestyles. They
discarded their reasons for not being rich and were transformed in the
process.
It should be clear by now that the
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first step in becoming rich is to give up
the reasons why you are not already rich.
Once you’ve done that, you need only follow the recipe for
becoming rich. JUST CHOOSE TO BE RICH!

Sour-Grapes Reactions
I came to the conclusion as a youngster that nobody loved me.
That judgment call was a childish reaction to some incident so
insignificant that I can’t even remember it. Obviously, something
happened back then that caused me to feel rejected and unloved. I
reacted badly, making a far bigger issue out of the incident than it
warranted.
My immature, nobody-loves-me verdict
was a form of self-deception by a kid with hurt feelings.
Most of us have had similar reactions to some long-forgotten
incident from our past. If we didn’t resolve the problem at the time, that
unhappy childhood experience may still be buried in our subconscious
mind, forming a pattern for all future reactions to similar circumstances.
In my case, I could have easily gotten over the nobody-loves-me
hurt feelings, if I hadn’t compounded the problem by making the sourgrapes decision that I didn’t need anyone. By choosing this independent
attitude, I automatically condemned myself to a lot of years without love.
A loveless life is one of the many forms of poverty.
As a result of my sour-grapes attitude, I would spend much of
the rest of my life doing a pretty good job of convincing myself and
everyone else in my life that I didn’t need anyone. In retrospect, I have
no trouble seeing just how foolish this attitude was, and how much of my
life was wasted because of it.
If you think my case is unique,
you may have missed the point.
I’ve shared my story with you so you can see that sour-grapes attitudes
are nothing more than foolish, unreasonable, often childish decisions,
which keep us from having what we want from life. You can learn from
my experience by finding the parallel in your own life.

The Lie We Tell Ourselves
The sad part about this rebel attitude, is that once you decide
that you don’t want what you think you can’t have, you can never have it
until you give up that I-didn’t-want-it-anyway pose.
We deprive ourselves of having what we want
because we can’t allow ourselves to admit to wanting it.
We live in a land of make believe so that we don’t have to admit
that something is missing from our lives.
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The Hidden Reasons
Our reaction to a childhood experience can leave us with an
attitude problem that will haunt us for the rest of our lives. We chose in
that moment who we would be under those circumstances. And now,
old enough to know better, we still react in the same way whenever
faced with the same or similar circumstances. What’s wrong with today’s
reaction is that we have no explanation for it. We become angry, sad or
afraid for no apparent reason.
Our ego has hidden the reason from view
because it wouldn’t stand the test of logic.
Notice that your reason would not have been hidden from view if
it made any sense.
When you did the REASONS EXERCISE,
You would not have listed your hidden reasons,
and those are the ones most likely to prevent
your having what you want from life.
Those missing reasons are hidden in the deep recesses of your
subconscious mind and may not show themselves until you choose a
goal. Don’t bother looking for them; just set the goal, and the
reasons will find you.

The Voice in the Back of Your Head
Seminar participants who fizzled out, were stopped in their tracks
on their way to riches by their hidden reasons for not becoming rich.
Their decision to join the ranks of the rich, got canceled out when their
ego slipped up behind them and whispered,
You can’t do that because…

If you think you haven’t ever heard your personal devil whisper in
your ear, listen again. It’s that little voice in your head that keeps telling
you why you couldn’t or shouldn’t do whatever you were planning to do
to make your life better. Every time you fail to keep a resolution, you can
chalk up another win for the ego in its battle against change. Just
remember, that reasons are the ego’s defensive weapons.

For Some, Rich Is a Four-Letter Word
A minister friend read some of my early writings on this subject
and returned those pages to me with the word (rich) circled in red.
In the margin he had written,
Be careful of this word.
For him, and for many others in this world, the word “rich” is a
four-letter word.
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While growing up, some of us were told that rich people were the
bad guys and we who were not rich, the good guys.
This hidden idea, that it isn’t okay to be rich
could keep you poor.
You may never be rich if you continue to believe that having
money makes you a bad guy.

His Barrier to Prosperity
For several years of his early adult life, my friend, Dr. Herb
Beatty, had trouble allowing himself to accumulate wealth. He worked at
it and prospered, but he could never allow himself to think about
becoming rich. Then one day he remembered a long forgotten incident
from his childhood, and the light dawned.
As a small boy, riding in the back seat of his parent’s car, Herb
overheard his mother comment about their neighbor.
They must have stolen the money to buy that new car.
There’s no way they could have come by it honestly.
Young Herb was totally unaware that he had just been
programmed to think about people with money as the bad guys.
In later years, when considering the possibility of becoming rich,
he was stopped time and again by this hidden program which controlled
his attitude about the rich.
He could never allow himself to be one of THEM.
When Herb finally remembered the incident from his childhood,
he immediately recognized it as his barrier to becoming rich.
He easily saw his parent’s prejudice about rich people
as nothing more than justification for their lack of prosperity.
He discarded this foolish prejudice almost as soon as he remembered it.

In My Father’s Opinion
Herb’s story is not unique. All of us could probably tell a similar
story about a time when some well-meaning individual fed us their
prejudices about the evils of money.
My father, as a carpenter, helped organize the Carpenter’s Union
in Albuquerque. His negative comments about the rich were common
fare at our dinner table. Fortunately, I never bought into his negative
opinions about people with money. If I had, I could never have become
rich, at least not until I could unseat that prejudice.
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Money, the Root of All Evil?
When I was a kid in Sunday school, some well-meaning Sunday
school teacher told me about money being the root of all evil. I didn’t
buy that prejudice either; although I didn’t know it at the time,
The correct Bible quote:
For the love of money is the root of all evil.
There’s a big difference between the two quotes.
One makes having money a bad thing,
while the other speaks to the evils of greed.
The process of becoming rich requires that we grow in
consciousness. The true benefit of becoming wealthy is not in the
money acquired, but in who we become in the process of acquiring it.
If your desire for money turns into greed,
you’ve taken a wrong turn somewhere.
The purpose of life is not in the having of anything, but in being
the one who is rich enough to have and share the good things in life with
others.
I agree with what Ralph Waldo Emerson said,
Without the rich heart, wealth is an ugly beggar.

A Camel Through the Eye of a Needle
Another often-used excuse for not becoming rich is the quote
from Christ when he said,
It is easier for a camel to go through
the eye of a needle, than for a rich man
to enter into the kingdom of God.
Before something can be easy or hard, it must first be possible.
Since a camel couldn’t possibly go though the eye of a needle, this
quote doesn’t make much sense. George Lamsa, who translated and
wrote his own version of The Bible, clarified Christ’s message in a way
that finally made sense to me.
He explained that Christ spoke of “the eye of the needle” at a
time when most cities were protected by a high inner wall. Entering the
city in those days required that the traveler pass through a small
opening in the wall called “the eye of a needle,” so named because of its
shape.
This opening, barely large enough for an unloaded camel to
enter, was designed to keep out gangs of thieves and marauders.
Before entering the city, taking his favorite camel with him, the rich man
found it necessary to unload all his trade goods—his riches. Seen in this
light, the saying makes sense.
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If we take this ancient quote literally, using today’s meanings for
the words, it would be next to impossible for a rich man to enter the
kingdom of God.
But if we think of the “eye of the needle” as a small hole in the
wall, the rich man could enter the kingdom, leaving his riches outside.
But that process doesn’t make him poor.
Remember, whether you are rich or not is determined by your
state of mind, not your pocket book. Christ never intended his message
to mean that it was impossible for the rich man to enter the kingdom. He
just wanted us to know that it is often difficult for the rich man to
detach himself from his riches enough to enter the kingdom.

When What You Have Has You
I once had a swimming pool equipped with an antiquated handoperated vacuum system. I spent hours cleaning that pool every
Saturday morning so my daughter and her guests would have a nice
clean pool to swim in over the weekend. While cleaning that pool, I
finally realized that I didn’t have the pool. The pool had me.
One of the problems with owning stuff:
If we’re not careful, it will end up owning us.

The Security of Letting Go
The value in becoming rich is not about how much
you can acquire, but about raising your consciousness to the
point of being worthy of the riches you seek.
Every step up in consciousness requires
giving up your attachment to the previous level.
Real security in life is always found in letting go, not in hanging
on. When you close your fist, trying to hang on to what you have, there
will be no room in your hand for anything more.
A farmer would look foolish if he hoarded his seed corn, refusing
to plant those seeds when the time was right. To continue prospering,
the farmer must risk those saved seeds so that he can have next year’s
crop.
Investing in your future is a little like planting seeds. Like the
farmer, you must give up your attachment to what you have and who
you have become in order to have more. This is a little like unloading
the camel before entering the kingdom.
When you can make your growth in consciousness
more important than your material gains,
you will be free to have more.
You will still be rich, not because of what you have, but because
of who you have become.
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Barrier Types
Reasons are the self-imposed barriers that can
block your having what you want from life.
To help you recognize a barrier when confronted with one, I’ve
categorized them by type and listed a few to help you know what they
look like.
Self-Concept Barriers
I’m poor.
I’m dumb.
I’m clumsy.
I’m unworthy.
I’m helpless.
I’m unlovable.
I have a health problem.
People Who Have Power Over Me
Peon/Patron
Employee/Boss
Child/Parent
Husband/Wife
Wife/Husband
Concept of Reality Barrier
It’s God’s will.
It’s Fate.
It’s my Destiny.
I’m being punished.
Old Wives’ Tales
Money is the root of all evil.
Rich people are the bad guys.
Rich people don’t go to heaven.
They must have stolen the money.
Rich people are not happy.
Sour Grapes
I didn’t want it anyway.
I have enough.
Any of these self-limiting reality concepts could keep you
from becoming rich. In each case, you would have given your power
away to people or circumstances. Isn’t it time you took back your
power?

Dealing With the Mind Chatter
Ego’s reasons for why you supposedly won’t be able to
have what you want will come to you in the form of mind chatter.
Do not allow yourself to be upset by this negative input. Acknowledge
your ego, but don’t argue with it. Good advice from the Bible at this point
is,
…resist not evil.
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Take charge of your attitude by maintaining a clear intention
to be and become the person you intend to be. The ego will lose its
battle if you persist with that intention. When you hear the mind chatter,
the appropriate response to your ego is,
Yes, I hear you, but we’re going this way.

Which One Is the Slave to Money?
The poor accuse the rich of being obsessed with thoughts of
money and deny their own fixation. But who do you suppose spends the
most time thinking about money—the rich or the poor?
The poor obviously don’t love money, because they get rid of it
as fast as they can make, and when they’re not spending it, they think
about what they would buy with it if they had more.
The rich never think about
how they would spend more money if they had it.
Anything they wanted would have already been purchased.
The real truth is, that most poor people spend their whole lives
working for money, never having enough of it. They profess to hate the
stuff while they chase it.
The rich, on the other hand,
spend their lives enjoying the fruits of their investments,
creating additional streams of income;
letting MONEY DO THE WORK.
Which one then, is truly a slave to money?

The Law of Compensation
You make a big mistake if you classify all people with
money in the ranks of the greedy. True, some who have enough
money are obsessed with the idea of getting more. They seem to have a
thirst that can’t be quenched. But the greedy, by my definition, are not
rich. Even though they have a great deal of wealth, they lack what they
think they need to make them happy. That hunger for more makes
them poor.
Contrary to popular opinion, most rich people are generous to a
fault. In fact, the secret to becoming rich is in learning how to give. Most
rich people got that way because they learned THE LAW OF
COMPENSATION, which says,
…for whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap.

Another Bible quote with a similar message is:
Give, and it shall be given unto you;
good measure, pressed down,
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and shaken together, and running over…
The rich understand the secret power of giving and use it to
compensate those who will make them richer. But most poor have yet to
learn that secret. Their attitude about giving is that you can’t give what
you don’t have.
Most poverty can be traced
to a lack of understanding of the Law of Compensation,
which says that you reap what you sow.
The rich are rich, because of what they sow.
If you want to be rich, find a way
to serve people better than anyone else.
You’ll be rich before you know it.
If you’re still painting the rich into the corner with the bad guys,
remember this: the rich, not the poor, are the givers in this world. If you
ever want to be a generous giver of money or anything else, you’ll first
have to find a way to acquire it. And once you have it, that money will
have you, unless you learn that the true test of riches is in whether
or not you can give it away.
A bell is not a bell until you ring it;
A song is not a song until you sign it;
And love isn’t love until you can give it away.
When you join the ranks of the rich, you will realize that you got
that way by learning how to give.

It’s What We Tell Ourselves
Most of us who have chosen NOT to be rich would have made a
difference choice had we thought it possible. If someone came to you
tomorrow with a check for one million dollars, announcing that you had
just won the sweepstakes, would you refuse the check? I don’t think so.
If you had learned years ago that you could have anything you
ever wanted in life just by choosing it, the content of your life would be
very different from what it is now. You can bet the farm that you would
not have chosen to be poor.
Well, the truth is:
You CAN have whatever you want from life
just by choosing it. And those riches are reachable,
and much sweeter than you thought.
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The Point Is:
•

The message in this book has the power to transform the
quality of your life only because it is contrary to what
you already believe.

•

Transformation changes who you are by changing what
you think, allowing you to have what you want from
life.

•

In a transformation, the ego dies and is reborn into a
new reality. Knowing this, you can understand why the
ego resists transformation.

•

Because the message in this book differs from what you
now believe to be true, your ego will resist your getting
it.

•

The act of changing your mind, a transformation, is the
only way out of poverty.

•

The transformation process begins in that moment,
when you realize that you have the power not to choose
a new way of life.

•

Only those with a burning desire for change will be
transformed. The rest, lacking the power to overcome
their ego’s resistance to that change, will fail.

•

If you have that desire, the first step toward having
what you want from life is in choosing to be the one who
has it. It’s that simple. If you want to be rich, just choose
to be.

•

The second step is in learning how to overcome the ego’s
resistance to change.

•

You can be rich if you will give up the reasons why you
are not already rich.

•

You may never be rich if you continue to believe that
having money makes you evil. You couldn’t allow
yourself to become one of the bad guys.

•

You can win the battle with ego by maintaining a clear
mental image of yourself enjoying the success you
wanted.
Return to content
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3
THE SUCCESS SECRET
The awesome power in choosing who to be

Or So It Seemed
Once I accepted this philosophy
as my way of life, almost everything I
attempted became a success. In those
days, it seemed to me that being
successful required only that I become clear about what I wanted.
So, during the early years of building my business, I told people
that knowing what you wanted was the only key to having it.
Boy, was I wrong!
I had given them an incomplete formula for success, leaving out
the most important step in the process. It’s true that you must know what
you want before you can choose it, but if you never bring yourself to the
point of choosing it, you will never have it. I found that most people
knew what they wanted but had not taken, and might never take, that
most important second step.

Understanding Is Not Enough
During that same time period, I believed that an understanding
of this philosophy would automatically transform the quality of
your life.
I was wrong about that too!
You will come to understand this philosophy while reading this
book, but your understanding of what you read here won’t make you
rich. You will learn herein that you have the power to choose a new
reality whenever you please. And you will also learn the source of your
power and why it works.
But your understanding of how and why it works
won’t transform the quality of your life.
anymore than understanding how a piano works would make you a
pianist.

The Awesome Power
The awesome power to be found in your ability to choose a new
reality is unleashed the moment you choose.
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You already know you have this power.
You’ve always known. But you have conveniently forgotten that you had
it so that you could deny responsibility for what you’ve done with it. You
will rediscover your power once you admit to yourself (again) that you
are not powerless. Go ahead. Admit that you have the power and then
use it to choose your new and better reality NOW.
Everything you have ever wanted from life can be yours if you
will allow yourself to choose to be the one to whom it belongs. What you
have in your life now is a result of a previous choice of who to be. If you
are not happy with that choice, choose again.

Sharing My Philosophy
When I first discovered this study of the truth, I couldn’t wait to
share it with anyone and everyone who would listen. Any salesman who
had reason to call on me during that period of my life became a captive
audience. One such unfortunate recipient of my proselytizing, a good
friend and my insurance agent, was in my office to sell me another
needed insurance policy. After listening to my new outlook on life for a
while, he said,
“My wife belongs to that church.”

What church? I asked. I don’t belong to any church, and what
I’m sharing with you is a philosophy of life, not a religion. I’m
not preaching at you. I’m just sharing this great truth that has
made me successful and changed the quality of my life. I’m
telling you that you can have whatever you want from life by
simply changing your mind about who you are.

A Spiritual Home
Although I was talking philosophy, not religion, I did not tell my
friend about my notion that maybe my philosophy was, in fact, based on
man’s relationship with God. And until he told me about his wife’s
church, I hadn’t a clue that there was anyone else who believed as I
did—not even Napoleon Hill, whose book stared me down my path of
self-discovery.
Hill did such as excellent job of hiding the
spiritual nature of his message that,
I thought my spiritual interpretation was my own idea.
And because of the importance of my exciting discovery, I
assumed the responsibility for sharing it with the world. Later,
when I learned that I was not alone in my belief, the weight of that
responsibility was somehow lifted.
What a great discovery! I had found a religion to support my
philosophy and a spiritual home filled with people who believed as I did.
--At least that’s what I thought.
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Why Weren’t They Rich?
Not long after joining the church, however, I noticed that the
collection plate on Sunday mornings was filled with mostly one-dollar
bills. I wondered why my new church friends were not rich.
If they had been living up to the promise of their religion, they
would not have been poor. My use of these principles has allowed me to
prosper, and my religion explained why my philosophy works. Yet, the
same knowledge of the truth for them, somehow, had not produced the
same results. Instead, only a few were moderately well off, while many
more of them were actually poor.

I Needed to Know Why
They had joined the church because it offered a new concept of
man’s relationship to God, a way to think about that relationship which
seemed to promise a better life. But that promise had not been kept for
most of them.
Ernest Holmes had told them,
What we need is not some greater power, but a greater
consciousness, a deeper realization of life, a more sublime concept
of Being, a more intimate concept of an already indwelling God,
who is personal to us by virtue of being personified through us.
This new way of looking at man’s relationship to God gave them
something wonderful to believe in. But the new relationship to God
somehow didn’t translate into a life of prosperity. Yet, whenever I
discussed their religion with them, their words sounded very much like
my own philosophy. They were, talking the talk, not walking the walk.
Something very vital to their success
was missing from their formula for living.
Because I thought they didn’t understand the principles, I
volunteered to help teach them. As an assistant to the minister, I taught
Religious Science classes, and they were good students. They did well
on the tests, and I assumed from their correct answers that they had
really gotten it. But they were as poor after taking the classes as before.
Later, I realized that I had merely given them an intellectual
understanding that would do nothing to change the quality of their lives
unless they took the next step.

Pilots Without Wings
They weren’t rich because they had not put their new theory
to the test. Like student pilots, they now believed that the plane
would fly, and understood why, but they had never taken it off the
ground.
When I learned to fly, the first several hours of my training were
in ground school, where I learned everything you can learn from a book
about how to fly an airplane. All that book knowledge didn’t make me a
pilot anymore than reading POPULAR MECHANICS would make me a
mechanic.
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My friends from church, with their recently-acquired
understanding of their relationship to God, had read the book and
learned how the power works through them as them, but they hadn’t
given themselves permission to choose a new reality. They stood
flapping their wings, and wondered why they were still on the ground.
They didn’t realize that their fear of flying was keeping them grounded.
They wondered why they were still poor, and at this point in time, so did
I.

It’s All in Your Choice of Who to Be
Unfortunately, it took almost two years for me to discover how
they could be poor, living under the same philosophy that had made me
rich.
Now that I see it, I am amazed that it took me so long to figure it
out. The difference was not in what we believed, but in our choice of
who to be.
The difference between them and me:
I had chosen to be rich; they had chosen not to be.
It’s as simple as that.
Granted, most of them would have denied that they chose not to
be rich and would have sworn by all that is holy that being rich was what
they really wanted. But the truth, whether they wanted to believe it or
not, was that each of them was who he or she had chosen to be, living a
lifestyle corresponding to that choice. They were living proof of the
fact that what we have in our lives is the direct result of who we’ve
chosen to be.

Knowing What You Want, Not Enough
Each and every one of those not-so-prosperous church
members wanted prosperity, but just hadn’t gotten around to choosing
to be the one that had it. Each one, hoping and praying for that better
way of life, just hadn’t put themselves into the equation by choosing to
be the one who had it.
I have a grandson who has been wanting to fly for as long as I
can remember, but has not gone beyond the wanting to the choosing.
He’s twenty-one now and has never taken a flying lesson.
Wanting more from life without changing
who you are, is like trying to wish yourself upstream
while rowing downstream.
Can you now see the very large difference between wanting
something and actually choosing to be the one who has it? If you want
something you don’t have, you must first choose to be the one who has
it. Once you’ve chosen, you might want to check to see if you are rowing
in the right direction.

You’ve Already Chosen
The greatest barrier to your ability to choose, is that you’ve
already chosen, and who you are now doesn’t want you to re Copyright 1998
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choose. The very large gap between wanting something and choosing
to have it is guarded by your ego.
All of those ’wannabe rich’ church members were stuck in
poverty because no one told them that their desires would be
frustrated by their own natural resistance to change.
Wanting something won’t get it for you until you are ready to
choose out of your current situation.
Everything in your life is there as a direct result
of your choice of who to be.
Everything you want that you don’t have,
IS MISSING from your life as a result of that same choice.
To get the life-changing message available to you in this book,
you must want it enough to choose to be the one who gets it.

What’s the Book About?
I told someone I hadn’t seen for awhile that I was now retired
and writing a book.
“What’s the book about?” she asked.
It’s about how to be prosperous, I answered. But mostly it
answers the question of why we never seem to be able to keep
our New Year’s resolutions.
In my teaching about prosperity, I discovered that most
failures are caused by our build-in resistance to change. To be
successful, we need to learn how to deal with this internal
resistance.
Since our ego is in charge of the resistance, I have
renamed it the devil. The original title of my book, My Friend
The Devil, reflected our need to develop a friendly relationship
with our ego if we wish to succeed at anything.
Oh, I believe that, she said. And then went on to share with me
some ideas of her own, which she seemed to think were on the same
subject.

She Couldn’t Hear What I Meant
Her comments weren’t even close. She had obviously not heard
what I said. Her mind had taken in what I said and twisted the meaning
into something that would more easily fit what she already believed. She
heard what I said, but not what I meant. Her internal defense system,
threatened by the deeper meaning of my words, had kept her from
hearing them.
Make no mistake about it; the message in this book is
threatening to your ego. Before reading further, you might want to check
your resistance to getting this message.

Sharing the Good News
After reading THINK AND GROW RICH, I was so excited about
the good news I found in it, that I couldn’t wait to share it with all of my
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friends and associates. I bought every copy of the book I could find. I
gave the book along with a short lecture on what it would do for them, to
whoever I thought might benefit most from it. What a frustrating
experience that was! None of those who received my gift book got
the same message from it that I did.

The Good Deed
My unsuccessful proselytizing reminds me of the Boy Scout who
was observed helping a little old lady across the street. The observer
caught up with the scout to compliment him on his good deed.
But I’m curious, he said.
Why did she hit you with her umbrella
when you got her to the other side of the street?
He shrugged.
I guess she didn’t want to cross the street.
Those to whom I gave the book were obviously not ready to
cross the street to a new level of consciousness. Some of them were
actually insulted that I should think that they needed to change. But I
was luckier than the Boy Scout, because no one hit me with their
umbrella

The Hidden Truth
One day, I picked up a book I had previously read. As I browsed
through it again, I was amazed to find in it the same basic truth that had
transformed my life when I read THINK AND GROW RICH. At first I
thought this must be a revised edition. Surely, I could not have missed
so important a message the first time. But it was the same book! That
message had been there, available to me the first time I read it. I had
been blind to the message then, because I simply was not yet
ready for it.
Your ego has the power to keep you from hearing
what it doesn’t want you to hear. It can put you to sleep,
take you away from the scene, or close your ears
to keep you from hearing. But mostly it just reinterprets what you hear
into something entirely different—something that
more easily fits into your current concept of reality.

Of the Same Opinion Still
Years ago, as owner and general manager of DAR Tile
Company, I often found it necessary to referee an on-going battle
between my sales manager and my production manager. Each, with a
different priority in his job, seemed blind to the other’s problems and
responsibilities. In this particular session, I spent a good half-hour
selling them on the larger picture, reconciling their two points of view.
When I finished what I considered to be an inspired talk, satisfied
that I had cleared up their difference once and for all, I asked each one
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to tell me in his own words what I had just said. I walked away from that
meeting shaking my head, upset by their answers.
Each heard only what he wanted to hear,
screening out what didn’t fit his own viewpoint.
They were living proof of the saying there’s
…none so deaf as he that will not hear.
The lesson here is that the ego’s screening process is standard
operating procedure in each of us. Once we arrive at an outlook about
anything, our defensive friend, our own personal devil, rejects
automatically, anything which does not support that point of view.
Then we become not only deaf, but blind as well.

Just Doing Its Job
We all have an attitude, a point of view about life that has
become our reality. Our ego allows us to experience life in a way
that corresponds exactly to our chosen point of view. We therefore
see and hear only that which complements that viewpoint.
After our ego screens out everything that doesn’t fit our chosen
reality, what’s left is what belongs with us by right of
consciousness (our level of awareness). So, don’t fault your ego for
rearranging the facts. It is only doing its job.
To change your circumstances, you will need to change your
outlook to correspond to the new and better circumstances you want.
You can expect the ego to resist this change by defending your current
outlook.

Breaking Down the Resistance
Those who were transformed while taking my workshops came
desperately seeking a change in their lives. They had gone beyond
simply wanting change to being determined to have that change. Their
resistance had already been broken down by their discontent with
intolerable circumstances. In other words, they had already partially
destroyed their attachment to their old reality. All they needed was a
way out.

“You Can’t Get Out of Here”
It seems my unsuccessful workshop participants were not quite as
motivated as they needed to be, and they certainly were not as inspired
as Harry in the following story.
For the people in one small Midwest village, the shortest
distance to town was a path through the cemetery. One afternoon, the
gravediggers got a rush call to dig a grave across that well-worn path to
town.
Soon after dark, on his way to town through the cemetery, Joe
fell into that open grave. After several unsuccessful attempts to get out
of the freshly-dug grave, Joe decided he would sit back and wait for
help. Before long, he heard his friend Harry coming down the path,
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whistling away the ghosts and goblins he imagined present on a dark
night in the cemetery.
Not wanting to scare his friend Harry with voices from grave, Joe
waited too long to speak, and his friend fell into the opposite end of the
same open grave. Since the damage was done, just for fun, Joe
decided to wait and see what Harry would do.
Sure enough, just like Joe had done, Harry jumped and
scrambled and did everything he could think of, trying desperately to get
out of the grave. Then Joe reached out, tapped Harry on the shoulder,
and said,
You can’t get out of here.
But Harry did!

Only if You’re Fully Motivated
Anything is possible if you are fully motivated. My successful
workshop graduates came desperate for solutions to their money
problems. .And if you will remember, I was in serious trouble just before
I got the message that transformed my life. Notice that in each example,
a powerful motivating force was in motion before the transformation
happened.
If you are to have what you want from life, you must be highly
motivated for the change you want. Without a burning desire, you won’t
have enough personal power to overcome the ego’s resistance.
Unless you are totally unhappy with your present circumstances,
you may not be ready for the truth that will set you free of your
circumstances. In that case, I’m tapping you on the shoulder, saying,
You can’t get out of here.

Through Eyes of Discontent
If you are unhappy with your life the way it is now, you have
already decided that you are ready for a change. Under circumstances
where the ego is already in pain, the transformation should be easy.
To successfully create a new reality, you’ll need to recruit your
ego to your purpose, by selling it on the benefits of that new reality.
Once your ego is on your side, working for you instead of against you,
you can’t lose.

Only When and If You Are Ready
The strangest thing about any hidden truth
is that we will be able to see or hear that truth
only when and if we are ready for it.
We may hear the words spoken many times over, but the
meaning won’t register until we’re ready. Then, when the real meaning
finally dawns on us, it will come in the form of a revelation, revealing
something we’ve always known, but had not allowed ourselves to see
until now.
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Revelation: The Definition
A revelation, according to Webster, is:
1. An act of revealing a divine truth.
2. Something that is revealed by God to man.
3. An enlightening or astonishing disclosure.
A revelation enlightens us by shedding light on a part of
ourselves that we have kept in the dark until now. This new dimension
of our own being, once revealed, gives us the power to solve the
problem we’ve been facing.
Our astonishment at this discovery, comes from realizing
that this truth has been there waiting for us to find it
all the time we were struggling with our problem.
Our wonderment might be likened to the way a butterfly might
feel, having been a caterpillar all its life, when, in a moment of
revelation, it suddenly discovers it has wings and can fly.
A revelation for man, is the revealing of a divine truth,
a message from God, intended to show us our wings.

Revelations and Joseph Smith
Although a message from God happens more often than we
might imagine, I met a couple of Mormons who wouldn’t agree that you
or I could have such a revelation. One day, two Mormons came to my
door asking if they could talk to me.
I said,
Sure, what about? (As if I didn’t know.)
Mormon missionaries, always well dressed, carry a Bible and
travel in pairs.
After introducing themselves, one of them asked,
Do you believe Joseph Smith had a revelation?

Sure, I said, I’ve had a few myself.
I gathered from the surprised look on their faces that they
thought I was poking fun at their belief in Joseph Smith as a Latter-day
Saint. That was not my intention. I had expected an interesting
conversation with them; instead, I watched them walk away shaking
their heads.
Some of the nicest people I know are Mormons. Although I’m not
of that faith, I like what I know about it. I think the Mormons probably
come the closest to proving by example the principles I offer in this
book.
But with these two young Mormon boys, the conversation was
over as quickly as it started, because the idea that an ordinary mortal
like me could receive a message from God was unthinkable.
But they were wrong.
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Revelations are Not Uncommon
A message from God in the form of a revelation
is not an uncommon occurrence.
We all have them and more often that we know. When God
created mankind, He put a part of Himself in each of us. Why should we
be surprised that He would communicate with us from time to time?
What’s surprising is that most of the time we don’t listen.
When a revelation happens, we’ve only uncovered something
that was already, and has always been available, waiting our
acceptance.

Transformation
A revelation is usually accompanied by a transformation in
consciousness. In other words, the revealed truth transforms your
perception of reality so that you suddenly become a different person.
According to Webster, to transform is:
1. To change outward form or condition.
2. To change in character or condition.
A transformation takes place when we expand our concept of
self so that we are no longer the victim. That’s when, in a moment of
insight, we discover a level of power we hadn’t experienced before.
One moment we’re looking desperately for something we
thought we needed to solve our problem; the next moment we discover
to our surprise that we’ve always had it. The discovery is rather like
finding your glasses on your nose after you’ve looked all over the
house for them.

A Treasure Map
Think of this book as a map, leading you to the buried success
secret. The “map” will show you where the treasure is, but you
must dig it out for yourself. Even with a map to guide you, the odds
against your finding it are great. That’s not because it’s hard to find, but
because you, like most others have a secret fear of the change in your
life that would happen if you found it. I challenge you to face your fears
and find that buried treasure for yourself.

Your Hidden Power
On the screen that portrays your life, you project a powerless
image. I predict that you will maintain that false image of yourself until
you no longer need to pretend powerlessness. You will find the hidden
power behind this false image as soon as you realize that you are not
the image on the screen; you are the projector of that image.
Your power, like a Genie in a bottle, waits for you to find it.
Here’s a clue to find it:
those who found it were desperately seeking it.
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You’ll find it only if you are determined to find it.
The bottle containing your powerful Genie
is your current self-image
Behind your projected image, there’s a more powerful you that
will pop up and save the day when the need is great enough. If you are
seriously searching for your Genie, I suggest that you stop the projector
and project a new image of yourself on the screen.

Get Your Genie Out of the Bottle
Your Genie has the power to transform you into the one you
need to be to have what you want from life. But there’s a catch. You
must first find the bottle and then pull the cork. Before your wishes can
be granted, you must let your powerful Genie out of the bottle.
Your Genie’s bottle is not made of glass. Instead, it is built out of
a perception of reality that gives great power to the circumstances in
your life.
The cork in your Genie’s bottle is your belief that
your reality is locked in stone and unchangeable.
At risk in this cork pulling is your concept of reality. Only you can
pull that cork.

The Cork
Two major considerations make the cork in our reality bottle
seem real: first, our belief that our reality is made out of solid substance
and second, the assumption that our situation is hopeless. We remain
stuck because we haven’t understood that our problem is not with the
circumstances.
On closer look, we will find that:
Our reality is built not out of circumstances
but out of our attitude about those circumstances.
Our reality is not in what is happening, but in our reaction to
what’s happening. Our reality is not necessarily based on what is real,
but on what we perceive to be real.
The ego builds our reality
out of attitudes, opinions and points of view
concerning anything we consider significant.
Our ego’s job: to maintain that illusion of reality.
Our reality is the sum of our attitudes about everything that’s
ever happened in our lives. The cork is stuck in our reality bottle when
we think our attitude was the only possible way we could have
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responded to those circumstances. The Cork comes out when you
consider other options.

Popping the Cork
In a wine store in Napa Valley, California, I found this great
gadget for popping corks out of wine bottles. It consists of a hollow
needle and a pump. To remove the cork, the needle is
inserted through the cork into the bottle. Air pumped into
the bottle forces out the cork.
The best way I know to pop the cork in your
Genie’s bottle is to pump some hot air into your concept
of reality. By expanding your concept of reality, you will
see that what seemed to be real is actually built out of your attitudes,
opinions, and points of view, not out of circumstances.
Since attitudes can be changed, your reality can be changed.
You want more from life? Start by accepting the possibility that
your reality is a fairy tale that can be rewritten by merely changing the
way you look at it.
Only you can pull the cork in your Genie’s bottle.

The Success Secret

The solution to all of our problems
has been there waiting for us to find it.
Out of ignorance, we have denied ourselves that answer.
Up to now, our belief in the permanent nature of our reality has
denied us the possibility of learning this secret.
We’ve hidden the secret because understanding it
would have destroyed our concept of reality.
The success secret is profound because at some deeper level of
your own being, you already know this truth. You have not allowed
yourself to hear it before now, because it was contrary to what your ego
would have you believe.
If you have changed your perception of reality, you may be ready
for it now.
Are you ready now for the Success Secret?

The Famous Lost Word
The ancient tribe of the Kabal gave us the secret in the form of a
riddle about a famous lost word. See if you can guess the riddle:
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•
•
•
•
•

It’s the word of power which mankind has lost.
It’s a word most familiar to us.
It’s the open secret of the Universe.
The Bible gives us the key to it.
It is in our hearts and minds many, many times a day.
If you know the word and its power, you can use it to change
yourself and then your circumstances. What is this word of power? Can
you solve the riddle?

The Word Is…
The famous lost word is not really lost, because we each use it
hundreds of times each day. What’s lost is our realization of its’ power.
It is called the open secret of the universe, because it’s there for
us to see, and we can’t see it. The Kabal’s riddle of the word and the
key to its power comes from the Bible.
If you haven’t guessed the riddle,
the word of power is “I AM.”

In His Image and likeness
In the Bible, it is written,
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God.
This describes the creative process by which God spoke his
word to create the universe and everything in it.
God said I Am and created all that we see,
including you and me, out of Himself.
We are, therefore, each of us, an individualization of God.
He gave you the power to speak your word, and create your own
reality. So, what have you created?

Every Thought “I Am”
In the beginning…your word. The beginning of everything in your
life began with your spoken word. When you say, “I’m poor,” you create
your own poverty. If you say, “I’m dumb,” you establish your own
ignorance. By making an “I Am” statement, you choose who you will be
in relationship to someone or something.
When you say something like,
“I don’t like dill pickles,”

your statement is not really about dill pickles.
about who you have chosen to be in relation
made by this “dill pickle” example is that
establishes a relationship to someone
therefore, a powerful thought.
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You Choose Who to Be
When you choose an attitude, opinion, or a point of view about
anything or anybody, choosing to like, dislike, hate or love her, him, or it,
you are choosing who you will be in that relationship. By having an
opinion about someone or something, you make it significant.
You now say,
He, she, or it turns me on, turns me off, makes me mad,
sad or glad. You say, that person does this to me.
With this type of statement, you assume the role of victim,
giving away your power, losing that power for yourself. Whoever
you gave your power to seems to control your attitude. It only seems
that way.

You Wrote the Script
That person will have power over you until you realize that he/she has
only the power that you gave to him/her.
By choosing to hate someone, you build a fire in your heart
for them. But they didn’t build the fire, you did. And guess who gets
burned?
You can put out that fire by choosing a new you in that
relationship. You wrote the script for that relationship, and you are the
main player. To make the relationship work for you, just rewrite the
script.
Just speak your word. Your Genie is now out of the bottle.

“I AM” EXERCISE
Sense the Power of Your Word
As an experiment, see if you can discover the power in your
word. Try saying “I Am” without adding anything to the statement. Say “I
Am,” and then just contemplate for a moment the reality of your
existence. Don’t think for now about who or what you are. Just
contemplate the fact that you are, that you exist. Forget your
circumstances for a moment and just BE. Say “I Am,” and just be there
with the thought of BEing. See if you can begin to sense the power
behind your word. The purpose of life is to discover who you really are.
Well, who are you, really? Take time to answer that question if you can.
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The Point Is:
•

The hidden success secret is discovered by each of us in
that moment when we realize that we have the power to
choose a different reality.

•

This power is re-discovered each time we find the courage
to change our reality by changing our minds about who
we will be.

•

The ancient tribe of the Kabal referred to this strange
secret as the word of power that mankind has lost.

•

In truth, the word is not lost, because it is in our hearts
and minds hundreds of times each day.

•

What’s lost is our realization of the hidden power in our
word.

•

The word of power is “I Am.”

•

Our word has power because God put a part of Himself in
each of us. The power of the Universe is behind our “I Am”
statement.

•

Awakening to this divine truth is a revelation not unlike
the caterpillar waking up to discover that it has wings
and can fly.

•

A revelation is a message from God intended to show us
our wings.

•

That message enlightens us by revealing: That we have
always had the power to solve the problem we’ve been
struggling with.

•

Up to now, we’ve used this power to render ourselves
powerless.

•

It seems we re-discover this power each time we are ready
to use it to transform the quality of our lives.

•

Until we are ready for it, it remains hidden.

•

You will rediscover your power of choice, once again,
when you stop pretending to be a powerless victim of your
circumstances.
Everything you have ever wanted can be yours if you
can find the courage to choose to be the one to whom it
belongs.
Return to content

•
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•

4
MONEY AND YOU
Changing your relationship to money

Your Relationship to Money
If you think the rich are rich BECAUSE they have
money, you would be wrong. Having money is the
effect, not the cause of their riches. They have
money because they think about money in a way
that makes them rich. The difference between the
rich and the poor is in the way they think about
money.
Once you change the way you think about money,
YOU TOO will be well on your way to becoming rich.

“I Need to Earn More Income”
Three people, each with a different income, were asked why they
were attending my Prosperity Consciousness Workshop. Each
answered,
Because I need to earn more money.

I chose these three as volunteers because of the large difference
in the size of their incomes. All three were having trouble paying bills,
and each believed that earning more money would solve all his/her
problems.
I showed them that they were working at the problem from the
wrong direction. Although each had a serious cash flow problem, I
proved to them that more money would only be a temporary solution if
they continued to be governed by:
THE SPENDER’S LAW OF MONEY.

If I Had Your Income
Jill, who made $25,000 a year, was asked if she would be
satisfied with Jack’s income of $40,000. She answered,
Yes, very satisfied!

Jack, on the other hand, would have been happy with the
$55,000 earned by Jim, who needed $60,000 just to make ends meet.
So, what do YOU think they should do to solve their
problems?
Is more income really the answer?
I don’t think so.
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Even though Jim’s $55,000 per year income was the largest of
the three, it was still not enough to satisfy his needs. And if we can learn
anything from Jack’s inability to make a go of his $40,000 income, we
should realize that raising Jill’s $25,000 income to $40,000 would only
be a short-lived fix.

The Spender’s Law
All three were trapped in what seemed to be a permanent
condition of never having enough money. Each saw him/herself as a
victim of insufficient income, and not one of the three seemed ready to
deal with the true nature of her/his problem. They were victims of their
own spending habits, in bondage to,
THE SPENDER’S LAW OF MONEY, which is:
Our expenses will rise to meet the level of our
Income until we choose otherwise.

The Only Sustainable Solution
I thanked my three volunteers and assured them that their
sharing would benefit everyone in the workshop with the same problem.
There could be no doubt in our minds, that the only endurable solution
would be that they budget their spending. Wasn’t that easy?
It’s always easier to be objective about the other fellow’s
problems than when considering our own.

The aha! comes, when we suddenly realize
that Jill is telling our story.
While solving Jill’s problem, we become aware of what we must
do about our own.
Unfortunately, knowing what we should do and doing it are two
different things entirely. If we, and that includes Jill, were people who
could easily do what we should to solve our problem, we would already
be doing it, and the problem would not exist. But Jill’s problem does
exist; so let’s see if we can offer her a solution.

As Her Financial Advisor
Just for the moment,
pretend you were hired by Jill as her financial advisor.
Jill sees her problem as a lack of income, but you know better. As
her advisor, you have just shown her that her real problem is her
uncontrolled spending. So you advise Jill that the only permanent
solution is to spend less than she makes—a budget. This is good advice,
but have you really solved her problem by proposing it?

Ask yourself:
1. Could I take this advice if this were my problem?
2. Considering Jill’s spending habits, what are the odds
against her following my advice?
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The Real Problem
The chances are that Jill will continue to spend money as fast as
she makes it, because budgets are not her style. You and I can easily
see what Jill is doing wrong, but if we stop there, we haven’t gotten to
the core of the problem.
The real problem with Jill
goes beyond what she DOES to who she IS.
We can’t solve Jill’s problem by telling her what she needs to do,
because she won’t do it. The doing of it doesn’t fit who she is.
Before Jill can change her ways, she must become so
upset with her current situation that she would be willing
to give up being who she is, in favor of a new identity.
A lasting solution to Jill’s problem will be possible only when she
becomes a saver and begins budgeting her expenses. Only after Jill
decides that she doesn’t like who she is now will she find the courage to
make a new choice about who she will be.

We Have the Power
You and I have the power, whenever we’re ready, to say I Am” in
a different way, to create a new reality for ourselves by completing a
new statement of being.
We have been ignoring this God-given power all
of our lives, pretending it doesn’t exist
so that we wouldn’t have to take credit for the way it is.
Well, our power does exist, and we can use it at any time to
change our minds about who we will be under any and all
circumstances. What stops us from making a new choice is the fact that
we’ve already chosen.
We will be free to make a new choice,
only if we admit that our previous choice was in error.

How They Catch Monkeys
They catch monkeys in Borneo by baiting
them with pieces of hard candy in hollow coconuts
chained to the ground. The small hole in each
coconut allows the monkey to reach through and
grab the candy but does not allow him to remove
his fist while holding onto the candy. The monkey
refuses to let go, becoming trapped by his own
greed.
When enough monkeys have taken the bait, trappers cast a large net
over the foolish animals to restrain them while being caged. The moral
to this story is:
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if you ever want to be rich,
you will need to be smarter than the monkey.

Rattling Your Cage
Does being compared to a trapped monkey with his hand in the
coconut rattle your cage? Good! That’s what I had in mind. Everything
you buy with your money, is like that hard candy is to the monkey.
Before you will give up any of that stuff you say you need, you must see
how ridiculous it is to hang on to it.
Only by letting go of your candy
will you escape the net and the cage.
Spending more than you make is as dangerous a trap to you as
that candy was to the monkey. If you think that monkey was dumb for
holding on, take a look at yourself. Are you refusing to give up the
things you buy with money you don’ t have?
That stuff IS your piece of hard candy.
You will stop being the slave of money when you see more
value in the money than in the things you could have purchased
with it. When you budget your expenses so that you save 10% or more
of your income, you will have opened your fist and taken your hand out
of the coconut. You will be free to become rich.

If He Only Had the Money
My grandson, Matthew, has a long list of things he would buy if
only he had the money. He had his fist closed tightly inside the coconut.
Because the income from his first job was not enough to support his
want list, he has now taken a second job.
I admire his ambition and his willingness to work harder for what
he wants. I wish I had his energy, but I’m glad I don’t have his
motivation for spending. My guess is that his want list will continue to
grow faster than his income for several years to come. If Matt were like
most people, his income would never catch up.
One of these days my message to Matthew about saving money will
take. In the meantime, I guess he has something to prove to himself by
spending it.

A Slave to His Desires
But for now, Matt is the perfect example of someone trapped by
his own desires. He’s hooked on what he thinks owning that stuff will do
for him. When Matt saves his money it’s because he plans to buy a car,
a motorcycle, or some other toy he thinks he can’t do without. He’ll be a
slave to his desires as long as he has something to prove with his
purchases.
Most people consider money a necessary evil, thinking of it only
in terms of what it will buy. They spend a great deal more time thinking
about how to spend it than about how to keep it.
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Their want lists are large, and if you asked them where the
money would come from to buy all that stuff, they will tell you that they
hope to inherit, or to win the lottery; otherwise, they will just have to work
for it.
The idea that we can have more money
only by working for it makes us a slave to it.

A Higher Law
As long as we live by the Spender’s Law, we will never be free.
We will never have money to spare, because our expenses will
always rise to meet the level of our income. Those who have freed
themselves from the curse of the Spender’s Law escaped from bondage
by discovering another law to live by—a higher law called,
THE SAVER’S LAW OF MONEY:
“10% of all you earn is yours to save and invest.”
The Saver’s Law is the prosperity secret of the wealthy.
Those who live by this law have learned that
the only way to stop your expenses from rising
to the level of your income is to pay yourself first.
But before you can get serious about this idea of paying yourself first,
you must change your attitude about the money you earn.

It’s Not Really Yours
If you think all the money you earn
belongs to you, think again.
That money in your checking account belongs to all those people to
whom you write checks every month. If nothing is left after you’ve paid
your bills, none of the money you earn belongs to you. You work all
month with nothing to show for it.
Running out of money before all the bills are paid is even worse.
Under those circumstances, you won’t be able to pay yourself first,
because none of your future earnings belongs to you. You will be
working for less than you are worth the rest of your life unless you
protest. When will you give yourself a raise?

Make Out the First Check to Yourself
Cut your expenses by 10% or more;
write that first check each month to your savings account instead
of to those other guys.
This is good advice, but you won’t take it unless you’ve already
made up your mind to be rich.
People who live by the Saver’s Law soon develop a
Prosperity Consciousness. Their healthy respect for money will NOT
allow them to spend everything they make.
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They come finally to the conclusion, that their money should
work for them instead of the other way around.
The 80% in that Yale Survey retired without adequate retirement income
because they didn’t think about their money the way rich people do.
They never seriously considered this self-evident truth:
Money will take care of you in your old age,
but first you must take care of it.
Saving 10% of your earnings sounds like a great thing to do, but you
won’t do it unless you change who you are.
The addicted spender doesn’t suddenly become the saver
without a change of consciousness.
Your spendthrift ego must step aside before the saver in you can be
born.

Until You Break the Chain
If you are not saving 10% of your income, you are a money
slave, and will be until you break the chain that binds you. Your
path to riches starts on the day you begin to save 10% of your gross
income. This can happen only if you let go of some of the goodies, so
that you spend only 90% of your income.
This will never happen unless you first choose to be rich.

Did You Prime the Pump?
As a seven-year old boy, visiting my aunt and uncle on their farm
in Las Vegas, New Mexico, I learned a valuable lesson that would serve
me the rest of my life. A long night on an uncomfortable horse-hair
couch had me up at first light to find my aunt already up building a wood
fire in the kitchen stove. She greeted me warmly, and asked me to
fetch a pail of water from the well.

As I went out the back door, I threw away the remaining water in
the bucket. Big mistake! I was soon back in the house telling my aunt
that the pump was broken.
I pumped and I pumped, I complained,
and no water came out.
When she asked me if I had primed the pump, this city boy had
no idea what she was talking about. She explained that water pumps
have leather gaskets that must be wet before the pump can draw water
out of the well.
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When I sheepishly admitted that I had thrown away the water left in the
bucket, my aunt shrugged and said,
Well, Darel, I guess you will have to hike all the way
down to the creek and get water to prime the pump.
On that two-mile walk (one mile down and one back), I thought
about the valuable lesson I had just learned about pumps. They need
to be primed.

The Lesson is the Same
Then, years later, I learned the same lesson in a different way. I
found that life is set up to teach us that pump priming is required in all
areas of our lives, if we are to have what we want.
We are governed by a spiritual law that says:
we can have whatever we want from life
as soon as we become the source of it.
Whatever you want—love, money, or power—before you can have it,
you must first give it. If you don’t have it to give, you must walk that mile
to the creek and come to the well with enough of whatever you want so
that you can prime the pump.
That walk to the creek is a soul-searching look within
to find there what you thought you didn’t have to give.
Seeking to have a friend without first being a friend is like going to the
pump with an empty bucket. You assume the well is dry when it’s not.
When you find that you have something to give to a relationship, you will
easily find the friend you seek.

It Begins With Choosing Who to Be
We have no trouble seeing that having a friend begins with being
a friend. But we fail to notice that having whatever else we want beings
exactly the same way: by first becoming one with enough of it with
which to prime the pump.
If you want to be rich, you must save your money and invest it.
The money pump is obviously primed with money.
The Law of Correspondence says that what you have in life must
correspond to who you are. This law will make you rich only after you
have the consciousness of a rich person.
Your commitment to BE rich
Creates a polarity, which attracts money.
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Life is set up in every way to teach us to become the source of
our own good. We learn this by GIVING that which we didn’t think we
had to give.

Your Thirst Will Lead You to the Well
Thinking in terms of what you need may keep you from going to
the well because your bucket appears to be empty. If you don’t love
yourself, you may feel that you Have-nothing to give to a relationship.
But, if you want that relationship enough, your thirst will lead you to the
friendship well, and you will find the love within yourself to prime the
pump.
The same is true with any other form of prosperity. If your desire
is great enough, you will find a way to prime life’s pump with some
measure of the prosperity you seek.

Priming Our Self-Awareness
Our own consciousness is the channel
through which our good flows.
To open up that channel, we must grow in consciousness, so that we
become the source of that which we seek. We grow each time we make
a new choice about who to be. We’ve always had this God-given power
to choose but we tend to ignore it.
“Consciousness” is the term that measures
our awareness of this great power.
To truly understand the term consciousness, you must first accept the
possibility that there is more to you than you thought. There is a depth to
your being you have yet to discover. By choosing to be more than you
are, you expand the channel through which your good will flow.
Think of the Universe as the horn of plenty
and your self-worth as the small end of the horn.
You can increase the flow through your horn of plenty
only by expanding the value of your self-worth.
Your self-awareness is the pump you must
prime if you are to have what you want.
The lessons to be learned from life are quite simple. You may have
whatever you want from life, if you can raise your consciousness to that
level of expectation.

The Prosperity Secret
The prosperity secret of the rich is so obvious that most
people refuse to seriously consider it. Are you ready for this?
If you want to be rich, take the first step
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in that direction: CHOOSE TO BE RICH.
Changing the way you think changes who you are, and changing
who you are changes what you expect from life. Notice that you get from
life what you expect.
So, go ahead, say it.
Say it to yourself, I choose to be rich.
I know this sounds too simple, but choosing to be rich is the key
that unlocks the door to riches. Once you’ve made that choice, you will
automatically begin to do the sort of things that will make you rich. You
will begin looking for ways to prime the money pump.
You will save some of your income rather than spending all of it.
You will be open to investment opportunities, which will be revealed to
you in ways you had not been able to see before. These things will
begin to happen as a result of your having chosen to be rich.
Until you make that choice, you will not be open to those
opportunities, and you won’t do any of the things that will make it
happen.

Just Say “I Am”
Hopefully, we have learned in previous chapters that we create
our own reality by choosing who to be. We say the magic words, “I Am,”
and then everything that belongs to us by right of consciousness—by
right of that choice—will be added unto us.
The Bible says it this way:
But, seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things shall be added
unto you.
The kingdom of God is “I AM.”

On Retiring Poor
I suggest that you stop reading and think about what your life
might be like if you retired on what you have saved so far. How well
would you live on your monthly Social Security check.
How would you feel about moving in with your children?
And how would they feel about it?
Well, I have news for you. Unless these thoughts scare you into
doing something TODAY, unless you can bring yourself to act RIGHT
NOW, you probably never will.
The 80% who never got around to doing anything about it,
thought that some day they would. But they didn’t. And neither will
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you—not unless you stop right now and make up your mind to retire
rich.

The Reasons Why You Can’t Save
In the following exercise, write down all the reasons you think
you can’t save money. As you list your reasons, keep in mind that
CAN’T is a first cousin to WON’T.

Why I can't save
I can't save any money at this time because...

I can't save any money at this time because...

I can't save any money at this time because...

Remember, your reasons make you a slave to money. If your needs
continue to be more important to you than your freedom, think about the
monkey with his fist closed inside the coconut.

Stop Reading and Choose
I am suggesting that you stop reading now and make that
choice. Say to yourself, and put some feeling into it,
For some silly reason, I chose not to be rich.
That was a mistake.

I now give up that reason and choose to be rich.

I am worthy of being rich and I will be.
Say it out loud two or three times with conviction. Write it on a
slip of paper and tape it to your mirror. Repeat it several times a day
until you are clear that becoming rich is your new reality. When you say
it, put some feeling into it. Remember, Words without Spirit are dead.
Now, ask yourself, As I spoke those words, did I put my
Heart into it, or were these just empty words?
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The End of the Road for the Spender
Before he went to work for me, Bill Barnes made sure I knew he
had recently filed for bankruptcy. I hired him in spite of his past problems
and was never sorry. Bill later became my sales manager and probably
contributed more to the success of DAR Tile Company than any other
individual who ever worked for me.
When you live under the influence of the Spender’s Law,
bankruptcy is the end of the road. Since Bill had followed that road to its
bitter end, I assumed he would be eager to learn about the Saver’s Law.
But Bill wasn’t quite ready to be transformed from a spender into
a saver. Although he stayed out of financial trouble that year, he was
still controlled by his spending habits. After a full year of gentle nudging
Bill finally agreed to save 10% of his income. Then, from time to time
during that first year, Bill told me how much he was saving, and I was
pleased with his progress.

“I Bought a Boat”
At the end of his first year of saving, Bill
came to me with the proud announcement that he
had just used his savings to buy a boat. I could only
shake my head and wonder where I had gone
wrong. He had obviously not gotten my intended
message.

Ten Years Later
Soon after he bought the boat, I convinced him that saved
money was for investing, not for spending, and he started over. Finally,
after two years of coaching, Bill transformed himself into a true saver.
Then, eight years later, ten years after filing for bankruptcy, he
owned considerable stock in my company, and he sold his share in one
of his other investments for $600,000.
Bill’s life story takes us from one extreme to the other, from the
life of a spender to that of the saver. He has shown us by example how
someone who learns to live by the Saver’s Law can go from dead broke
to wealthy in just a few years.
Bill primed his prosperity consciousness
by the simple process of saving 10% of his income.
Bill was always an expert at MAKING and SPENDING money,
but he never would have become rich if he hadn’t learned how to SAVE
it.

Impossible to Save
In every Prosperity Workshop, as soon as I offered the Saver’s
Law as a solution, hands shot up in protest. Their reaction was
expected. Each objector in turn wanted me to agree that, given his/her
particular situation, it would be impossible to save any money.
I reminded them that everyone in the room had a different
income and that even those with the greater income couldn’t save.
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It Can Make You Feel Rich
The next question my workshop participants ask about saving
money is:
How can saving 10% of my insignificant salary
ever make me rich?

And I must answer,
It won’t—at least not at first.
But it will begin to change your attitude about money, and your
revised attitude will make you rich. Those first small deposits into your
savings account won’t add up very fast, but
our growing bank balance will gradually
change the way you think and feel about money
In the beginning, the greater value of your savings account will be
that it demonstrates your commitment to be rich. Later, when you begin
to feel prosperous, you will have a developed prosperity consciousness
that attracts money like flower nectar attracts the honeybee.

A Statement of Being
One of the first great benefits of saving money is a new level of
self-respect you didn’t have when your spending was out of control.
Refusing to give in to your desires puts you back in charge of your life
and gives you a level of personal power you didn’t have before you had
the courage to say no to your spending habits.
Your decision to save is not just
something you decided to do; it is a statement of being
which results in a transformation.
You are no longer who you were prior to that commitment. The
old you could not have made that decision to save and would not have
kept the commitment. Your new level of self-respect will communicate to
those with whom you share your reality.

Communicating Subliminally
Without needing to say a word, your consciousness is
transmitted to everyone you meet. Occasionally, we may get away with
pretending to be brave when we’re not, but most of the time, others will
see through our pretenses. You might be surprised to learn how much
they know about you just by being in the same room with you.
This truth was brought home to me in a seminar conducted by
my friend, Dr. Beatty, where I learned that telling a lie can have a
negative effect on everyone in the room. In a seminar titled TOUCH
FOR HEALTH, based on a book by the same name, we learned about
muscle testing:
a method used by physicians and education professionals for
many years to evaluate the function and effectiveness of
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muscles. In order for the muscles to keep the body in balance, all
energies from all the systems in the body must be able to flow
freely.
Dr. Beatty told us that a lie would block the flow of energy to our
muscles and make them weak. To prove this theory, he had several
of us answer simple yes or no questions with either the truth or a lie.
He showed us that he could tell which was the lie by muscle testing.
Our muscles tested weak whenever we told a lie.
Then, he proved to us that one person in the room telling a
lie would affect everyone else in the room. In this experiment, we
formed a line, with our left hand on the right shoulder of the next in line.
Dr. Beatty asked questions of Jay on one end of the line while he
muscle-tested Alice on the other end.
Jay answered the same question twice, once with a lie and once
with the truth, but not necessarily in that order. After each answer, Dr.
Beatty muscled-tested Alice, who had no way of knowing whether Jay
lied or told the truth. Jay didn’t need to tell us which was which, because
every time he lied, Alice tested weak.
We learned from this experiment
that a lie drains energy from everyone in the room.
But the opposite is also true;
truth charges the atmosphere with positive energy wherever we go.
When we are excited about something,
our enthusiasm inspires others to be enthused,
but when we’re down in spirits,
we infect the space with our bad mood.
Without our needing to say a word, who we are communicates to
everyone in our lives. When we feel poor, we attract poverty. But by
choosing to be rich, we create an atmosphere of prosperity around us
which attracts riches.

Our Consciousness Communicates
To prove the power in a prosperity consciousness, I told the
salespeople in my workshops that
they would make more sales if they carried
three one-hundred-dollar bills in their pocket
when approaching a new customer.
As a homework assignment, I asked them to test this theory for one
week and report results at the next weekly session.
Most of those who did their homework reported an increase in
sales as a result of this experiment. They found that having a few onehundred-dollar bills tucked away in their pocket made them feel more
prosperous. And this prosperous feeling made selling much easier.
One of my friends, the best salesman I know, carries a onethousand-dollar bill in his billfold. Although he doesn’t really need it to
feel prosperous, he still carries it.
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If Your Are Coming from Need
If you are desperately needing a sale,
you probably won’t make it.
Your customer will sense your need and be subliminally repelled by it.
But if you try that sale again with enough money in your pocket to make
you feel prosperous, your attitude will be much different. You will make
the sale because you didn’t need it. The money in your pocket primed
your prosperity consciousness pump.

The Haves and the Have-nots
To understand why a prosperity consciousness makes you
prosperous, you need to know about a certain spiritual law, a law that
causes money to flow toward those who have the consciousness for it
and away from those who don’t.
For the purpose of this discussion,
let’s call those who have the money, the “Haves”
and the ones who don’t, the “Have-nots.”
If your relationship to money is one of constant need, you are
living in a state of poverty created by your never-have-enough attitude
about money. As long as you continue to think about money only in
terms of what you need, you are a “Have-not.”
By choosing to save money, you will automatically
change yourself from a “Have-not” to a “Have.”
A growing savings account gradually changes the way you relate
to money. Your new attitude about money is your ticket to a prosperity
consciousness that WILL make you rich.
You will be a “Have-not” as long as you live
under THE SPENDER’S LAW OF MONEY,
and, money will flow away from you.
Under that law, you have established yourself at the wrong end of the
magnet—as a negative polarity.
By choosing THE SAVER’S LAW as your way of life, you
establish yourself as a positive polarity for attracting money. This
change of polarity is a natural result when the spender becomes a
saver. This polarity change is explained by a seldom-understood
spiritual law.

The Law of Correspondence
The powerful difference in the life experience of the ‘Have-not”
and that of the “Have” can be explained by
The LAW OF CORRESPONDENCE, which says:
You can have from life only that
which corresponds exactly to who you are.
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From the Book of Matthew, the law reads as follows:
For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall
have more abundance; but whosoever hath not, from him
shall be taken away even that he hath.

Most people, ministers included, ignore this important spiritual
law because they do not understand it. I have never heard a sermon
preached on this subject. Have you?
I have also never met a “Have-not” who understood that he/she
was governed by this great law, and more often than not, ministers are
“Have-nots” who think rich is a bad word. Hopefully, some of those
poverty-is-next-to-Godliness ministers will learn that they have been
living and preaching on the wrong side of this powerful law.

Life’s Most Valuable Lesson
That part of the Law which say, from him shall be taken away
even that which he hath, made little or no sense to me for many years.
Why would a loving God establish a law to take from those who were
already poor? Surely God had some very special reason for this
“unfairness,” which I could not, for the moment, appreciate.
Then, in one of my workshops, while trying to convince Have-nots that
they chose their victim role, I suddenly understood the purpose of this great
law. This law is God’s way of allowing us to learn through trial and error, life’s
most valuable lesson:

that we create our own reality by choosing who to be.
And, having chosen, we get to experience life
from that point of view until we choose otherwise.

The Message Here Is:
Learn This Truth or Suffer the Consequences.

God gave us this law to live by because He wanted us to
discover, without prompting, that we have the power to change our
reality any time we choose. We become more aware of this power each
time we use it to choose a new reality. We learn from our choices, good
and bad.
We would never learn from our choices if we were not allowed
to suffer the consequences of an ill-judged choice.
This law will not allow us to become rich as long as we have
chosen not to be. You will live with the consequences of your poor
choice until you make a new choice.
God would say,
If your lack of wisdom allows you to eat crackers
In bed, you deserve to sleep with the crumbs--.

You must realize that the aftereffects of your poor choice are just
consequences, not unfair punishment. Poverty is the consequence of a
foolish choice.
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When the consequences of our unwise choices are painful enough,
we will be motivated to make a new choice,
thereby fulfilling God’s purpose for the law.

God Never Intended That We Be Poor
The LAW OF CORRESPONDENCE says that we will have
whatever we want from life if we first choose to be the one to whom it
belongs by right of consciousness.
If you have a prosperity consciousness, this law says that you
shall have your abundance, “pressed down and running over.” But if
your consciousness doesn’t match what you have, then what you have
“shall be taken away” from you.
What you have in life must correspond to who you are.
It’s the law.
Contrary to popular opinion, God never intended that we be
poor. In fact, He expects us to be rich as soon as we wise up enough to
understand the LAW OF CORRESPONDENCE. He patiently waits for
our wisdom to surface. In the Book of Proverbs we find this quote, which
confirms the fact that God wanted us to be rich:
The crown of the wise is their riches:
But the foolishness of fools is folly.

They Couldn’t Keep It
Our folly is in trying to defy THE LAW OF CORRESPONDENCE.
It is a law that is sometimes broken, but not for long.
In the end, we always find that we can only have what belongs to us by
right of consciousness.
During a Mexican revolution, rebelling peons took much of their
patrons’ wealth and redistributed it among themselves. In a very short
time, that money was back where it belonged—with those who had the
consciousness to keep it.
Many big winners of the lottery end up broke a year or two later
but much worse off than before because they now have a taste for
champagne to go with their beer pocket book. Money always flows
away from those who do not have the consciousness to keep it.

Life’s Purpose
Our purpose in life is to discover who we really are.
God planted a living part of Himself in each of us, and then set us
free to find that hidden part for ourselves.
He gave us free will—the power to choose who we will be. With this
gift, God gave us the power to answer our own prayers. We create a
new world for ourselves every time we make a new choice of who to be.
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They Didn’t Recognize the Answer
Most of us have the wrong idea about praying. We beseech God
for something we think only He can supply—something we desperately
need. We pray to God only when we find ourselves in a situation we
can’t handle.
Unfortunately, a prayer that does nothing to raise the level of
your consciousness will probably produce negative results. Your
desperate need destroys the attitude of thankfulness that makes prayers
productive. Prayers that work raise the level of your expectation.
When we beg God for something, we take the position of
wanting it badly, not the position of being the one who has it. Then when
we don’t get what we begged for, we believe our prayer was not
answered. In fact, our prayer was answered. We just didn’t recognize
the answer when it came.

“You Got It, You Are Poor”
If we are to get what we want through prayer, we need to learn
how to pray.

Christ said,
And all things, whatsoever ye shall
ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive.
If your prayer is to be answered, you must pray believing that God will
answer it. Your faith is the key to successful prayer. Begging God is not
the believer’s prayer. Here’s why the beseeching prayer doesn’t
produce the end result you’re seeking.
When we say,
Please, God, I’m poor, make me rich,
God will answer only to the “I Am” part of your prayer. The Law of
Correspondence is designed to teach you that your “I Am” statement
has power. So, God answers your prayer with
“Your got it, you are poor.’

Your wants will not produce a positive result until you can bring
yourself to the point of choice. In all cases, what you believe is what you
receive. If you want to be rich, you must first choose not to be poor and
then, when you say to yourself, “I will be rich,” you have just prayed
believing.
Emerson said it another way:
What you are speaks so loud,
I can’t hear what you say to the contrary.
Listen to yourself as you think—as you speak. Notice how you end your
“I am…” sentence. That’s what you believe; because that’s what you
expect from life, that’s what you’ll get. Your prayer has been answered.
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The Powerful Prayer
In a successful prayer, the emphasis will be on the BEING, not
on the HAVING. We can’t have what we ask for in prayer, as long as
NOT HAVING is what we believe in.
Prayer is a process of seeing
your situation from a higher perspective.
From this vantage point, you see beyond your problem to its
solution. You see yourself, not as the one with a problem, but as the one
who has a solution to the problem.
In a powerful prayer you visualize
yourself enjoying the fruits of your answered prayer.
Pray with the same attitude you would have when sitting at your table
saying grace. Your attitude under those circumstances would be one of
expectation and thankfulness for what you are about to receive.
The rule in life is that we don’t get what we want unless we can learn to
expect it. When you learn how to raise the level of your expectations, you

will have learned the secret of prayer. God gave you the power to create
your own life, and He wants you to discover that power for yourself.
Don’t expect Him to do it for you.

How About Tithing?
One of the best ways to change the way you see yourself is to
become a giver. A strange thing about giving is that is makes you feel
prosperous. The more you give, the more prosperous you feel.
Tithing is giving 10% of your income to the church. Generous
giving is your recognition that there is more where that came from.
Tithing is a rewarding way to prime your prosperity consciousness
pump. As you become the source, the giver, your supply automatically
increases.
However, if you want to change your
attitude about money, try tithing and see what
happens. But if you are the reluctant giver, doubting
the value of tithing, it may not work for you. A tithe
works best when given out of gratitude for what you
are about to receive, pressed down and running
over. Tithing primes the prosperity pump, but
remember:
The pump you are priming
is your own consciousness, not God’s.
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The Point Is:
•

If you believe rich people are rich because they have
money, you are wrong. Their money is the effect, not the
cause of their being rich.

•

The difference between the rich and the poor is in the way
they perceive themselves in their relationship to money.

•

The rich see money as something to save and invest—a
tool. They see their net-worth as a measure of their selfworth.

•

The poor think of money only in terms of what it will buy.

•

While living under The Spender’s Law of Money:
EXPENSES ALWAYS RISE TO MEET THE LEVEL OF YOUR
INCOME.

•

Those who freed themselves from the curse of The
Spender’s Law, escaped bondage by choosing a higher
law, The Saver’s Law of money: 10% OF ALL YOU EARN IS
YOURS TO INVEST.

•

Unfortunately, the addicted spender does not become a
saver without a change in consciousness.

•

The Law of Correspondence says: what you have in life
must correspond exactly to who you are.

•

This law will make you rich only after you have the
consciousness of a rich person.

•

When you begin to save, the transformation will be
gradual. Your growing bank account will change your
attitude about money and give you a prosperity
consciousness.

•

A prosperity consciousness is the main difference between
the rich and the poor; the rich have it and the poor do not.

•

Your decision to save is more than something to do. It is a
statement of being in which you make a commitment to
develop a prosperity consciousness and retire rich.

Return to content
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5
BE/DO/HAVE
The Success Formula

Looking for the Magic Formula
Most of us read self-help books
hoping some day to find the magic
formula to make us rich, famous, or
happy. We believe that if we do what
the books suggest, we will have what
we want and that having it
automatically makes us into that successful person we always wanted to
be.
Unfortunately, we probably won’t do what the self-help books
suggest, because it isn’t a natural thing for us to do. The doing of it, just
doesn’t fit with our image of who we are.
Oh well, there goes another good intention down the drain!

Plasco’s Problem
Several years ago, Plasco, an aluminum window manufacturer in
Albuquerque, had the problem of often being unable to ship complete
window orders because of out-of-stock parts. Almost one-third of their
customers’ orders were delivered with one or two windows backordered. After a quick analysis of their dilemma, it seemed obvious to
me that Plasco’s problem had to be a lack of good inventory control.

My Solution
As a silent partner in Plasco, acting as a business consultant, I
devised a simple visual inventory system consisting of two bins for each
part, size and type. With this new inventory control, window assemblers
would use parts from only one of the two bins until that bin was empty.
The empty bin would then become the signal to order that part.
I thought my new inventory control system
was foolproof. It wasn’t.

The Wrong Solution
Within two months after completing my consulting job, Plasco’s
inventory was again short key window parts. Their ability to fill orders
was only slightly better than before. Why?
Like most management consultants,
I made the mistake of solving a procedural problem,
When I should have concentrated on the people problem.
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I showed Plasco’s employees what they needed to DO to
eliminate the problem, but I did nothing to change the consciousness of
the people who caused the problem in the first place. I never thought to
tell them who they would have to BE, before they could DO as I
suggested.
As a creative process, DO /HAVE/ BE, just doesn’t work
because DO is not the first step in the creative process.

You Would Already Be Doing It
My friend Bob Williamson is a very successful management
consultant. He and I put together and conducted THE BUSINESS
SUCCESS WORKSHOP. Bob told our workshop participants what they
needed to do in order to succeed. And I challenged them by saying, If
you were someone who could do what Bob suggests, you would already
be doing it.
Business consultants tell you what you must do to succeed.
What they fail to tell you is that you must change your mind about who
you are in order to take their advice. You will do as they suggest only
after you’ve transformed yourself into one who would just naturally do
those successful things.

The Order of Creation Reversed
We have somehow come to believe
that having something, like money or a
new car, will make us a bigger or better
person. We assume that BE-ing is a direct
result of HAVING.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
When you become rich, it will be because
of who you are, not because of what you have.
If doing those things isn’t your style, you probably won’t.
And even if you talk yourself into trying,
you probably won’t finish the project.
If the suggested self-help activities were not foreign to your nature, you
would already be doing them.

Management Consultants
Before I became a management consultant,
a homebuilder friend hired a high-powered management consulting
firm to solve his business problems.
My friend (we’ll call him Randy) sought this firm’s advice
because his profits were way below what they should have been for a
six-houses-a-day sales volume.
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After three weeks of analyzing his business, the consulting firm
presented Randy with a thick written report and an invoice for several
thousand dollars. This report analyzed Randy’s problems in detail and
made suggestions about what he should do to solve them.
Their suggestions were mostly good, but some were not.

Good and Bad Advice
One superb salesman produced all of Randy’s six-houses-a-day
sales volume. Randy paid this super salesman a commission of only
$100 per house. His per-house sales cost, compared to most other
builders, was unbelievably low.
But Randy’s consultants, instead of seeing the $100 per house
commission as a bargain, saw instead, $600 per day sales cost as an
expense that could be cut.
$600 per day is far too much to pay any one salesman, they said,
You could easily hire two
for $100 per day each and save $400.
Unfortunately, Randy took their advice on this one. He fired this
exceptionally productive salesman, replacing him with two people, a
sales manager and one salesman, together costing much less then
$600. My guess is that Randy saved close to $400 per day in
salaries. Unfortunately he lost half of his volume in the bargain. Big
mistake! Bad advice.
But their counsel wasn’t all bad. They also gave Randy several
pages of good suggestions. Unfortunately, most of their good ideas
went to waste.

What They Didn’t Tell Him
Randy tried for a while to implement some of the consulting
firm’s suggestions, but the new procedures soon fell by the wayside for
lack of follow through.
The new, efficient ways were out of character for Randy—not
something he felt comfortable doing.
In my judgment, the consultants failed miserably in their job, because
they never told Randy HE was the problem.
The consultants forgot to tell Randy that the taking of their advice would
require that he transform himself into someone who could do what they
suggested naturally.

Their Own Biggest Problem
Bob Williamson, a management consultant, will tell you how to
manage your time and market your product. He will also give you advice
on all the other good things you will need to do in order to become more
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efficient, more successful in running your business. And if you follow his
advice, you are sure to be a success.
Because he’s very good at what he does,
Bob has a long list of successful clients,
but he also has a small list of clients who tend to waste his time and
theirs by not following his good advice. That list is small, because Bob
screens prospective clients, refusing to accept the ones most likely to
resist transformation. He advises clients up front that they may be
their own biggest problem.
Most of them already knew that.

The Correct Order of Creation
Earl Nightingale used to say that we are what we do, but that’s
not exactly true. In fact, it is backward to my way of thinking.
What we do does not make us who we are;
it merely reflects who we already are.
Christ said,
Ye shall know them by their fruits.
This means that we’ll know who you are by what you do.
Self-help books, by telling us what to do, suggest that the
creative order for any change in circumstances is DO/ HAVE/ BE. It just
doesn’t work that way, because they have the order backward. You
won’t ever be able to do what the authors suggest until you change
yourself into the person who will do those things as a result of who you
are—not in spite of.
The Game of Life is set up so that we must grow in
consciousness before we can have that better life we want.
Having more requires a transformation,
which is the first, not the last step, in the order of creation.
We must BE before we can DO, and DO before we can HAVE.
The correct order of creation for man is BE/DO/HAVE. The real
question in life is whether you will choose to be or not to be the one who
has what you want from life.
Our vision of having something we want is
the bait that inspires us to think about creating a
new reality for ourselves. And having taken the
bait, we look for the hook. We ask ourselves,
What must I do in order to have that?

At this point, we usually realize that having
what we want would require that we do something completely out of
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character. In most cases, this realization ends our quest. To avoid the
transformation that would have been necessary, we abandon our wants.
Ego wins again!

My Wife Does A Seminar
My wife, Betty, took The Training, a two-day seminar designed to
peel away false beliefs that control our lives. Soon after her Training
experience, I asked Betty during lunch one day what she had gotten out
of the seminar.
Nothing. She said, I didn’t get a thing out of it.
But the next words she spoke let me know that she was no
longer who she had been prior to doing The Training.

First, Speak Your Word
Before The Training, when Betty said she wanted a new car, I
told her there was nothing wrong with the one she was driving. That’s
the way the conversation ended each time until that day at lunch.
This time, Betty said,
I want a new car

in a tone of voice that was not a simple request.
Sure, the words were the same as before, but this time her tone
made those words a declaration of intention based on a new statement
of being. Since the last time we talked about it, she had transformed
herself into someone who in consciousness already owned that
new car!
To me, her transformation was obvious. This time, she didn’t
need to sell me, persuade me or twist my arm. Who she was, and where
she was coming from, said it all. No quibble, no argument; she would
have her new car. The only questions now were what color and what
make?
The Betty who was able to say, I WILL have that new car,
was not the same Betty who had previously only wished for a new
car.

It Really Is the First Step
Some find it difficult to believe that BE is the first step in the
creative process. A new self-image is never the first thing that
comes to mind when thinking about what we want. But knowing
what we want won’t get it for us. We can’t have what we want until we
choose to be the one who has it. We tend to ignore the necessity of
taking that first step.
Those who want to be rich, and those who
choose to be rich, live in two separate worlds.
Those who know what they want and choose it are in charge of
their lives. Those who can’t choose, live their lives as victims. When
looking at new cars, we tell the salesman, I’m just looking, when what
we really mean is,
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I haven’t yet made it okay with myself to say yes!

We can’t say yes, because we haven’t decided that we’re worthy
of having that new car. Although it never seems that way, “BE” really is
the first step in the creative process.
To have what you want from life,
You must first say “I am…” in a brand new way.

Saying No to Security
When we suddenly rediscover the power to say no
to the security of our old reality, we have at that
moment, risen to a new level of consciousness.
Saying “yes” to the insecurity of a brand new reality is a brave
new step—a transformation in consciousness made possible by
discovering a deeper dimension of our being, a discovery of our own
inner power. The evolution of man, the process of self-discovery, is
a peeling and shedding process in which we shed yesterday’s selflimiting attitudes.

Your Self-Worth Sets The Limit
The only barrier between you and having what
you want from life is your current self-worth.
In case you’re confused about the difference between selfimage, self-worth and self-esteem, self-image is your over-all perception
of yourself, including self-worth. Self-esteem measures your level of
self-confidence, and
Self-worth is the measure of how much prosperity you can
accept for yourself at your current level of consciousness.
One day, in a conversation about monetary goals, Claire, my
massage therapist, wondered why she wasn’t making the money she
hoped for. Her income goals were not being reached.
I suggested that perhaps she wasn’t worthy of more income.
Naturally, my comment touched a hot button. She became angry
until I explained that it was not I who established or defined her selfworth. She had done that to herself when she chose who she would
be. After reading my manuscript, Claire began the process of recreating
her self-worth and increasing her income.

She Tripled Her Self-Worth
My editor for this book, Lara Lavonne Jordon, is another
example of someone who needed to change her self-worth. When she
first accepted the job of editing this manuscript,
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Lara offered her services for $5 per hour.
That rate was a measure of her self-worth at the time. I rejected her $5
offer as not enough and suggested we try $7 instead.
Shortly after beginning the edit, we raised her hourly rate to
$7.50. But, on the first three chapters, I found it necessary to pay her
more than she asked. She was inclined to short-change herself on
the hours because her self-worth didn’t quite measure up to the
agreed rate of pay.
After reading one-half of my book, Lara changed her mind about
what she is worth.
She’s now charging $15 per hour
and is sure that she’s worth it.
By raising her consciousness from $5 to $15 per hour, she tripled her
self-worth. Lara is now in the editing business and calls herself The
Book Doctor.
Self-esteem is built out of self-respect,
but you can also have self-respect
while being proud of the fact that you’re poor.
That’s foolish pride in my opinion. To be worthy of more from life,
you must begin by wanting more. Then, choosing to be the one who has
what you want will lead you down the path toward becoming worthy of it.
First you have the intention, and then
you work at becoming worthy of that intention.

How You Created Yourself
If you’ve already rejected your current status as unsatisfactory, if
you’ve already said “No!” to your current reality, you will be ready to
create a new one.
The changing of our self-image begins with this realization—this
maxim; Who we are now came into being as a result of the way we
thought about—how we chose to relate to—the people and
circumstances in our lives. We change relationships and
circumstances by changing the way we think about them. Our thoughts
are patterned responses that can be changed.
If you are ready to change your circumstances, you need only
change the way you think about them.
The formula for getting rid of any bad habit
is to replace it with a better one.

How to Transform Yourself
Replacing a thought pattern requires that you take charge of
your thinking for at least 30 minutes each day.
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Overcoming your built-in resistance to change will require a great
deal of resolve.
To help you stay on track, I suggest you create the following note
to yourself on a 3 X 5 card. Tape it to your bathroom mirror where you
will see it morning and evening. Make several other copies; keep one in
your pocket, and put the rest anywhere else that will remind you of your
commitment.
Learning this principle and making the commitment on this card
will change the way you look at your life and open the door to the
possibility of choosing a new reality for yourself. Once that door is open,
you will walk through it.

My Commitment

I know that any concept of self
that I persistently hold in my mind
will eventually become my reality
I will therefore concentrate my thoughts
for thirty minutes daily
on thinking of myself as the person
I intend to become
Signed______________________________
Your signature on this card seals the bargain you’ve just
made with yourself and signifies your intention to keep the
commitment.
When you are ready to change who you are, set aside three tenminute segments each day, preferably morning, noon and night, to think
about who you would be if you had what you wanted from life. When
you are clear about who you will have to be, write it down, memorize it
and then visualize yourself as that successful person every chance you
get.
For the full ten minutes each time, concentrate your thoughts on
thinking of yourself as the person you intend to become.
During this thirty minutes, use your imagination to bring all of
your senses into play. Make sure your visualization seems real to you.
Continue this visualization for thirty days.

Intentions=Results
If your vision is clear and your intention strong enough to
overcome your resistance to change, you will become the person you
have been visualizing during that thirty days. I can guarantee that
outcome because intentions always equal results.
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To prove this point, I sometimes lay my pen on the table and ask
someone to try to pick it up. When they pick up the pen, I say,
No, no, I didn’t tell you to pick it up.
I said, “Try to pick it up.”

Of course, you can’t TRY to pick up the pen. You either pick it up or you
don’t. In most cases, I tried is the excuse we use to explain why we
haven’t done something we promised to do.
Make no mistake about it.
INTENTIONS=RESULTS, ALWAYS
So, if you haven’t experienced the desired result at the end of your thirty
days, don’t kid yourself that you tried. Your true intention was
realized.
When you see what you got,
you will know your intention.

Like It or Not
Most poor people know what they want, but don’t have it
because they continue to see themselves wanting, but not having. They
say they want to be rich, but they continue to identify with being poor.
When I accuse them of intending to be poor, they usually deny my
accusation and become very upset. But they’re wrong. They have what
they intended.
Who you are now is who you intended to be,
whether you believe that or not.
And what you have in your life is the result of that intention.
If you don’t like what you have—change your intention.
To have your dream come true, you must envision yourself
already having what you want.
Your “I Am” statement is actually a prayer, the means
by which you decide what you will expect from life.
Years ago, after reading THINK AND GROW RICH, when I
chose to become a millionaire, I fully expected that to happen some day.
But I was not aware of it when it happened. I had set the goal aside and
had actually forgotten about it. I was well past the mark before it dawned
on me that I had actually reached my goal. The point here is not to brag,
but to help you understand the power of expectation.
I chose who I would be, expecting it to happen
and then forgot about it.
By having the intention, I built the mold, and it was filled automatically.
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If you choose today to become a millionaire, don’t look for your
million in tomorrow’s mail. It won’t happen like that, any more than you
would expect to pick tomatoes the day after you planted tomato seeds.
Your change of consciousness is a seed planted in the subconscious.
That seed makes you rich at heart long before you will have the
wealth in hand.

Starting with Nothing
Contrary to popular opinion, creating is not a process of fixing,
changing and rearranging.
An artist starts with a blank canvas and
an idea about what he/she wants to paint.
When Thomas A. Edison invented the electric light, he didn’t try
to fix the candle, the kerosene lantern or the gas light. He first discarded
those ideas. Then, before he did anything else he created in his mind’s
eye the end result, the electric light—a filament of some, as-yetunknown material, glowing brightly in a glass bulb.
Edison knew what those lights would look like. And
before he ever started experimenting with ways to bring his
idea into reality, he understood the principle that would
make the electric light work.
Edison visualized the world lighted by electric
lights before he ever started searching for the way to make it
happen.

A Visualization Process
In the visualization process you will see yourself doing whatever
you would be doing if you were that successful person.
In this picture of success, you will already be
enjoying the fruits of the new reality you are
envisioning.
•
•
•

If you want to be rich, you might visualize yourself going to the
bank with a bag of money,
If your goal is to lose weight, you might want to imagine your
friend complimenting you on how trim you look.
If you want a new car, see your friends waving as you drive
down the street while feeling the wind blowing your hair.

When you have become a thin person in a fat body, your fat
will melt away automatically.

Creating Space
According to our BE/DO/HAVE formula, choosing who to BE is
the first step in the creative process.
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But there’s always a barrier to taking that first step.
Before we can create a new reality for ourselves, we must first create
the space for that to happen.
We can’t mold a new self-image until we’ve broken the mold
of the old one. The caterpillar must give up life as a caterpillar before it
can become a butterfly.
When you create your new self-image,
you are not fixing the old you.
You are discarding your old self-concept so that you can replace it with
a new one. You are creating the space for that new reality by first
rejecting the current one. When you break the old mold, don’t expect to
put it back together like it was. You will be creating a new mold for an
expanded concept of self.
The breaking of the mold is a scary process.
For the ego, it is like dying in order to be reborn, and your ego doesn’t
want this to happen.

The Pumpkin in a Bottle
A farmer found a clear-glass, small-necked, one-gallon bottle in
his pumpkin field. On a vine next to this bottle were the beginnings of a
new pumpkin. Wondering what would happen if the pumpkin grew inside
the glass bottle, the farmer pushed this very small baby pumpkin, still
attached to its vine, through the neck of the bottle.
The pumpkin grew, filling and molding
itself to the shape of the glass bottle.
I wish I could tell you how this story ended. To know the ending, we will
have to speculate.
The farmer could have stopped the pumpkin’s growth by cutting
it from the vine, or he could have broken the bottle, allowing the
pumpkin to continue growing. Or, the pumpkin might have expanded its
way out of the bottle by breaking it. As long as we’re guessing, you can
write your own ending.

Our Reality is That Glass Bottle
The point of this story is that we, like the pumpkin, have molded
ourselves into, and are now limited by our own concept of reality. That
reality, our own glass bottle, is built out of our attitudes, opinions
and point of view about the way life is.
To break out of our glass bottle, we must break the attachment to
our self-concept and our concept of reality

Everything/Nothing
The idea of creating space might seem difficult to grasp. Perhaps
the idea would be clearer if we drew a picture. Take out a blank sheet of
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paper and write the word Everything on it. Now, draw a circle around the
word. Near the circumference of the circle, write the word Nothing. Then
draw a larger circle encompassing both the small circle and the word
Nothing.

Now, imagine that your total reality is everything inside the
smaller inner circle and that there is no room in there for anything more.
The inner circle represents your consciousness (your level of selfawareness.)
What’s outside your circle doesn’t
exist for you because you are not conscious of it.
If you can picture your reality in that sense, you have the right
picture—the place to start in understanding the concept of creating
space.
Now, erase the circumference of the small inner circle, leaving
the outer circle intact.
By destroying the outer boundaries of your current reality, you
have expanded your consciousness, creating space for new things to
happen in your life. You have a new larger image of yourself to project,
expanded to include a part of the screen that was previously blank.
You have created the space for a new reality
by destroying the boundaries of the old.
You have expanded the outer limits of your consciousness.
A simple example of this might be if you previously liked
only vanilla ice cream. Expanding your consciousness would allow
you to experience the other thirty flavors.

Before You Can Say Yes
In a power contest between YES and NO, there are those who
would say the YES is the most powerful of the two. I disagree, because I
know
That you can’t say “YES” until
you say “NO” to the alternatives.
You can’t really say yes to butter pecan ice cream until you have said no
to vanilla and the other twenty-nine flavors.
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Years ago, before the advent of sheet vinyl, inlaid linoleum was
considered the best resilient floor covering there was. My good friend,
Johnny McKennon, a distributor’s salesman, came to DAR Tile to
introduce the new Gold Chip pattern of inlaid linoleum. I didn’t share his
enthusiasm for the new design.
Because I wasn’t sure I wanted to stock it, Johnny guaranteed to
take back any inventory that hadn’t sold in one month. With a fairly good
idea of the customers’ taste in colors, I chose only three of the six
patterns he offered.

Saying No to the Alternatives
A month later, when we hadn’t sold even one order of Gold Chip
linoleum, I asked Johnny to send his truck for the three rolls. He begged
me to delay my decision for one more month and suggested that I buy a
sample roll of the other three darker patterns. Although I knew my
customers wouldn’t buy dark green, red, and black, I agreed to show
these dark colors along with the light ones. Johnny believed that people
would be more likely to purchase something if they were given a wider
selection to choose from.
He said people needed to say no to the alternatives
before they could feel comfortable saying yes.
His idea worked like charm. When we offered our customers
more of a choice, including three dark patterns that they could reject, a
surprising number said yes to the other three patterns. Gold Chip inlaid
linoleum became a popular mover for us for years, just because we
gave our customers the opportunity to say no before saying yes.

The Process of Self-Discovery
Our choice in life is to choose a new way of being or to remain
stuck in the old one. There’s nothing wrong with staying where you
are—if you are sure that’s where you want to be. But if you’re looking to
change your life, NO is the powerful word that prepares the way for the
YES that starts the creative process.
When we suddenly rediscover the courage and the power to
say NO to the security of our old reality, we have, at that
moment, experienced a rebirth in consciousness.
We have broken our attachment to the current reality, and have
become momentarily free. Our freedom will be short-lived, however,
because the creative process is a repeating pattern. Each time we have
used this process of BE/DO/HAVE to create a new reality for ourselves,
we have necessarily grown in consciousness. But this new reality is just
another one to which we will soon become attached.

When What You Have Has You
Several years ago, a couple in one of my Prosperity
Consciousness Workshops demonstrated their new level of
consciousness. They purchased a new home, which they previously
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thought beyond their means. When I saw Janet in church the next day,
assuming she would be ecstatic with joy, I asked her how she liked her
new home. In tears, she answered,
My damn dog scratched my new screen door.
I sympathized with her, but had trouble keeping a straight face.
The dog was only a symbol of the real problem.
She thought she had the new house,
when, in truth, the new house had her.

Me Too!
Remember my swimming pool. When I finally bought a house
with a pool, I really enjoyed it at first. But before long, I realized that I
was spending a lot more time maintaining it than I was swimming in it.
That’s when I decided that I didn’t really have the pool; the pool
had me.
When we become attached to our possessions, we don’t really
have them; they have us. Moving up in consciousness requires that we
first give up (destroy) our attachment to the apparent benefits in our
current reality.

We Create Our Own Problems
Our mission in life is to discover who we really are. Spirit’s
eternal mandate is that we grow in consciousness.
Within each of us dwells the Spirit of God,
in most cases undiscovered.
It is the will of God that we find our way home to Him. This journey home
is accomplished as we grow in consciousness.
This journey home will be filled with challenges, because we
grow the most when facing life’s problems. Spirit’s one command (The
Will of God) is that we stay on the path and continue to grow in
consciousness. When we lose our way, God will put us back on the right
path. When we think we’ve got it made-when we’re coasting—we’ll
be allowed to hit bottom so that we’ll be challenged to rise again,
but this time to new heights.
This charade we call our life, is a game
without end, that we play with ourselves.
We give people or situations great power over ourselves, and
then forget for a while that we gave away our power. We grow whenever
we are able to take back our power. Most problems, when squarely
faced, will turn out to be of our own creation, and those problems will
end as soon as we take responsibility for having created them.
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You Have Already Chosen
The power to drain our alligator-filled swamp
comes with the realization that we created that swamp.
If you find yourself thinking that the swamp is real, just remember that it
is built out of attitudes, opinions, and points of view. To drain your
swamp, you need only change your outlook—your attitude.
The moment you accept the responsibility for what’s going
on in your life, you will have found the power to change it.
Once you decide you are not a victim, that you chose what you
have, you will have the power to re-choose.
Refusing to accept responsibility is like refusing to be where you
are. Another way of avoiding responsibility is to pretend the problem
doesn’t exist. If you are not willing to be here for the way it is, accepting
that you created it, then you really can’t get to where you want to be
from where you are.

“Dig It the Way It Is”
One of the simple truths about life it that
you must choose to be here, wherever that is,
before you can get to wherever there is.
As long as you hold on to your victim story, you are powerless to change
it. You really can’t get there from here.
In Werner Erhart’s est Training, trainers had a saying:
Dig it the way it is, or bitch about the way it isn’t.
The point being that we must accept life the way it is before we can do
anything about changing it. As long as we’re bitching about those
circumstances, they will remain powerful enough to control our lives. But
when we take responsibility for them, those circumstances become
immediately controllable.

Dissatisfaction Is the Beginning
The road to somewhere new always starts with knowing that where
you are now is not where you really want to be.
The road to somewhere else begins with being dissatisfied with where
you are. Our dissatisfaction is what creates the space for something
new to happen. Our discontent will be easier to handle if we can see it
as the beginning of a new journey to a new reality, not the end of the
road.

Satisfaction Only with Completion
When I was a young boy, I remember thinking how great it would
be to have all the ice cream I could eat. One day my dream came true. I
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was fifteen years old and on my first day at work at Butts Drug Store
when my boss said,
Eat all you want.

I did. And that one binge spoiled my appetite for ice cream for as long
as I worked there.
My boss was obviously a wise man, because he knew it wouldn’t
take long to destroy my appetite for ice cream if I was allowed to make a
pig of myself. Sometimes a new reality is like having all the ice cream
you can eat. It’s great for a while, but sooner or later that reality is no
longer giving you satisfaction.
There’s nothing strange about your dissatisfaction. It’s how we
destroy our attachment to the status quo. Our dissatisfaction is just part
of the creative process.
EXERICSE: On a blank piece of paper draw two vertical lines creating
three equal columns.
1. List in column three what you want that you don’t HAVE;
2. List in column two what you would have to DO to have it;
3. Describe in column one who you would have to BE in order to
DO it.
When the exercise is completed, create a clear vision of yourself as
that person you have just described, and then concentrate your
thoughts on thinking of yourself becoming that person.

BE

DO

HAVE

A Journey, Not a Destination
We have said to ourselves that life is going to work out for us:
• as soon as we are old enough,
• as soon as we graduate from high school
• as soon as we get a job,
• as soon as we get married,
• as soon as we get a raise.
The list goes on and on. Well, those things did happen, and
life still didn’t all work out, did it?
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Each time, when the things we looked forward to came to pass,
we experienced satisfaction, never realizing that satisfaction is the end,
not the beginning. Most of my life was spent chasing some end result,
allowing no time out for smelling the flowers along the way. It took me
too long to realize that life is a journey, not a destination.
I was always happiest when moving toward some goal. Much of
my discontent in life could have been avoided if I had accepted my
personal growth as the true benefit of achieving my goals.
We have each been traveling this yellow brick road
toward a higher consciousness all of our lives, without
suspecting the direction or the destination. Somewhere
down this road, we will find out who we really are.
As Earl Nightingale said,
The Architect of the Universe
did not build a stairway leading nowhere.
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The Point Is
•

Self-help books tell you what you must do in order to
succeed. But, if doing those things is not your style, you
probably won’t.

•

Management Consultants often don’t tell you what you
really need to know—that YOU are your own biggest
problem.

•

If you would change what you DO and what you HAVE,
you must first change who you are.

•

The creative process in man is BE/DO/HAVE.
We must BE before we can DO before we can HAVE.

•

The Game of Life is set up so that we must grow in
consciousness before we can have that better life we want.

•

Some believe that having more will make you a bigger,
better person. Not so! Having more requires a
transformation; the first not the last step in the creative
process.

•

The only barrier between you and having what you
want from life is your current self-worth.

•

Don’t confuse self-worth with self-esteem.
Self-esteem is built out of self-respect, but you can also
have self-respect while being proud of being poor. That’s
foolish pride.

•

Self-worth is the measure of how much prosperity you
can accept for yourself at your current level of
consciousness.
You will be stuck at your current level of income until you
change your self-worth.

•

To double your self-worth: create a clear mental image of
yourself being worth twice what you are now making. Then,
concentrate your thoughts for at least thirty minutes daily
on thinking of yourself as that person. (three, 10-minute
sessions)

•

If your intention is strong and your vision clear, you will
have doubled your self-worth in thirty days or less.
Return to content
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6
THE CYCLE
CREATE/PERSIST/DESTOY
The yellow brick road to self-discovery

The Purpose of Life
When I asked Claire, my massage
therapist, if she knew the purpose of life, I
wasn’t surprised when she answered,
I don’t know—the pursuit of happiness—maybe?

Ask the average person that question and they won’t have a clue
because they don’t have an overview of their lives that allows them to
see beyond current circumstances. When I told Claire that the purpose
of life is self-discovery, she didn’t agree at first. Most people wouldn’t.
We have trouble believing in our own hidden power because our
ego doesn’t want us to see beyond the current reality.
Before we can accept self-discovery
as the true purpose of life,
We must first believe that there dwells within us some part of ourselves
we have yet to discover.

A low Level of Self-Confidence
In the following example,
A seventh-grade teacher helped me find my hidden power
by causing me to believe in myself. Her words of encouragement
inspired the transformation that changed me almost overnight, from a
“C-“ to an “A” student.
Until that day in the seventh grade, I had a very low level of selfconfidence. On my way to school each day, to avoid meeting or greeting
people, I directed my attention to the ground in front of me. I found a lot
of coins that way, but didn’t make many friends.
In school, I sat in the back of the room to avoid being noticed or
called upon by the teacher. From there, because I was near-sighted, I
couldn’t see what was being written on the blackboard.
I didn’t know what was going on half the time
and thought I was dumb.
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My low grades for those first six years confirmed my conviction that I
wasn’t very smart.

An Unwelcome Assignment
Then one day, Ms Weeden, my seventh-grade English teacher,
called me to the blackboard to diagram a sentence. I hesitated at first,
but finding no way to avoid the assignment, I hurried to the blackboard,
diagrammed the sentence and returned quickly to my seat.
Ms Weeden was so surprised by my quick completion of the
sentence diagram that she just stood there with her mouth open for a
moment before speaking.
Her surprise was understandable once I learned that she had
given me what she thought was a trick question.
As it turned out, she had just returned from being told by the
head of the English Department that the sentence could not be
diagrammed. I had surprised both her and myself when I diagrammed it
so easily. Ms. Weeden called in the head of the English Department to
show her what I had done and made a big deal out of my ability to
diagram that sentence.

She Changed My mind
She went on and on with her praise, telling the class how smart I
was. Her excessive praise embarrassed me, but it made me wonder if
she might be right.
Maybe I was smarter than I had given myself credit for.
In that moment, I changed my mind about myself.
From that day forward, I became an “A” student. Classes that
had seemed difficult before suddenly became easy. I had removed the
mental block that had, up to then prevented me from hearing or
understanding.

Nothing New Was Added
The most important lesson in this example is:
the transformation process doesn’t add anything
to our intelligence that wasn’t already there.
It merely discards unneeded, self-limiting mental baggage to make room
for a new level of awareness about your life and who you are.
I found myself suddenly smarter after my transformation only
because of my new level of self-confidence. The intelligence, already
there, needed only to be uncovered. My smarts were hidden from view
by a “dumb-me” self-concept. Until I got my dumb self out of the way, I
could not allow myself to demonstrate anything but ignorance.
If each of us could see beyond our self-imposed
limitations, we would see that we are much wiser
than we have allowed ourselves to believe.
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Transformation Is the Key
We discover who we are through transformation. We find a part
of ourselves we didn’t know was there every time we face a problem
and rise above it. We are transformed when we change our minds about
who we will be in regard to whatever problem we’re facing.
Many of our transformations occur when we want something we
won’t be able to have until we change who we are. Other
transformations come to pass when we are faced with some unexpected
challenge we must meet in order to survive. The following true story is
an example of the unforeseen problem.

A “Dear John” Letter
One Saturday morning, my
good friend Larry, came to me in shock.
He obviously needed counseling, and I agreed to listen. Larry’s job as a
traveling salesman usually kept him away from home and family except
on weekends. This Saturday morning, Larry tearfully shared with me
that he had come home Friday from his sales trip to an empty house
and a “Dear John” letter.
His wife’s letter informed him that she was
leaving him for another man and taking the kids.
Her leaving was a total surprise for him. Prior to the “Dear John” letter,
Larry had no idea that his wife was unhappy, and had had no reason to
suspect that she was having an affair.

A Transformation in Progress
I spent three hours with Larry that Saturday morning, sharing my
philosophy of life with him, trying to give him a new perspective on life
that would allow him to rise above his problem. I was encouraged by his
change of attitude as we spoke and expected my coaching, like a seed
planted, to bear fruit at some future time.
I didn’t expect the total transformation in consciousness
that I witnessed on that Saturday morning.
Larry had come to me that morning as a victim of circumstances
he believed to be beyond his control. He left that same morning, no
longer a victim, but as a man inspired with a clear idea of how he
planned to spend the rest of his life.
My friend not only discovered within himself the power to rise
above his problem; he created a clear intention for his new
reality in the three hours that we talked.
Prior to becoming a salesman, Larry had been a teacher. As we
talked, he chose to return to the teaching profession as a college
professor. His almost immediate transformation was fueled by his
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burning desire to find a way out of the deep emotional hole in
which he found himself.
Watching Larry’s eyes light up as he found a
new dimension of himself was definitely my
most rewarding experience as a counselor.
You can learn from Larry’s example that it is not necessary to wallow
in your misery when confronted with a big setback in life.
Your problems, like Larry’s, will dissolve and disappear
as soon as you make a new choice of who to be.
Transformation is always the solution when you’re faced with your
biggest problems, and it is the key to having what you want from life.

We’ve Been Here Before
Transformations are not new to us. All our lives, we’ve solved
problems by finding within ourselves the personal power to rise above
the problem. And, with each transformation, we’ve raised the level of our
self-worth a notch or two. At each new level of consciousness, after
shedding limitations, we were able to see more, hear more and
experience more of life.
In fact, a transformation would be the easy, happy solution
to our problems, if we didn’t need to detach ourselves from
our current reality before moving on.
In most cases, we are so solidly attached to present
circumstances that we won’t turn loose without shedding tears. Larry
came to me feeling sorry for himself, but he was lucky; he didn’t have to
go through the usual long and painful process of breaking loose. She
had done that for him.
Larry had already shed his bucket of tears
before he came to me that morning.
He didn’t have to deal with the usual heavy resistance to change,
because his reaction to his wife’s “Dear John” letter had already
destroyed the status quo.
If you are looking for a transformation,
the sooner you detach yourself from
whatever you can’t seem to do without, the better.

Two Wasted Years
My friend, Rose in my opinion, took
much too long in the breaking-loose process.
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She put up with the broken promises of an alcoholic husband for
years—long after it was apparent that there was no hope for the
relationship. After she stopped loving him she still hung-on, keeping the
marriage together for the kids’ sake, she said.
I think she hung in there because the relationship with her
unreliable husband, as unsatisfying as it was, still provided some
measure of security that she feared might not be found outside that
relationship.
Rose had the same problem we all have when it’s time
for a change—fear of the unknown.
She would find the personal power to make her life work outside
the relationship, only after she found the courage to choose out. In the
meantime, she put up with two years of unnecessary unhappiness,
living with a husband she was bound to leave anyway. In my opinion,
those two years were wasted.

Without a Road Map
We have been creating new realities all of our lives.
And each time, we detached ourselves from the old without a clue as to
why we were doing it. We have followed our own path of self-discovery
all these years without a road map, without knowing that there is a
pattern to the creative process. Rose was transformed
as soon as she found the courage
to leave the security of her non-working relationship.
That transformation could not have taken place until she gave up her
attachment to status quo. She had to say no to her role as the victim of
an alcoholic husband before she could move on to build a new life for
herself.
The creative process, BE/DO/HAVE can’t begin to work its
wonders for us until we’ve broken our attachment to whatever
situation we’ve been unable to leave behind.
Finding our way out of current problems requires
that we see those problems from a different perspective.
BE/DO/HAVE, as a creative process, will do wonders to change
the quality of our lives. But, in many cases, our greatest problems occur
soon after the completion of that process. We make the mistake of
assuming that HAVE is a permanent place of rest. That’s never the
case. We haven’t arrived at our final destination; we’ve only taken one
step in the long journey home.
An overview of our lives would allow us to see that the creative
process is not a one-time occurrence. We’ve been down this road
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before. We’ve Destroyed our attachment to our old reality many times in
the past, and moved on to a greater awareness and a better reality.
Once we see the purpose for detaching ourselves, we can
graduate from the BE/DO/HAVE formula to the one with a greater
purpose.
Life’s self-discovery process is a repeating
cycle called CREATE/PERSIST/DESTROY.

The Cycle
Through this cycle, we move from one level of consciousness to
the next. With each trip around the cycle, with each new act of creation,
we rise above the problems in our current reality. Each time we grow in
consciousness, we come a step closer to the realization that we are
spiritual beings.
Ernest Holmes said,
We comprehend the Infinite only to the degree that It
expresses Itself through us, becoming to us that which we
believe It to be. We cannot come to the Father which art in
heaven except through our own nature.
This is who we really are: an individualization
of a God who experiences Himself through us,
as us, at the level of our own consciousness.

How the Cycle Works
In the CREATE/PERSIST/DESTROY cycle,
CREATE replaces BE in the BE/DO/HAVE formula.
PERSIST replaces DO and
DESTROY replaces HAVE as follows:

THE CYCLE
BE……….DO………HAVE
CREATE..PERSIST..DESTROY
CREATE begins with choosing who you will BE in your new
reality.
PERSIST is about doing whatever you need to DO, for as long
as you need to do it, until your intentions are realized.
DESTROY is the process by which you detach yourself from
your latest creation so that you are free to create again.
The HAVE, in BE/DO/HAVE is realized when you experience the
satisfaction of completion.
Success is defined as the completion
and the satisfaction of completion rewards
that mission. But satisfaction never lasts. And
satisfied with our circumstances, the resulting
DESTROY process in motion.
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In fact, the DESTROY phase of the cycle actually begins in the
moment of completing our goal. Our Spirit knows that this minor
accomplishment does not fulfill the true purpose of our life; it is merely
one step in that direction, Before we can move on to a greater selfawareness, we must each time, sooner or later, DESTROY our
attachment to what we have just CREATED.

She Had Outgrown the Job Description
A couple of years ago, my daughter, Sherry, took a part-time job
which required little or no decision-making responsibilities. She agreed
to work three days a week as a data-entry clerk. This job, which she
considered ideal, would not require that she bring job-related problems
home. She just wanted to be able to put in a good day’s work, do what
she was told each day and go home.
For almost two years, whenever we talked about her job,
Sherry’s comments indicated that she liked working there. Then, one
day the tone changed, and I heard a different tune.
Apparently she had outgrown her original job description.
She now wanted responsibilities instead of simple tasks to perform. And
she resented the supervision she no longer needed, but which came
with her original job description.

The Question Surprised Her
One day, after three weeks of listening to Sherry’s disgruntled
comments about conditions at work,
I asked how soon she would be quitting her job?
With a puzzled look, shaking her head no, she responded
I have no desire to quit my job. Wherever did you get
such an idea?

From you, I explained. In the past three months, your
attitude about your job has turned negative, and lately you’ve
been depressed. Your depression and your negative remarks
about your boss clearly indicate that you are now in the early
stages of Destroying your attachment to the job. I realize that
you have not at this stage considered quitting, but I thought you
might like to know that you’re headed in that direction.

I can’t see why you would say that. I like my job, and
I have no intention of quitting, she stated emphatically.

Why She Couldn’t See It
I expected this answer from Sherry and went on to explain:
Most people are well into the process of
DESTROYing a relationship before they realize
that they are even thinking about choosing out.
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That’s because we believe quitting a relationship without just cause is a
no-no. So, our ego hides the thought of quitting in our subconscious
until such time as we can think about leaving without feeling guilty.
I said, Your conscience won’t allow you to consider quitting
until that action can be justified by making your boss and
your job wrong. And that’s what you’ve been doing lately.

The Advantage of Seeing into the Future
When Sherry remembered some of the things she had said, it
became apparent to her that she was actually in the process of
detaching herself from her job. I pointed out that she was doing this
because her job no longer provided the satisfaction it once did.
The real problem: she was no longer
who she had agreed to be when she first took the job.
she had outgrown the original job description.
Rather than quit, I suggested, you might want to think about
what your job would look like in order that you be as
satisfied with it as you once were.
If you can tell your boss you’ve outgrown the previous
work agreement, and that you want to make a new one, you
will have moved yourself directly out of DESTROY into
CREATE. You will have shortened the DESTROY phase of the
cycle.

Two Opposing Ideas
In the early stages of destroying an attachment, we are often torn
between two conflicting ideas that seem irreconcilable.
The eternal mandate of spirit in us is that we grow in
consciousness. But ego, fearing change, resists spirit’s commission. To
avoid the possibility of a decision that would lead to change, the ego
juggles these two conflicting thoughts, hiding one from the other.
Sherry’s conflicting ideas were:
I’ve outgrown my job, and it’s not okay to quit.

Once she faced these two ideas in the same time frame, she could
easily see that her real problem was one of indecision. When I
suggested that she might solve her dilemma by making a new
agreement with her boss, she responded with:
That will never work. My boss is the way she is and will
never change.

But Sherry agreed to try.

If She Could First Choose Out
Before Sherry could feel comfortable about writing the new job
description, she first needed to make it okay to not have her job.
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Please understand that this was not a suggestion that she quit
her job; this was about making it mentally and emotionally okay if she
quit. Only if Sherry was emotionally free to leave the job, could she be
effective in negotiating a new agreement.

A New job Description
A few days after Sherry showed me her newly written job
description, I called to ask her how she felt about presenting it to her
boss.
You’re not going to believe this, she said, I won’t need to
talk to my boss about it, because she has just sent me a
bouquet of flowers along with a note thanking me for taking
charge while she was gone.

The note covered most of the points on Sherry’s new job description.

Was This a Miracle?
Some might want to call this transformation of Sherry’s work
environment a miracle. But “miracles” happen in our lives every time we
make a new “I Am” statement.
I prefer to call it a fulfillment of the Law of Correspondence,
not a miracle.
The truth is, that once Sherry was able to make a new choice
about who she would be, her world and everyone in it simply had to
align itself to fit her new identity. Everything just naturally fell into place.

The Destroy Process Can Be Curtailed
Sherry was able to curtail the DESTROY phase by exposing the
two opposing ideas to the light of day. These conflicting ideas were
dealt with before they were allowed to complete their usual destructive
pattern.
Sherry’s experience is the perfect example of how, when you
first realize that you have begun the DESTROY phase of the cycle, you
can complete the detachment phase quickly and avoid the usual long,
drawn-out and painful process.

Understanding the Destroy Process
From time to time, when we’ve outgrown our circumstances, we
will find a way to detach ourselves from the current state of affairs,
hoping to move on to something new and better.
Detaching ourselves from the current reality
is a necessary part of the creative process.
In order to reach the other side of the lake, we must cast off from this
shore. But most of us don’t understand the DESTROY process. We
tend to look upon the DESTROY procedure as the end of something
great and wonderful, when we should be seeing it as the doorway to an
exciting new adventure in our lives.
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We tend to DESTROY relationships instead of detaching
ourselves enough so that we can recreate the relationship
under a new agreement.
Look at your most recent success in any form, not as the
completion of a goal, but as a temporary resting place, a plateau in your
climb up the self-discovery ladder.
By training yourself to look forward to your
next challenge, you won’t become as attached to your successes
and will avoid a great deal of painful discontent.

Lost in Germany
Remembering an incident from my life as a soldier during the
Second World War helps remind me
not to get too attached to the ‘stuff’ in my reality.
During that war, I spent some of my nights sleeping on a straw
mattress supported by an Army cot. After sleeping on the ground, that
straw mattress was the ultimate in comfort—until one night, I found
something much better.
On an overnight trip across part of Germany, the mess truck in
which I was riding had a flat tire. After fixing the flat, the two drivers and I
found ourselves separated from our truck convoy and lost. We stopped
to ask directions at a soon-to-be, fully-staffed, fully-equipped (except for
food) officers’ club. Although we weren’t officers, we were invited to stay
the night.

Even on a Feather Bed
Their chef fed us an unbelievable gourmet meal prepared out of
plain ordinary Army food from our mess truck, and that night, for the first
time in my life,
I found myself sleeping on a feather bed.
The difference between my everyday straw mattress and that feather
bed was like the difference between sleeping on the ground and floating
on a cloud.
I knew, when I slipped under those down covers on that feather
mattress that, I would never ever want to get out of bed. But I was
wrong. By morning, the feather bed was no longer comfortable. As
great as it was, I’d had enough of a good thing.
Life is like that.
We find ourselves a nice, comfortable, secure, soft spot, thinking
that we’ve got it made, and before long our security is no longer
satisfying. When that happens, we must sooner or later move on.
We can’t fulfill life’s purpose of self-discovery
while resting too long on one of life’s feather beds.
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Spirit’s passion for growth in consciousness cannot be satisfied
while we’re resting on our laurels. If we don’t CREATE our own
challenges, life will Create challenges for us. So, before you get too
comfortable in your current reality, remember that the time will come
when you will DESTROY your attachment to that reality and continue to
grow.
I sometimes think of that feather bed in Germany
when I get too comfortable in my current circumstances.
Each time we’ve used BE/DO/HAVE as the formula for
CREATING a desired end result, we have not allowed ourselves to see
beyond that immediate achievement. We experience each new success
as if it were the end of the road—as if there were no tomorrow. Then we
become unhappy when tomorrow comes, when yesterday’s victory no
longer satisfies.
Much of our unhappiness in life
comes from trying to hang on to yesterday’s success.
And while hanging on to yesterday’s satisfaction, we ignore
our power to make a new choice. Our unhappiness will go away when
we detach ourselves from whatever made yesterday seem so great.

Why We Need a Road Map
All our lives we have been creating new realities, persisting in
our efforts to be and become more than we were. With each mission
accomplished, we discover that our latest success did not provide the
permanent satisfaction we expected. In all of our trips around the cycle,
we never once noticed that each success, as in the game of Monopoly,
only means that we have passed GO and must go around again.
The SELF-DISCOVERY GAME we’re playing
won’t be over until we find our way home,
when we’ve discovered who we really are.
We have been around the cycle, down this road to self-discovery
many times, growing each time without noticing the pattern to it. We’ve
experienced the thrill of success and the fear of failure over and over in
our lives without being aware that we’ve been down this road before.
The lessons are the same each time, but the circumstances are
different.
I have a road map to show you, a picture of this CYCLE, to help
you understand your past and future trips around the cycle. Once you
see how the cycle works, you should be able to avoid most of the pitfalls
that usually accompany the Destroy process. But, before we take a look
at the cycle illustration, I’d like you to know that your understanding of
it can change the quality of your life.
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Deep Depression Can Be Avoided
The purpose of our trips around the CYCLE is self-discovery, a
mission accomplished only through transformation. And transformation
can only happen after we’ve given up our attachment to being who we
were before.
Most of the pain and discontent in our lives has been
experienced while in the process of detaching ourselves from status
quo. And from my observation, most people waste over half their lives
on the down side of the cycle while the ego resists transformation.
DESTROY, a necessary part of the creative cycle, opens the door to the
creative process but Staying too long in the DESTROY part of the
cycle can be a detour from life.
For most of us, DESTROY is a rough ride that would be made easier if
we knew the shortcut. We need to understand DESTROY as a
necessary detachment procedure in the self-discovery process. Our
understanding of the process allows us to cut it short.
The secret to the shortcut,
is in knowing where you are in the cycle.
The deep depression that usually comes with the final stages of the
DESTROY process is the ego, knowing it must die, but still hanging
on for dear life. The secret is to realize that you are into DESTROY
and then to complete the process as quickly as possible. Shed
your tears, but detach yourself and let it go.
Since being reborn is a glorious and exciting experience,
any delay while waiting for the ego to give up
Is a ridiculous waste of your life.
Being aware of, and accepting responsibility for our place on the
cycle, gives us the power to eliminate much of the pain that usually
comes with the DESTROY process. We can take charge of our lives by
choosing out of DESTROY into CREATE at any time during the
process.
If you can learn to read the road signs
on this yellow brick road to self-discovery,
your journey home will be much quicker.

The Destroy Phase
DESTROY can affect all areas of your life.
The negative vibrations generated in the DESTROY process
tend to spill over into all areas of our lives. I remember one employee’s
bad attitude and destructive behavior patterns at work as he went
through very difficult and bitter divorce proceedings.
Arnold’s negative vibes were so powerful,
I could actually feel his presence
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when he walked into a room
--even though my back was turned to him.
I felt sorry for him, but his negative attitude almost cost him his
job.
It would be difficult but not impossible to be happy in your work
while going through a divorce. And if you are in the process of
destroying your work relationship, your work attitude could also be
affecting your marriage. So, as you look for your place on the cycle,
keep in mind all the areas of your life, including your health, wealth, job
and relationships, but not necessarily in that order.

The Parts of the Cycle
Take a look at the following picture of the cycle. Notice that the
words CREATE/PERSIST/DESTROY in the outer ¼” ring match the
words BE/DO/HAVE in the next smaller ¼” ring. The large outer 1”
donut-shaped ring describes your attitude about life as you find your
way around the creative cycle. And the words in the next smaller 1”
donut give the order of what you might be doing as you advance
clockwise around the cycle. The smallest 1” donut asks whether you’re
dealing with life as your ego or your Spirit as you move around the
cycle.

THE CREATE/PERSIST/DESTROY CYCLE
A yellow brick road to self-discovery
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A Trip around the Cycle
To learn how the cycle works, let’s take an imaginary trip around
it. Although you probably haven’t been aware of it, you’ve made this trip
many times.
Our make-believe trip will help you remember some of your
previous trips and help you find your current place on the cycle. The
benefit of finding yourself on this cycle will be like suddenly finding a
road map when you are lost.
One would naturally assume that the starting place for our
sample trip would be at CREATE, but that’s never where the creative
process really begins. Every transformation you’ve ever had started with
DESTROYING your attachment to whatever stood between you and that
transformation. And transitions are made difficult when the ego resists
the change
Notice that DESTROY takes up the entire right half of the circle.
We spend half our lives on the down side of the cycle only because we
make detaching ourselves from our latest creation difficult. It doesn’t
need to be that way.
Our guided tour of the cycle will start with DESTROY and end
with DESTROY.

Try to Remember
To get a feel for this, you might try to remember a time in your
life when your situation seemed hopeless. What comes to mind for me is
a time when I was losing so much money in my business that I thought I
would be closing it’s doors. If you’ve recently found your way out of a
state of despair, you will have already found your place on the cycle.
The final state of the DESTROY process is when we go into
DESPAIR. That’s the way we feel right after hitting bottom. That’s when
our outlook is the darkest; when there’s no hope. HOPE is the first
positive emotion we feel as we find our way out of DESPAIR.
DESPAIR comes from believing there is no way out, while HOPE
says there must be a way. HOPE, the weakest of the positive emotions,
at least has you looking in the right direction.

CREATE: The New Beginning
The creative process begins with a VISION of what our life might
be like if we didn’t have this problem. When this spark of an idea
catches fire, it turns into a BURNING DESIRE, the motivation you will
need to get the creative juices flowing. Our move in consciousness from
DESTROY into CREATE is like being REBORN.
Being reborn gives us the necessary FAITH in ourselves to
make our VISION a reality. Our dream becomes real the moment we
choose to BE the one who WILL have the object of our desire.
Because our focus is on what we want,
instead of on who we need to be,
we seldom realize at this point that we’ve just been transformed.
The truth is that who we were prior to the transformation could not have
made the choice we’ve just made.
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PERSIST
In the PERSIST quadrant, we DO whatever we need to DO, to
HAVE what we want from life. In this segment we are always
ENTHUSIASTIC about who we are and what we’re doing. Life is
ENJOYABLE when we LOVE ourselves and know that our dream is
becoming a reality. If you persist, your hunger for that better life will
be satisfied so that—you can sit back and enjoy your success,
right?
Sorry!
They lived happily ever after

is the bottom line only in fairy tales.
The reward for reaching our goal is the satisfaction of completion,
not permanent happiness. If we place too much value on the material
gain that made us happy, we will surely be disappointed. The real
benefit of this trip around the cycle was our growth in consciousness,
not the material success.
The greatest experiences of our lives will happen as we move
toward a goal. That’s when we’re totally alive, filled with love, joy and
enthusiasm—while we are in the process of being and becoming more
than we were. The purpose of the Cycle of Life is self-discovery, not
material gain.

Only if You Can Give it Away
At the point of completion, there are two things that can happen.
We can sit back and enjoy our success for as long as it will last,
coasting into DESTROY, or we can bypass the DESTROY phase by
setting a new goal.
Soon after we decide that we have it “made in
the shade,” life will move the shade.
You can’t hang on to your success; so, open your fist and let it go. A
lake without an exit stream will soon grow stagnant. Being rich is not
about what you have; it’s about who you are. Life is teaching us to
be a channel for life, not the vessel that holds it.
With this trip around the cycle we have evolved in
consciousness, but this is not the end of the road. It’s merely one small
step in the long journey home; we’ve passed GO and now we get to go
around again. Life will be much more enjoyable when we can think of it
as a big game of Monopoly.

Crashing at the Bottom of the Hill
The things in your life, your possessions, are not who you are.
They merely demonstrate who you are. When you get the idea that
these things are you, you’ve lost your identity to your demonstration.
As a six-year old, I discovered the steep hill next to Highland
Park where I could experience the great thrill of a fast ride down the hill
in a wagon with no brakes. The only way to end the high-speed ride was
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to crash at the bottom, tumbling the wagon and myself off the sidewalk
and onto the park lawn.
In life, after you’ve climbed your hill, when you begin to coast,
you have moved into the Destroy mode.
If you ride the DESTROY process all the way down,
you can only crash at the bottom of the hill.

Over the Top
Let’s continue our trip around the Cycle. We have reached
the point on the Cycle where we have it made.
When we have the object of our intention, we become BORED.
APATHY takes over and we start coasting. Notice that coasting is
always a downhill run.
In the earlier part of our journey toward success, we gladly gave
ourselves to that success. But now that we have it made, keeping our
success is more important than the generous giving attitude that made
us successful. Our desperate attempt to hang on to our success turns to
GREED, and since we’re no longer priming it, the pump doesn’t work.
We become JEALOUS of those who seem to be taking what was once
ours.
Now that we’re losing it,
we BLAME others for our problems. We lose faith in ourselves and
DOUBT our ability to succeed. At this point in our journey toward
success, we’ve lost our Aliveness.
We’ve made a thing called success more important
than Being the one who is succeeding.
Whenever this happens, Spirit will take our success away from
us so that we can find ourselves again.

Completing the Cycle
Our DOUBTS turn to FEAR,
and when FEAR takes over, the end of the down cycle is near.
Remember, FEAR is the negative Faith that goes to work at this time to
bring on what we feared the most.
FEAR has another name. It’s called WORRY, which is another
name for negative prayer. When the worry prayer works we go into
DESPAIR, completing the cycle so that we can start over again.
DESPAIR is the crash at the bottom of the hill.

It’s about Being, Not about Having
You have two choices about who to be.
You can be Spirit, the I AM, or you can be your EGO.
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While on this merry-go-round called life, remember that the
brass ring is in BEING, not in HAVING. You will learn who you really
are by proving to yourself that you can have what you want by becoming
the source of your own good.

EXERCISE: Find Yourself on the Cycle
If you are moving out of DESTROY into CREATE
Experience your transformation with excitement.
Be there for it. Savor the moment.
Visualize your new reality with enthusiasm.
Moving into PERSIST
Love yourself with all your heart and soul.
Act as enthusiastic as you feel.
Enjoy every moment of your persisting.
Experience your aliveness and remember it.
If you’re satisfied with your success—
Raise your sights; set a new goal.
Don’t let yourself coast.
Be the channel, not the vessel.
Share your prosperity.
Keep priming the pump.
Now that you’ve changed your mind about who to be,
Be that person now.
Be true to yourself, always.
Make new agreements.
Your trips around this Cycle of Life are transformational
experiences. The exercise was to assist you in speeding up your
transformation. Most of the DESTROY phase of the cycle can be
avoided if you are aware of your place on the cycle and conscious of the
DESTROY process as it develops.
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The Point Is:
•

Most of us have not realized that life’s purpose is selfdiscovery, and that we discover who we are through
transformations.

•

You are transformed when you re-discover personal powers
you forgot you had—when you change your mind about who
you are—when you face a problem and rise above it.

•

Those growth periods in your life were transformations.

•

Each transformation, when it finally happened, was a
great and gratifying self-discovery experience.
It was also painful for as long as your ego resisted the
change.

•

Spirit’s eternal mandate is that you grow in
consciousness, but ego, fearing change, almost always
resists transformation.

•

Your transformations will be less painful once you realize
that Life’s yellow brick road to self-discovery is a
repeating cycle called CREATE/PERSIST/DESTROY.

•

You’ve been down this road many times before.

•

In each trip around the cycle, while in the process of
creating a new reality, you became totally attached to
your creation.

•

Before moving on, you destroyed that attachment.

•

Unfortunately, if you are like most of us, you have spent
at least half of your life in the DESTROY process. Think
about that!

•

Detachment from the current reality is a necessary part of
the self-discovery process but it doesn’t need to take up
half our lives.

•

If you can learn to read the road signs, your trips around the
cycle will be much quicker and the destroy process less
painful.
The secret to the shortcut is in knowing where you are in the
cycle.

•

A transformation, like being reborn, is a great and glorious
experience. Any delay, while waiting for your ego to give up
its attachment to status quo, is a ridiculous waste of your
life.
Return to content
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7
AGREEMENTS
Every relationship, an unwritten agreement

Life Works by Agreements
You are much wiser than you
know and have much greater depth to
your being than you’ve realized. You will
find your wisdom and your depth of being
while in the process of proving yourself
to yourself.
Because God has given you the power to speak your word, to
say “I Am” and be whomever you chose to be; your spoken word has
much greater power than you have yet discovered.
You discover your power each time you experience the end result
you placed into law by speaking your word.
But the reverse is also true. You diminish your power every time
you fail to keep an agreement or arrive late for an appointment.
If you have not yet realized that your word
has great power, you will be living your life
at the effect of your own spoken word.
You’ll say things like, “I’m dumb,” and then, because your
words have power, you’ll experience what it’s like to be dumb. The
quality of your life is determined by how well you choose the words you
speak and the thoughts you think.
Your ability to take charge of your life will vastly improve when
you realize that:
Your life is an agreement about who you will be to others,
and about who they will be to you.
The level of your personal power will depend
on how well you keep your word,
and on whether or not you continue to deal
with people who don’t keep their word to you.

“For The Last Time”
Remember Rose? The last time I consulted with her about her
alcoholic husband, she stated flatly,
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I’ve forgiven him for the last time.

When Rose first came to me for help, she had all of the usual
problems that come with having an alcoholic for a husband. She
complained that her husband sometimes didn’t show up for days at a
time, and then, only after he had spent his entire week’s paycheck on a
drunken escape from reality. After each drunken binge, he was always
sorry and made all kinds of promises he would never keep. When Rose
first came to me with her tale of woe, I told her something she really
didn’t want to hear.

A Broken Agreement
I suggested that she might have solved her problem early on in
the marriage if she had taken some responsibility for her husband’s first
lost weekend. To prove my point, I asked how she reacted the first time
he got drunk and failed to show up for days. She had been worried sick
at first, she said, and then very angry when she learned where he’d
been for the three days. But in the end, she said she forgave him when
he promised not to do it again.
By forgiving him the first time,
You made it okay for him to do it again, I explained.

What you don’t seem to realize is that you now have an
unwritten agreement with your husband that he can get drunk
and disappear for a few days whenever he wants and get away
with it. When he goes on a toot, the net result is that you will get
mad, stay mad for awhile, and then you will forgive him.
By putting yourself in the victim role, you gave
Him your power and set the stage for him to
do it again, I continued.

If you had refused to be a victim the first time; if you had put
your foot down so that he would have known without a doubt
that he would have no second chance, the second lost weekend
might never have happened.
At first, Rose didn’t want to hear this, because it meant accepting
equal responsibility for the bad times she’d been having. Later,
accepting the existence of that unwritten agreement became an
“aha” experience that led to a transformation for Rose.
Once she admitted to herself that the agreement existed, Rose was able
to cancel the old agreement and make a new one.

Breaking the Attachment
I wish I could tell you that:
Her husband kept the new agreement,
and they lived happily ever after.
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But it didn’t happen that way. In the years of building herself up to the
point of being able to choose out, Rose had made him wrong too many
times. When she came to me that last time, she had lost all love or
respect for him and had broken her attachment to the relationship.
It may seem to you that making a new agreement
this late in their relationship was a waste of time.
It wasn’t. Rose’s new agreement acknowledged the existence of the old
unwritten agreement and immediately canceled it. The new agreement
announced her transformation from the victim to the one with the
personal power to set new rules for the relationship. By failing to keep
the new agreement, her husband would be the one who chose out of
the relationship.
From the moment Rose changed her mind about who she would
be in the relationship until she made the new agreement, she was
living under a broken agreement. Remember,
broken agreements exist whenever you fail to tell the other
party that you’ve changed your mind about who you are.
We solve broken agreement problems by confessing that we are no
longer who we had originally agreed to be in the relationship.
We have a new agreement when they
accept us as we are now.

The Fabric of Our Lives
We could solve broken agreement problems by simply making a
new agreement. Instead, we make the other person wrong and choose
out of the relationship.
We spend our lives moving in and out of alliances, creating and
destroying them, all the while failing to realize that:
every relationship is an unwritten
agreement about who we will be in it.
The fabric of our lives is woven from those agreements. Our
journey through life will be easier to understand if we can see that our
reality is a composite, assembled out of the various agreements we
have made with each other about who we will be. We created those
various relationships so that through them, we could experience our
chosen reality of being.
The real value in those relationships, then, is that they provide us
with the opportunity to experience being who we are, or who we say we
are. They are the proving ground for our intentions about who to
be.

Each for a Different Purpose
All of the people in our lives, in one way or another, support our
ability to experience being who we are. But in case you hadn’t noticed:
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you show a different side of yourself
in each of your various relationships.
Each relationship allows you to experience yourself in a different way,
exposing a different facet of your being in each one. With everyone you
know, you’ve chosen a role to play that will help each of you find
yourself. Notice that role-playing requires opposites.

According to His Agent
William Jones, a novice speaker, was a little short on talent when
he hired his first agent. The pay Willie received for his first speaking
engagements, although not much, was not out of line considering his
lack of experience as a speaker.
But somewhere along the way, as the quality of his talks
improved, he realized that he was being underpaid.
Unable to see the change, his agent balked when Willie
requested more pay for his speaking engagements. In this agent’s mind,
(the unwritten agreement), Willie was still just a mediocre speaker.
When this agent refused to acknowledge his improved speaking ability,
Willie had no choice but to look for another agent.
It’s always time for a new agreement
when you have expanded your self-worth.
If the other party refuses to accept the new you,
choose out of that relationship.

A New Agent
His second agent, with great enthusiasm for Willie’s talents, had
no problem booking him for speaking engagements. He arranged
several successful tours for Willie and both were happy with their
relationship
until Willie changed his mind again.
Willie was successful, because he knew how to make people laugh. But
somewhere along the line, just being funny wasn’t enough for him. He
decided that he wanted his talks to make a difference in people’s lives.
His agent couldn’t see Willie as a motivational speaker. And since Willie
was determined to change his speaking style, he was again forced to
look for a new agent.
By changing his speaker image, he had broken his unwritten
agreement with his first two agents. And then, because they refused to
accept the change in him, he had no choice but to leave them behind.

Incomplete Realities Can Bind You
The quality of your life will improve
when you learn that life works by agreements.
All relationships, whether you realize it or not, are agreements
with the other party about who you will be in that relationship. You have
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agreements with family, friends, spouse, boss, minister, teacher and all
the other people in your life. These are agreements about who you will
be, how you will act and what you will get in return from the relationship.
When you change your mind about who you will be in a
relationship, you create a new reality for yourself.
To validate your new reality, make a new agreement
with everyone you intend to have stay in your life.
Anything less than a new agreement leaves your old reality incomplete,
and keeps you stuck in that reality.

The Disappearing Men
In one seminar I attended, a young lady named Mary shared with
us that she had trouble keeping men in her life.
Every man I’ve ever loved has left me, Mary told us.
My father moved out when my parents were divorced.
As a young girl, she took her father’s leaving personally,
believing that she had, in some way, caused it to occur. What she knew
for sure is that she loved her father very much, and he had left her. Mary
concluded from his leaving that any man she came to love would always
leave her.
Then she gave us several examples of times when this
happened in her life.
They just disappear from my life, she explained.
Mary didn’t realize that as a young girl, she had set up a
self-fulfilling prophecy.
She was not aware that after her father left, she
“disappeared” these men herself to satisfy the prophecy.

Some May No Longer Fit
I said earlier that we go through life CREATING and
DESTROYING relationships without being aware of the process. If you
are like most of us, you probably wouldn’t admit to disappearing
someone from your life. But when we outgrow people, we cause them to
abandon us, and then we deny any responsibility for their leaving by
pretending that they just disappeared from the scene.
When you CREATE a new reality, you will find that some of the
people in your old reality no longer fit into the new one.
Since you are not the same person, they will no longer relate to you, or
you to them.
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Nothing in Common
In the early years of DAR Tile Company, after my business was
well established, I developed the habit of going out for coffee twice a
day with other small businessmen, salesmen, or anyone else who might
be available. At the time, I was not as focused on making a profit as I
was on being my own boss and earning a good living.
When I became serious about making a profit, I no longer had
time to go out for coffee. I found myself running at a faster pace than
before, and no longer had much in common with my old coffee-break
buddies.
We were operating in different realities.
I no longer belonged in their reality of they in mine.
Through transformation, we change who we are and therefore,
who and what belongs in our reality. With each transformation, at each
level of awareness, we march to a different drumbeat.

In the Space of the Truth
It is with the other people in our lives that we act out the roles we
choose to play. A truly good friend will see through our act and confront
us with our pretenses. But that friend will also be there for us when we
need someone to hear our true feelings.
We grow in consciousness only in the space of the truth.
We discover who we are when we share our deeper, more serious
thoughts with someone who listens without judging. If you have
one such close friend, you are most fortunate, and you are rich if
you have more than one.
In a quality relationship, you will find your true self.

An Attachment, Not a Relationship
If we can’t be ourselves in a
relationship, we are living a lie.
In that case, we have an attachment, not a relationship. The
parent/child relationship is the most common example of the
outgrown relationship. We’ve outgrown the unwritten parent/child
agreement that gave parents the right to tell us what to do. But parents
sometimes fail to acknowledge the reality of our growing up. And we
“Kids” often play along with our parents’ game to avoid hurting their
feelings.
This sort of role-playing is at the expense of our own integrity.
In the process of denying ourselves,
we destroy the parent/child bond.
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The Clock Is Ticking
By allowing ourselves to remain attached
to an alliance that no longer serves us,
we have unconsciously moved the relationship into Destroy.
Sooner or later, we must detach ourselves and be free. Spirit’s mandate
for growth can’t take place while we’re stuck in the quicksand of a nonworking relationship.
It’s only a matter of time before we disappear a non-working
alliance from our reality. The alternative is to correct any false image
of ourselves by telling the truth.

Only Twenty of Them Left
One day, I sat in my office, looking at a group picture of fifty
employees. It had been a proud day for me when we took that picture in
front of the DAR Tile building.
But three years later, as I looked at the photo, I felt sad.
They had been family to me, and now, only twenty of the original fifty still
worked for the company. For a long time after they left, I asked myself,
what happened? Why did they leave?
I puzzled over that question for years until I finally understood:
they left because I had broken our original agreement.
I had changed my mind about who I would be in our working
relationship.

Out of Mutual Needs
At the time the picture was taken, my employees and I had an
unwritten agreement. I would tell them what they needed to do, and they
would follow my orders.
We had a relationship resembling peon/patron.
Our agreements were built out of mutual needs. They needed a job in
which they would not be required to think for themselves, and for that
period in my life I needed to be a boss.
In those days, I often had a line of people at my desk waiting for
me to tell them what to do and how to solve their problems. Playing at
our separate roles, we served each other well by allowing each other to
experience our agreed-upon reality.
Relationships fulfill their purpose when
they allow us to experience reality as we perceive it to be.
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A New Ballgame
Sometime during the three years following the group picture
being taken, I had grown a notch in consciousness. In my new role, I no
longer wanted to be the boss. I wanted to be the manager of a company
with employees who could think for themselves and carry some of the
responsibility. Now, instead of telling them what to do when they came
to me with a problem, I asked,
How would you solve this problem?

Most of them didn’t have a clue.
By changing my identity, I had automatically invalidated all of my
previous peon/patron agreements. I had created a whole new ballgame
to play, and some of them were not willing or ready to assume greater
responsibilities. Those who couldn’t or wouldn’t rise to the
challenge of their new job description could no longer play on the
team.

I Tried to Make Them Over
Bring me solutions, not problems, I asked.

Although I had no right to be, I was upset with employees when they
wouldn’t or couldn’t solve their own problems. Trying to convert my
“peons” into problem solvers was like trying to make a racehorse out of
a mule.
Although I was unwilling to take responsibility for their quitting at
the time, the truth is:
I disappeared those people from the company
when they no longer fit into my reality.
When we change who we are, we change who and what belongs in our
lives. The ”disappearance” of all those employees seems like a sad tale
until you consider what happened to those who chose to stay and to
grow in consciousness with me.
The real story here should be about those who rose to the
challenge of their new job description and stayed. We grew together and
we learned a valuable lesson about unwritten agreements when we
figured out why all those people left the company.

The Levels of Consciousness
Over the years, while increasing my self-awareness,
I have noticed three definable levels of consciousness,
three levels that we experience in our journey through life. Expanding
our self-awareness is the process of discovering our Real Self. The
levels of consciousness are like steps up the ladder of Self-Discovery. In
the process of finding ourselves, we may spend years at each of these
three levels:
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1. HAVE-NOT
2. HAVE
3. I AM

The Have-Not
We spend the first fifteen or so years of our lives as a HaveNot. As newborn babes, we needed the total support of our parents to
survive. But later, if we were lucky, our parents did not buy us that car;
they would have told us to go earn the money and buy it ourselves. We
would have grown a lot more in consciousness if we had had to earn our
own spending money.
If we were unlucky, our misguided parents made us even more
dependent by giving us everything we asked for. They did us no
favor by spoiling us.
The only way out of the HAVE-NOT level is a major rebellion
against our own dependency. Every teenager goes through this sort of
revolt when the time comes to be on his/her own.

The Have
To make the transformation from the HAVE-NOT to the HAVE
level of consciousness, we must prove to ourselves that we can be the
source of our own good. To prove our independence, we often assume
responsibility for another dependent.
At this point,
the peon becomes the patron;
the child becomes a parent;
the slave becomes a master.
It wouldn’t surprise me if the urge to grow in consciousness, isn’t
one of the reasons teenage girls choose to become mothers too soon.
In the HAVE level, we become givers instead of takers.
We advance to this level to prove to ourselves that we have
personal power. It’s not unusual at this stage, to play God in other
peoples’ lives. In the Have level we will accumulate many things we
don’t need. That’s because:
We think having stuff is the brass ring
---proof of our power.
Most of us will spend the rest of our lives at the Have level and
never make it to the third level.

The I AM
I call the third level of consciousness, the I AM, because at this
level, being is more important than having. When we reach this
stage, we’ve grown beyond the need to be a parent or a boss and can
allow others to be the giver, or the one in charge.
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As an objective adult, we stop playing right/wrong ego games and
allow people to be who they are without judging them.
At the I AM stage, we realize that the true value in our material
success is in who we have become while succeeding. We live less in
the past and more in the now. We know that the power behind our word
is the spirit of God operating in and through us as us.
As a HAVE-NOT, we measure love in terms of what others give
us.
As a HAVE, we need to be the giver in order to feel loved.
As an I AM, we are love without conditions.
Our journey through life is designed to help us discover that we
really are: an individualization of God.
When Christ said,
Ye shall know them by their fruits,
He meant that we can determine the consciousness of others when we
see what they have demonstrated.
Christ said,
…He that believeth on me, the works that I do
shall he do also; and greater works than these
shall he do, because I go unto my Father.
If you can accept the presence of the Spirit within as the source of
your power, you will know that the power of God is behind your
every word. If you haven’t learned how to use that power to produce
the end result you seek, you haven’t discovered your power.

There’s No Short Cut
Your material demonstrations have only one real value. They
allow you to know who you are.
Some people believe it is possible to go from the first state in
consciousness, from the HAVE-NOT, directly to the I AM level. I don’t
believe it can be done. That’s like thinking you could be a doctor without
going to medical school; or that you can build a great body without
exercise.
The lessons we learn at each level of consciousness lay the groundwork
for our graduation to the next level. If we don’t learn those lessons, we
can’t graduate.
You must first experience what NOT HAVING is like in order to truly
appreciate the experience of HAVING.
And in the I AM, you must have had it before you can detach
yourself from it. For that reason, I believe that skipping from the first
level to the third would be impossible.
To better illustrate the idea of the three levels, I have put them into three
columns:
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HAVE NOT
Child
Student
Peon
Slave
Employee
Taker
Need-Love

HAVE
Parent
Teacher
Patron
Master
Employer
Giver
Giver of Love

Darel Rutherford

I AM
Adult
Guide
Mentor
Servant
Counselor
Sharer
I Am Love

Codependent Relationship
Notice that the HAVE-NOT and the HAVE are co-dependent
bonds. In their separate levels of consciousness, they desperately hold
opposite ends of the chain that binds them both together. They need
each other. It is easy to see that the child needs a parent, and the
student needs a teacher. But we seldom realize that the reverse is also
true.
Without the child, parents are unable to fulfill the role they have chosen
to play in their current reality. For the master to do his thing, there must
also be a slave. It is obvious that the taker needs a giver to survive.
Not so obvious is that the giver,
needing to be needed, needs the taker.

We find these co-dependent relationships necessary in
proving ourselves in each of the first two levels of consciousness.
At level three, the dependency ends and we no longer have the need to
prove anything to ourselves.
My bookkeeper, Billie, told me about her co-dependent
relationship with her boyfriend, Jerome.

A Classic Example of a Taker
Billie was upset when she came to work one morning. When I
asked why, she complained, “Jerome is never there for me when I really
need him. When I’m in a good mood, he comes and stays the whole
evening. But when I’m down and need his support, he’s never there for
me. He makes some excuse, and then leaves. Why is that?
I immediately responded with,
He’s a taker.

My answer surprised me as much as it did Billie. To my
knowledge, I had never used the term before. But, wherever that answer
came from,
the idea of givers and takers
was an exciting revelation for both of us.
Jerome, on the surface, appeared to be an enthusiastic, selfconfident individual, a pleasure to be around. But when you knew him
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better, it became apparent that his enthusiasm was phony. Hiding
behind his pretenses, Jerome probably had very little personal power.
Using his fake zest for life, Jerome was good at priming other
people’s pumps—building them up so that he could then feed off their
energy. When he was unable to prime Billie’s attitude pump, Jerome
found nothing to feed on and left the scene soon after he arrived. When
Billie was down in spirits, Jerome was not able to be there for her.

Testing the Theory
I didn’t need to sell Billie on the “taker” label I had given Jerome.
She wholeheartedly agreed, and both of us became fascinated with the
idea of
classifying everyone we knew as either givers or takers.
To test our theory, we made two separate copies of the payroll
ledgers, past and present. Then we each, separately, rated everyone on
the list. Afterwards, when we compared notes, our ratings matched on
every individual. Once you begin to categorize the people in your life in
this way, you will have no difficulty telling which is which.
As I did this rating exercise, I realized that most of the givers on
the list were still with my company. Then I looked again at that group
picture on my office wall, and realized that
most of the employees missing
from that picture had been takers.

A Valuable Tool for Hiring
For years I had believed that the average cost for training a new
employee was about three-month’s wages. But after looking again at
that picture on my wall, I realized that my estimate had been wrong. If
only one out of three new employees stay with the company, that cost is
tripled. With that conclusion in mind, it wasn’t hard to figure that I
wouldn’t have much of an employee turnover problem if I hired only
givers.
If you are an employer, you will see what a valuable tool this is
for interviewing and hiring people.
When we put this employee rating system into
our hiring procedure for the company, our
turnover rate was cut by more than half.
When interviewing prospective employees, I found that the
taker’s questions gave him or her away. The basic taker question is
always
What’s in it for me?

as opposed to what he/she could do for the company, if hired.
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The Hiring Tool
If you are an employer, write the letters G…and T…
at the top of your employee application blank. Then, as you
interview, listen to the prospective employee’s questions. When
finished with the interview, circle only one.
When it’s time to pick the best of the lot, choose the giver.

Try Rating the People You Know
At dinner one evening, my wife and I rated all the people we knew
and came up with identical ratings for each one. Once you think
about the idea, it’s not hard to rate the people in your experience.
You might even want to rate yourself.
If you are a taker, you won’t like what you’re reading.
Life and this book are trying to teach you to be the giver, the
source of your own good. If you are a taker, now would be a good time
to convert. The way out of any role we play is to figure out what we are
getting out of playing it and be willing to give up that benefit.

Why They Leave
When Billie and I noticed that each of the takers had stayed with the
company less than three years, we naturally wondered why. This is
what we believe happens to takers:
Sooner or later, givers wise up to the fact that they are being used.
When this happens, the giver slams the door to free lunches.
When the source dries up, the taker must move on
to wherever they’re still serving free lunches.
This is only theory, but for me, it explains why takers seldom
stayed with our company over a year or two. As I said, life is in the
process of teaching us all to be givers. Some of us haven’t made it
there yet.
Life will keep slamming the door in our faces
until we get the message.
--unto every one which hath shall be given;
and from him that hath not, even that he hath
shall be taken away from him.

The World Owes Me a Living
In the meantime, the taker continues to play his role from the
position of,
the world owes me a living.
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He believes that his self-worth is measured by how much the people in
his life give him. If they don’t give, he does not feel loved. His parents,
by catering to his every need as a small child, taught him to be a
dependent.
It’s not wrong to be a taker, a dependent. That’s the way we
all start out. It’s just that takers don’t make the best employees.

Love Is not a Barter System
A few years ago, I conducted a seminar on givers and takers.
The seminar was not a raging success.
It seems the word taker is offensive to someone who is
dependent on someone else for their living. And the giver doesn’t like to
admit that he needs the taker in order to play his/her chosen role as the
giver. The giver finds it hard to accept the idea that he/she is acting out
a role, and that the role requires an opposite. But here’s the way it
works:
The giver’s role is
what I can do for you.
The taker’s role is
what I need from you.
The giver says,
If I become the source of your good, you will
give me the love, approval, and acceptance that I need.
The taker says,
When you give to me, I know that I am worthy.
Both of them have the mistaken idea that love is a barter system.

Love, My Definition
In my reality, the power to choose who we shall be, is the
Loving Gift of God.
And because His love is unconditional,
He doesn’t interfere with our choices
Using God’s unconditional love as the model, my definition of
love varies somewhat from the one found in the dictionary.
Webster says,
Love is a feeling of strong personal
attachment, ardent affection.
Webster’s love definition works for both the giver and the taker,
because their love is conditional, and they are strongly attached to each
other.
But from the “I AM” level of the consciousness,
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Love is the space that we create for each other to be who we are.

God creates that kind of loving space for us. It is only natural
then, when we’ve grown enough in consciousness, that we create that
kind of space for the people who share our reality.
A loving relationship is an agreement in which two people individually
create the space for the other to be who they are.

I Must like Myself When I’m with You
When I first learned about unwritten agreements, I realized that I
had one long-standing broken agreement that I needed to clean up. This
was a relationship in which I very rarely expressed an opinion without
being put down.
In all the years I had know this super-critical individual, he had never
once given me a compliment no matter how hard I tried to earn one.
When I finally figured out what was wrong with our relationship, I went to
him and said,
My problem is that I don’t like myself
when I’m with you.
His response was,
Gee, I’m sorry you don’t like me.
I answered,
That’s not what I said.
I repeated what I had said, but I don’t think he ever got the
message. But for me, a burden was lifted in the process of delivering
that undelivered communication.
The key to a great relationship is in making sure
your friend likes him/herself when with you.
If every married person lived by that rule, there would be no
divorces.

Think of Your life as an Agreement
Understanding that life is an agreement is the first step in taking
charge of your life and becoming powerful. Examine any relationship
with a problem and you’ll find that a broken agreement is the cause of
that problem.
Don’t kid yourself that there isn’t an agreement. There is, but it’s
unwritten. Once you figure out what the agreement is, you can change it
or choose not to be in that relationship.
Anytime you don’t like what’s happening in a relationship, make a new
agreement.
Powerful people make powerful agreements
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and become more powerful by dealing
only with people who keep their agreements.
The quality of your life would change if you would do the same. You start the

process of becoming powerful by making sure that you keep every
agreement you make—including the unwritten ones.
When we were first married, I complimented my wife on her
candied sweet potatoes. From then on, she made them for me every
time she wanted to do something special for me. It was years before I
got around to admitting that I didn’t really like candied sweet potatoes.
My not liking candied sweet potatoes became an undelivered
communication that waited a long time to be delivered.

Power Drains
If you want personal power, be careful of what you promise.
When you make a commitment, keep it at all costs.
By keeping your word, you prove yourself to yourself.
Breaking your word, like shooting yourself in the foot, destroys
your ability to stand tall and believe in yourself.
Putting power back into your word requires that you tell the truth;
deliver all undelivered communications and clean up your broken
agreements. Say to yourself,

Broken agreements exist when
•

I am no longer who I agreed to be.

•

Not telling the truth about who I
am is an undelivered communication.

•

If I can’t be myself in the relationship,
the real me is no longer there:
My relationship has become an attachment.

•

Undelivered communications drain my power.

•

I must be true to myself at all cost.

I will, therefore, list all of my broken agreements
and my undelivered communications and I will set
a deadline for handling each of them.

EXERCISE: Undelivered Communications
Divide a sheet of paper into three columns and then divide the
sheet in half from top to bottom. In the top left column, list broken
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agreements, and in the bottom left, list undelivered communications. In
the middle, column for both sections, list the person with whom you
have a broken agreement or an undelivered communication. And, in the
last column write the date when you intend to handle it.
DATE
BROKEN AGREEMENTS
WITH WHOM
COMPLETE

UNDELIVERED COMMUNICATIONS

WITH WHOM

DATE
COMPLETE

Christ has said, … the truth shall make you free.
When you clean up your broken agreements and deliver your
undelivered communications you will be free to be you.
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The Point Is:
•

The quality of your life will greatly improve when you
realize that every relationship in your life is an
agreement about who you will be for them and they for
you.

•

Although the agreement is unwritten, it is till an
agreement until you change your mind about who you
will be.
Then you have a broken agreement.

•

When the relationship stops working, one of you has
broken the agreement.
If will be a working relationship once again, only after
the broken agreement is cleaned up with the truth.

•

Self-discovery is a growing up process where you change
your mind about who you are, and are therefore no
longer who you agreed to be in all of your relationships.

•

To validate your newly created reality, you will need to
make a new agreement with everyone who you intend to
have in your life.

•

Changing your mind about who you are without telling
your partner is called undelivered communication.

•

When you create a new reality, some of the people in your
old reality will no longer relate to you, or you to them.

•

When you’ve expanded your self-worth and the other
party refuses to accept the new you, choose out of the
relationship.

•

If you can’t be yourself in a relationship for fear of
destroying it, you don’t have a relationship; you have an
attachment.
In that case, the lie you are living will drain your energy.
Without that new agreement, your relationship is already
into the destroy process.

•

The key to a working relationship:
Make sure they like themselves when with you.
Maybe they’ll do the same for you.
Return to content
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8
THE POWERPACT
How to Multiply Your Personal Power

The Power That Rebuilt
Chrysler
If you had known about Lee
Iacocca’s secret weapon, you could
have made a fortune buying options on
Chrysler stock the day he took over as
CEO of that nearly bankrupt company.
Iacocca turned Chrysler around
using a power that all great business leaders use to take their
companies to success.
All successful leaders use this power,
and those who don’t are almost sure to fail.

Unaware of My Power
Prior to my reading THINK AND GROW RICH, my business was
failing because I lacked the kind of power Iacocca used to rejuvenate
Chrysler. Then, in one moment of insight, I discovered that power and
put it to work to save my business.
I went to work that Monday morning, transformed.
My newfound enthusiasm very quickly found its way into the hearts of
employees who were inspired by my new goals for the company. We
made a pact with each other about who we would be for each other and
as a company. And we decided together what our success would
look like when we achieved it.
A pact is another word for an agreement or a covenant. Power
is the ability to exert a force of energy toward a controlled end or
result. A covenant between two or more people designed to produce a
common goal is called a “Powerpact.”
That morning my employees and I organized our intentions and
made a pact to fulfill those intentions. We formed the Powerpact which
would empower us to make that end result happen.

Unaware of Our Power Source
Since power comes from ordered and intelligently directed
energy, it follows that intelligent use of power requires:
1. knowledge that the power source exists
2. the ability to plug into and direct that power.
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A visitor from the eighteenth century, given a table lamp which hadn’t
been plugged in, wouldn’t know what to do with it. In the evening, when
the room turned dark, he would probably start looking for a candle.
Without any prior knowledge of electricity, he would stand right next to
the power source without being aware that the power was there waiting
for him.

As You Have Believed
We human beings don’t need to find the plug because
we are already plugged into our own power source.
We use it every day. But since we are unaware of its existence,
we fail to use it intelligently. Every time our desires prod us into
becoming more than we were, we unknowingly use our power to create
the new reality.
We rise to each new challenge by reaching down into the depths
of our being to come up with the additional power needed to make our
new dream come true. We use this power and ignore the true source of
it.
We turn on the switch to our power source
when we say “I Am.”
We grow in consciousness gradually, discovering that we have this
power only by using it to achieve a desired end.
The source of this hidden power is the Spirit of
God individualized in us, and faith in ourselves is
the channel through which this power flows.
Great power is available to us, but our use of that power is
limited to the amount of faith we have in ourselves. The size of the
miracles we create is a measure of the amount of faith we have in our
ability to produce that result.

Plugging In
It seems that most of us go through life without ever becoming
aware of the Presence, the Power, the Indwelling Spirit that gives our
word power.
If you have not yet seen the light, it is because you are not yet
aware that this source of power resides within you.
We of the twentieth century take for granted the power source in
that wall plug, but we speak our word, saying or thinking “I Am…”
hundreds of times each day without realizing that by speaking our word,
we have automatically turned on our already existing power. Our power
is switched on by the act of choosing who to be.
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Victims of Our Own Ignorance
Those of us who are not aware that we have this power often
use it to produce negative results, becoming victims of our own
ignorance. We say, I’m poor, and reap poverty because that’s what we
believe in. Since faith is the channel through which this power flows, our
life’s experience has been whatever we have believed it would be.
We have personal power to the degree that we believe in ourselves
or, conversely, we establish our own
powerlessness by believing that we have no power.
Because our power is turned on when we say, “I Am,” our selfimage becomes the channel through which our power flows. We
get from life what we expect because faith is the channel for this power.

Adding People of Like Minds
People who seem to make things happen demonstrate a great
deal of personal power because they have discovered the source of
power within themselves.
This power is amplified when other people
of like minds begin to support our intention.
Years ago, when I was a carpenter, I learned that you can’t run a
large piece of equipment, like a contractor-size table saw, with the same
size power cord you would use for a table lamp. The table saw takes
much more power than the lamp cord can carry.
When we plug into our power source, our self-image, like the
lamp cord, is more than adequate for any of our individual power needs.
But a larger job, like running a business or coaching a winning
team, requires more power than we can generate on our own.
We add the extra power by enlisting the cooperation of other people of
like minds. It takes the whole team to win the ballgame. Adding the faith of each
team member to our project is like adding strands of wire to the power cable.

Because the vehicle of intention is agreements,
the more agreement you have,
the greater the power in your “I Am,” statement.
In business, each time you satisfy a customer, you add powerful
agreement to your company’s statement of being. What all this means
to you is that the level of your prosperity will be in direct
proportion to how much power is in your word. The size of your
power channel will increase in proportion to the amount of agreement
you have in your reality.
Liza Minelli demonstrates great personal power when she’s up
on the stage because she has enthusiastic agreement from the
audience. At some level of consciousness, Liza must know that
much of her personal power comes to her as a reflection of
audience feedback.
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To Him That Hath
Don’t misunderstand this idea of seeking agreement. The truth
is, if you need other people’s approval in order to feel okay about
yourself, you will probably not have their approval. If you already have a
high level of self-confidence and don’t need their approval, you will have
it without asking.
As you go through life,
Whether you need love, money, or power, if you need it, you can’t
have it; if you don’t need it, you can have all you want.
If you have ever gone to a bank to borrow money, you know how this
works. They’ll only let you have it if you don’t need it.
It’s the same old rule,
To him that hath, it shall be given,….
Life is designed to teach you to be a sharer of wealth. By
following life’s yellow brick road of self-discovery, we gradually learn that
our power comes from within, not from outside ourselves.
We are talking here about the power generated by the act of your
choosing who to be.
Since we are an individualization of God, this speaking of your
word is God speaking His word through you, as you.

The Powerpact
Speaking your word, saying “I Am…” creates your agreement
with the Universe about who you will be.
Once you’ve made your statement of being, to gain additional
power you will seek those who can support your statement of being.
Your Powerpact adds agreement and multiplies the power of your “I Am”
statement.
“Powerpact” is a coined word made up of
two words that together, acknowledge
the fact that we, (two or more) have joined forces
for the purpose of increasing our personal power.
Ultimately, the level of our personal power will be measured by the
number of people who believe in who we are and where we are going.

Hill’s Search for the Secret
Napoleon Hill spent several years searching for the secret of
success before he wrote the book, THINK AND GROW RICH. He
interviewed Henry Ford, Andrew Carnegie, and many others, the heads
of some of the largest corporations in business at that time, asking each
of them for the secret of their success.
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He found, without exception, that they each attributed
their success to the special power generated by
the unity of minds of their management teams.
Each one of these successful men recognized and gave credit
for their success to the powerful force generated out of this unity of
intention. This power comes into being when people believe in each
other enough to join forces and become a winning team. Although those
successful business leaders may have had a different name for it,
each gave the Powerpact credit for their success.
Napoleon Hill had a name for this power,
that I can’t use in this book.
The Ford Foundation refused permission to quote from Hill’s
book. So, if you’d like to know what he called this power used by all
successful businessmen, I suggest you find and read THINK AND
GROW RICH, by Napoleon Hill. It’s a book worth reading.

Hill Named the Power
I believe the term Hill used to name this great power was
intended to direct our attention to the power of God behind it, without
sounding too metaphysical.
The Bible explains the power this way:
For where two or three are gathered together
in my name, there am I in the midst of them

When I say “I am . . .”, speaking my word as an individual, I am using
God’s power to create my reality.
We use the same power when we form a team.
By saying “We are . . .", we create a separate entity called “our team”,
which becomes a power source and multiplies the God power in our
lives.

A Reaction to the Words
In my Prosperity Consciousness Workshops I have continued to
recommend the reading of THINK AND GROW RICH and, for lack of a
better word, have used Hill’s name for that power.
But, in each workshop, I found myself explaining that it was not the
ominous thing that it sounded like. If you are familiar with the term,
you will know what I mean.

Hence the Powerpact
I chose the word “Powerpact,” because to me, it best describes
our increase in power and meets this definition:
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the power created by the union of two or more
minds coming together in a spirit of perfect
harmony for a common cause.

Behind Every Successful Man
Sometime before women were successful business managers,
someone said,
Behind every successful man
is a woman who believes in him.
In this day and time the reverse would also be true. A loving relationship
between a man and a woman is the first and most basic example of a
Powerpact. When two people with a common goal believe in each other,
they are no longer two separate individuals. They have become a team.
Through this unity of intention,
each member of the team generates personal power
to a level that neither could have experienced
without the other’s support.
It doesn’t stop there, because now, each of them has available the
combined power of their Powerpact, much more than twice the
power each one started out with.

Now a Separate Entity
A church denomination is a separate entity,
called into being by some individual with a different concept about man’s
relationship with God. Martin Luther broke off from the Catholic Church
to form his own church. He and a group of followers gathered together
with the common cause that became know as The Lutheran Church.
When you call an organization into being by giving it a name,
it comes to life and becomes a power unto its own.
Its cause is created out of the intention of those who formed the original
Powerpact. It is an idea planted in the mind of God, which is sometimes
called Universal Subjective Consciousness. In this way the seed is
planted, the organization is born, and now has a life of it’s own. In many
cases, the organization will survive long after the original players are
gone. The game goes on as before, but with new players.

Organization: Choosing Who To Be
The creative process in man lies in his ability to choose who he
will be. This same creative process takes place for a group of individuals
when they get together and choose who they will be as an organization.
Anyone party to such a unity of minds has more power than they had
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before joining into this unified consciousness. By joining a Powerpact,
we do more than add to our personal power; we multiply it.

Creating a Winning Team
The formula for a Powerpact is,
“They will have faith in me because I have
faith in them and myself. We are a team.”
A coach with a powerful self-image can build the players’ selfconfidence to the point where they, through their belief in themselves
and each other, become a winning team. A good coach sees potential in
players that they have not yet realized and encourages each player to
rise to that level of performance. He builds the team’s winning spirit out
of individual successes, one by one, inspiring the winning attitude in
each player. Through his coaching, his belief in each team member and
they in each other, he creates a unity of minds which becomes a
separate entity called the Broncos, the Eagles, the Rams or whatever.
Each team is a Powerpact.

Discovering a Deeper Dimension
As a result of positive coaching, the player finds a dimension of
his being he had not yet discovered.
Before reaching his stride, the player
experiences a transformation in consciousness.
In this process, the player’s old concept of himself dies, and a new one
is born. With the player’s transformation comes an increase in selfconfidence and in personal power.
It is not unusual for a player to get an inflated ego from this
process and to give himself credit for this tremendous surge in his
personal power. In so doing,
he fails to realize that much of his increased
power comes from the combined consciousness
of the team and their mutual belief in each other.
Once a player lends his personal power to the team, giving up his
role as an individual, his own personal power is multiplied many
times over. By adding his personal power to that of the team, he is able
to use a far greater power in his own life outside the team.

Enthusiasm = God in Us
On the Monday following my transformation, I went to work with
the clear intention of forming a Powerpact at DAR Tile Company. Prior
to that Monday,
each of my employees, aware of the company’s financial woes, had
reason to suspect that their jobs were in jeopardy.
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I took away those fears with my new positive attitude. Together we
made new plans for our future that would mean prosperity and a change
of consciousness for all of us.
On that morning, I bubbled over with a level of enthusiasm that
motivated all of my employees. Enthusiasm is catching because it is
inspired by God.
The root word of “Enthusiasm,”
is the Greek word “Theos,” which means “God.”
With a new positive attitude, I was able to express a level of
confidence in our future and a faith in each of my employees that they
had never felt from me before. As a team, we caught fire with a burning
desire, and succeeded beyond our wildest dreams.
This new level of success was empowered by the
Powerpact called DAR Tile Co.

Lee Iacocca and Chrysler
Lee Iacocca is a great example of someone who knows how to
create Powerpacts and save a company on the rocks.
In November of 1978, Lee Iacocca accepted the Chrysler challenge
by taking over a job that nobody else wanted.
He became a national hero in the process. Iacocca became CEO of the
nearly bankrupt Chrysler Motor Company and in three short years,
turned the insolvent company into a profitable one.
In order to appreciate the enormity of his task, we
need to understand just how bad things were at
Chrysler before Iacocca took over.
I personally knew about their quality problems because I owned
a Chrysler at the time. I had taken my new car into the local dealer for
service several times with minor quality problems. None of these
complaints were handled to my satisfaction; I finally gave up and lived
with those problems for as long as I owned the car.
Chrysler’s quality was so bad
dealers were deserting in large numbers.
And because of the high interest rates at that time, all car lots were filled
with cars nobody wanted. Car buyers couldn’t afford the payments,
banks were suing Chrysler to collect past due loans, and Chrysler’s
suppliers were not being paid on time. Congress had already been
asked to help with a loan guarantee and had refused.
The famous Chrysler Motor Company
was on the verge of bankruptcy.
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But Iacocca understood his power to make people believe in him
and he understood the concept of the Powerpact. He cashed in on
his number one asset: his proven ability to run as automobile company.
Because of his eight successful years as president of Ford Motor
Company, a great many people had faith in Iacocca’s ability to turn
Chrysler around.

A Pact with Congress
When Lee Iacocca took charge, he made a pact with President
Carter and Congress, convincing them
that a Congressional guarantee of Chrysler’s
1.5 billion-dollar loan was a much better option
than allowing Chrysler to go broke.
He pointed out to Congress that a great many autoworkers would be put
out of work if Chrysler folded. He suggested that the failure of a major
car company at a time when interest rates were at a high of 18% would
start a chain reaction that would surely trigger a stock market crash.
One of the final deciding factors for obtaining Congressional
approval was
the pact Iacocca made with
United Autoworkers for a cut in pay.
After Congress approved the loan guarantee, Iacocca made a
pact with Chrysler dealers that he would solve their quality problems and
improve Chrysler’s image. He convinced his own workers that they
could build a better car than the Japanese.
His “WE CAN DO IT,” posters
went up in all Chrysler’s factories.
This slogan was the Powerpact Iacocca made with Chrysler employees
In his talks to the American public on national TV, Iacocca made
the same
“better car than the Japanese”
pact with the American people.
He offered car buyers an unheard-of five-year, full money-back
guarantee if at any time they were not satisfied with the car they
purchased.

Each New Commitment, a Powerpact
Notice that with every one of these commitments (including the
one made to the general public), Iacocca was adding more people who
believed in him.
Each commitment added another Powerpact
and increased his power base.
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Even I, who owned a Chrysler lemon, believed that Iacocca would turn
the company around and make a better car.
Each Powerpact was a covenant with a particular group, the
Union, the car dealers, the public, his own employees, each one
spelling out who the New Chrysler Corporation would be and how that
group would benefit from the change. Iacocca turned Chrysler around
by using the Powerpact as his tool every step of the way.
Every business success beyond the ordinary owes
its success to a Powerpact.
If you own a business, or even if you don’t, I recommend that you create
a Powerpact by finding someone who will create the space for you to be
who you are and support your intentions. No business and no
individual succeeds greatly without one.

The Power in a Powerpact
I have a theory about the amount of power available to anyone
who participates in a Powerpact. Your personal power is measured by
how much you believe in yourself. Your faith in yourself establishes your
level of consciousness and builds your self-esteem and your self-worth.
As part of a Powerpact, the power available to you
will increase to the level of the team’s faith in you
and your faith in the team’s ability to achieve its goal.
For example, let’s rate the personal power of two people before and
after they have entered into a relationship. Prior to the relationship, on a
scale of 1 to 10, we’ll give one a rating of 4 and the other a rating of 5.
When they combine forces becoming a team we would assume that
they have the combined power of 9 at their disposal.
But it doesn’t stop there.
When two people are attracted to each other, they form a mutual
admiration society. They see qualities in each other that each had not
been able to see for him/herself.
This increases each person’s self-confidence,
raising the individual power ratings.
Let’s say that this increased self-confidence raises the 4 to a 6 and the 5
to an 8. We now have a combined level of 14, almost 3 times their
individual power ratings prior to the Powerpact.
There is no accurate way to measure
personal power except by its fruits.
But I know from my own experience that a Powerpact produces greater
power than the combined power of the separate individuals.
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I challenge you to test my theory for yourself
by putting together your own Powerpact.
Your personal power as a team member will be greater than you might
think.

My Own Powerpact
I have weekly luncheon meetings with Bob Williamson, a
successful management consultant, and Dr. Herb Beatty, one of the
more successful chiropractors in Albuquerque. The three of us formed a
Powerpact years ago and have been meeting on a regular basis ever
since.
In that Powerpact, we create the space
for each other to be who we are
(my formula for Love.)
Our lunches are a non-judgmental space where we can freely
say what we think and feel, but where we get confronted if we’re not
being true to ourselves.
Over our years of participation in this Powerpact, we have each
had our ups and downs and have each gone through the CreatePersist-Destroy process several times. The Destroy phase of the cycle
has a tendency to sneak up unannounced.
We were each fortunate to have friends who could make
us see that the Destroy process had begun.
We have supported each other during the painful Destroy
process and encouraged each other through Create and Persist,
growing with each trip around the cycle. This Powerpact has done more
to further the process of self-discovery for me than any other thing I
have ever done. And I am sure it’s true that
we each have more than three times the personal power
as a result of being part of this Powerpact.

Create Your Own Powerpact
If you are not now a member of a Powerpact, I recommend that
you make the following commitment to create your own. Copy these
words on 3x5 cards and place them so that you will see them several
times each day. Say the words out loud until you know them by heart
and feel committed.
My Commitment:
I will enhance my self-esteem and increase my personal
power so that I will have the things I want from life.
I will make it my intention to find one or two people who will
support my growth in consciousness as part of my
Powerpact.
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I will create a Powerpact and increase my personal power.
I will find a friend or friends who will accept me as I am and
not betray my confidences.
To find that friend, I will first be a friend.
Just One Rotten Apple
In most large corporations, the board of directors combine to
form the Powerpact which establishes the mission statement for
the company.
Then, with this company objective in mind, the president and his
management groups form additional Powerpacts, each department with
its own goals designed to further the company’s objectives.
If the person responsible for putting together a management
team does not understand the formula for a Powerpact, that person
could create results which were the exact opposite of those intended.
By poor selection of team members or by failing to inspire
confidence, the team leader could destroy the Powerpact.
A team leader’s ability to lead is a necessary ingredient of
success and the first building block for a powerful Powerpact.
If the team is to be successful
each team member must be chosen with great care.
They must each believe in their leader and in each other.
Together they must support the intention of the Powerpact. If any of
these factors are missing, there is no agreement and no Powerpact. In
fact, the negative influence of even one person in the intended
Powerpact is like the proverbial rotten apple in the apple barrel.
If you don’t throw the rotten one out,
it will spoil the whole barrel.

I Decided to Coast
Several years after creating my first real Powerpact at DAR Tile
Co.,
we had nearly 100 employees
and all the business we could handle.
Deciding to coast for a while, I promoted my accounting manager
to general manager and sat back to rest on my laurels. I found many
things outside the business to occupy my time and attention.
My new manager, totally in charge of the business, even handled
all dealings with the bank. As far as the business was concerned, I was
coasting.
I had forgotten that you can only coast downhill
until one day, I woke up to the fact
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that my business was in serious trouble.
When I went back to work, I discovered that my manager had
been feathering his own nest for some time, preparing to buy me out.
When I refused to sell, he gave all of the office help a raise and advised
them to get off a sinking ship. Then he left.
The bankers believed him and called our loan.

I Offered Them the Keys
When my bankers demanded their money,
I offered them the keys and they refused.
I was able to pay them back in four months, and we became so
successful that we didn’t need to borrow another dime for years. But
paying off that loan is not the important message in this story.
It’s important to realize that a business can go through the
Destroy process the same as an individual, dying in order to be
reborn. The dying is never fun, but the rebirth can be the most exciting
and enjoyable time of our lives.

Pluck It Out
While he was running the company, my manager built his own
Powerpacts within the Company, intentionally leaving me out of the
picture.
When he left, I found myself faced with
people who believed in him, but not in me.
I had no choice except to re-create the organization, forming my
own Powerpacts.
When I offered my new game plan to each employee, I gave
them the choice of aligning themselves in a new Powerpact or leaving. I
gave them a deadline for making up their minds.
Most of the employees were recharged with renewed faith in the
organization. Most of those who didn’t believe in me quit.
One or two had to be fired.

The Leader’s Reward
There is nothing more satisfying and exciting than being part of a
winning team. The satisfaction of developing ordinary people into
winners can’t be matched by any other experience I am aware of. To
encourage people to try, to inspire them to be more than they are, and
then to watch them develop, makes the leader’s, the coach’s and the
teacher’s job worth doing.
The new Powerpact took DAR Tile Company to even greater
levels of prosperity.

A Written Purpose Establishes Focus
Every organization, in order to survive and prosper,
Must have a definable purpose for being in business.
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As the owner and leader in your business, you must define that
purpose. To carry out the purpose of your organization, you and your
employees must form a Powerpact and function as a team. A Powerpact
consists of people of like minds working together toward a common
cause. Anyone who can’t support that cause should be removed
from the organization.

What She Wanted to Hear
Several years ago, one of my favorite people, a well-known TV
minister, was having problems with her board of directors. She came to
me for advice.
I had originally met this minister at a national church conference
at which she was program chairman and I was one of her speakers. At
the time we talked about her problem I was board president of my
church, and she was at our church conducting a one-day workshop.
During the noon break in her workshop, she invited me to lunch to talk
about her problem.
Because of my experience on church boards, she thought I
would be able to suggest how best to deal with a problem she was
having with her church board. She said,
My board doesn’t like the format of my TV ministry.
They want me to change the way I do my sermons
and I really don’t want to do that. What should I do?
Unfortunately for her, I accepted the role of advisor and, as a
Guru, answered,
The church hired you as their minister because of who you
are. Sounds like they now want to change who you are. Let
me give you some of your own advice. Tell them, ‘don’t should
on me’.
Although my answer was obviously the one she wanted, I have
since realized that I might have served her better with a different
answer. She made the same mistake most of us make when we need
advice; we ask it of some one who will tell us what we want to hear.
Seeking my advice was a mistake, because I admired her too much to
be objective. If you need advice here’s mine:
never seek advice from people who
you suspect will tell you what you want to hear.
They will almost never tell you what you need to hear.

Can’t Succeed Without One
Anyone hearing our conversation that day would have assumed
that her board lacked the most important ingredient: a Powerpact—a
unity of intention. When that oneness is missing from an organization, if
the organization is to survive, the leader must take charge and
reestablish unity of purpose.
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According to the Bible,
And if a house be divided against itself,
That house cannot stand.

Perhaps if I had asked a few questions, dug a little deeper, I
might have seen her problem more clearly and given her better counsel.
If you are the leader of an organization divided against itself,
there are three possible solutions to your problem:
•
•
•

the first and best solution is to reestablish the oneness that will
make you a team again;
if that fails, purge your opposition;
and, if that’s not possible, purge yourself.

They obviously need a new leader. If you can’t be that new leader, it’s
time to resign.
There’s one other possible result of a house divided: you
can all hang in there and fight it out until you’ve destroyed the
organization.
My friend’s TV Ministry going off the air was
the predictable end result of her failure to maintain a Powerpact.

One Other Possible Reason
There’s also another possible reason for her ministry’s failure.
Most organizations reach the point in time when they must either grow
and prosper or die. For that ministry,
it may have been the time for dying.
If my friend, when she talked to me, had outgrown her need to
be a TV minister, or if she was overwhelmed by the prospect for growth,
she would have been into the Destroy process with her TV ministry. I
have often wondered what might have happened if I had asked the right
questions. Would her ministry still be on the air?
The questions I could have asked her would have been about
the possibility of re-creating a Powerpact on her church board. Without
harmony, there is no Powerpact, and no organization can survive
without one. If your organization lacks harmony and you are in charge,
there is a way to solve your problem.

The way back to harmony and a Powerpact is:
•
•
•

first, re-create yourself as the one with the personal power to be
their leader.
Then create agreement on the team’s mission with all of the
individuals involved.
Replace the individual where there is no agreement.
There is no other way the organization can survive.
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No Detours Allowed
If you planned a bus trip to New York with a group of people,
everyone in the group would obviously need to agree that New York
was their final destination.
In a business, when someone disagrees with your final
destination, you need to tell them to get off the bus.
In your journey toward your goal, as each problem arises, you
must make decisions based on whether or not that choice takes you in
the direction of your final destination. No detours allowed. It is the
leader’s function to keep the team on purpose.
And it should be everyone’s job to keep the team’s main purpose
in mind while functioning in their separate areas of responsibility.

He Didn’t Want to Be There
While trying out a new restaurant, my wife and I when finally
served, found the food to be excellent. But by that time, we were so
unhappy with the service we had trouble enjoying the food. Our server,
the disgruntled ten-year-old son of the family-owned restaurant, was
obviously not there by his own choice. He didn’t belong in that
restaurant because
he couldn’t lend himself to the team purpose.
My wife and I will never go back to that restaurant, and I am sure
the boy affected many other customers the same way. He was the
rotten apple in that barrel, and in the interest of maintaining a
Powerpact; he should never have been included in the first place. Don’t
destroy your organization by hiring people who will not support the
team effort.

One Way to Create Agreement
Tom Jones,
one of my consulting clients,
was having trouble with his office force.
He said they were complaining about conditions in general and fighting
among themselves. The best way to describe his situation would be to
say that his office staff was in a state of rebellion. He definitely did not
have a Powerpact in that office. Without judging whether or not they
were justified in their rebellion, I told him he needed to make a new
agreement with each of them.
When I asked him later how his new agreement was
progressing,
Tom said,
Great! I fired the whole office force at quitting time the day
after I talked to you, and advised them that I would be
taking applications for employment the next morning. I
informed them they would be welcome to apply for their old
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jobs, and that I would give them the conditions for re-hire
at that time.
The following morning before he hired them back, Tom made a
new agreement with each one based on his or her new job description.
Tom said the end result was a happy office force and a Powerpact.

A Stubborn Mule
Tom’s story reminds me of another one about the farmer who
couldn’t get his new mule to move after hooking him up to the wagon.
He called the man who sold him the mule and complained,
You told me he would do anything I asked of him,
And he won’t budge.
I’ll be right there, the man said.

He came with a short 2x4 in his hand, which he used to hit the
mule over the head. Then, he whispered something into mule’s ear and
got into the wagon.
When he said,
Get up and then
Whoa,

the mule responded beautifully to both commands.
I don’t understand, the mule’s new owner said,
why did you hit him over the head?
I said he would do anything you ask of him,
but I forgot to tell you
that you must first get his attention.

When you don’t have a Powerpact, you may need to do
something drastic to turn it around. My friend Tom got their attention by
firing them. I’m not necessarily recommending Tom’s method, but
you can say one thing for it. It worked.

“If Thy Right Eye Offends Thee”
The world is filled with organizations on the road to failure
because they lack a Powerpact.
This problem almost always stems from a lack of leadership.
Someone once wisely said,
Lead, follow, or get the hell out of the way.
If you are a leader, above all things lead. Running a business is
not a democracy where everyone gets to vote before a decision is
made. If you are a leader, and someone in your organization disputes
your right to lead or doesn’t respect you as a leader, don’t try to make
him or her over. Replace that person.
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The Bible says it this way:
And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out…
If you feel you have earned an employee’s respect and don’t
have it, say to him or her:
Please get out of the way or
You’re fired.

A Space for the Truth
The mutual respect of each person in your Powerpact must be
developed. This does not mean that they should be YES men or
women. It doesn’t mean that they support your BS. A Powerpact is
the space for the truth where you sacrifice your pride and agree to
function as a team.

A Powerpact Exercise
If you are in business and don’t have a Powerpact, the following
exercise may help.
Powerpact Exercise For The Business Person
What's between me and forming a Powerpact?

Where do I most need a Powerpact?

Do I have the personal power to be their leader?

Are there any rotten apples in my barrel?
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The Point Is
•

It seems most of us go through life without ever becoming
aware of the Presence, the Power, the Indwelling Spirit
that gives our word power.

•

Since you are an individualization of God, the speaking of
your word is God speaking His word through you.

•

Faith in yourself is the channel through which this power
flows.

•

The size of the miracles you produce is a measure of the
amount of faith you have in yourself to produce that end
result.

•

If you have not yet seen the light, it is because you are not
yet aware of this power source that resides within you.

•

Our power is switched on by the simple act of choosing
who to be.

•

This power is amplified when other people of like minds
support our intention of who we will be.

•

Because the vehicle of intentions is agreements, the more
agreement you have, the more power in your ”I Am”
statement.

•

I call the power generated by the harmonious coming
together of two or more minds for a common cause, a
Powerpact.

•

The formula for a Powerpact:
They will have faith in me because I have faith in them and
myself.

•

Through this unity of intention, each team member
generates personal power to levels unachievable without
the team’s support.

•

Because each team member draws on the combined power
of the Powerpact, his/her power is multiplied by being part
of the team.

•

If you don’t have a Powerpact, create one now.

•

Every successful business owes its success to a Powerpact.
Return to content
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9
THE NATURE OF MAN
And The Purpose of Life

Only Seeds
A man approaching Heaven asked
God for fruit. And God said, We have no fruit
here, only seeds.

In other words, God is saying, “If I were to
give you fruit, you would never learn to
plant seeds and grow your own.”
The seeds referred to in this parable are seeds of thought.
Human beings by thinking, plant seeds of thought and reap the
consequences of those thoughts in the form of life experiences—often
without realizing that our poor harvest came from planting bad seeds.
The quality of our harvest will improve when we plant better
seeds. We can plant the seeds of a new self-concept into the
subconscious mind by changing our minds about who we will be.
When the subconscious mind, acting as the
ego, accepts the new self-concept,
a transformation in consciousness takes place.
The ego takes this seed of an idea, internalizes it and then
gives it back to us in the form of our life’s experience.
The real message in the seeds-only parable is that God has
given us the power to plant seeds of thought and reap whatever quality
of life we’ve chosen by those thoughts. Our problems in life come
either from denying that we’ve planted the fruits we harvest, or
from hoping to reap a harvest other than the one we’ve planted.

Babylon’s Gatekeeper
A newcomer, on approaching the great wall around the ancient
city of Babylon, asked the gatekeeper what kind of people lived there.
The gatekeeper responded with a question.
What kind of people lived where you came from?

They were mean-spirited, unfriendly and stingy. That’s why I
left there.
Frowning, the gatekeeper shook his head sadly and told the
man,
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Sorry friend, you would find
The same kind of unfriendly people living here.

The man went on his way, continuing his search for a friendlier
place to live.
The next person to arrive at the gate, when asked about the
people in his hometown, replied,
They were loving, friendly, and very generous.

The gatekeeper smiled, shook the man’s hand and said,
That’s exactly the kind of great people
You will find here in Babylon.

Reaping What You Have Sown
After hearing their answers, the wise gatekeeper knew enough
about each visitor to predict what life would be like for him in the city.
YOUR future is just as predictable.
You tell me how you’re reacting to present circumstances
and I will tell you how your life will turn out—
unless you decide to change the way you react. When you change your
reaction, you will have changed who you are.
The man from the unfriendly place will seek in vain for a more
friendly place to live, because the unfriendly people in his life are merely
a reflection, a mirror image of his own attitude. His unfriendly thoughts
will produce a harvest of hostile people wherever he goes. Predicting
the outcome of your life is no more difficult than predicting a corn crop
when the seed planted is corn.
Ernest Homes puts it this way:
To learn how to think is to learn how to live. Man, by
thinking, can bring into his experience whatever he
desires if he thinks correctly. This is not done by
holding thoughts, but by knowing the truth.

Thoughts are seeds planted in the subconscious. The quality of
your life will depend on the nature and the quality of the thought seeds
you’ve planted.

You’ve Had Help
There have been times in your life, however, when
you had help with the planting.
Your parents and other well-meaning people have planted
biased points of view and negative opinions in your mind long before
you were wise enough to choose your own. If you bought their
prejudices, you now own them.
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Those who helped you create your Belief System, although they
believed what they told you, were feeding you propaganda
based on their own concept of reality.
That propaganda once accepted becomes your reality and
controls your life. Over the years while growing up, you and I have
heard a lot of “stuff” that just wasn’t true and in some cases we
weren’t old enough to realize that the story teller’s opinion was pure
nonsense.

She Told Me and I Bought It
As a small boy I loved listening to my grandmother, Anna Oberg,
speak with her Swedish accent. In awe of her wisdom, I listened with
both ears—and probably with my mouth open—as she spoke in broken
English. I hung on every word, accepting it as gospel. Although I don’t
remember much of what she told me, I remember being proud that
’grandma’ would confide in me.
In one of those conversations,
Grandmother Oberg convinced me that I would catch a cold
if I sat in a room with a draft on the back of my neck.
As a gullible young boy who worshipped his grandmother, I
didn’t question the wisdom of this illogical concept. I believed her.
If my grandmother said it, it must be so. Years later, old enough to
know better, I caught colds more times than I can remember—even on
hot summer days. A harmless breeze on the back of my neck as I sat
in my favorite den chair would start me sneezing. And I caught the
colds, not because I consciously remembered and believed that
old wives tale, but because
I was subconsciously programmed to catch a cold
every time I sat inside and felt a breeze on my neck.

Had I Not Remembered
When I began to think logically about my tendency to sneeze
every time I felt that breeze, I realized that there must be some hidden
program causing it. The breeze could not be giving me a cold! Only
after I began searching for the programming did I recall my
grandmother’s “words of wisdom.” My grandmother’s belief, planted
long ago in my subjective consciousness and since forgotten, was
hidden programming for almost forty years of my life.
Had I not finally remembered what she told me about how colds
were caught, I might have been catching colds from a breeze on the
back of my neck for the rest of my life.

Buried because They’re Nonsense
Naturally as an adult I can look back now and wonder how I
could possibly have fallen for such a ridiculous idea. But the point of this
story was not to show you how gullible I was as a child, but to show you
by example that
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we all have unrealistic ideas buried in our subconscious mind
(the filing cabinet for our Belief System.)
Even though we are not aware of their existence, these
unrealistic ideas still form the basis for many of our inexplicable
decisions and cause most of our unreasonable reactions to life’s
circumstances. In fact, much of the “stuff” we carry around in our
Belief System would not survive the test of logic.
Perhaps, now would be a good time
to begin questioning your reactions and your beliefs.

The Klutz
In one case of subliminal programming, a thoughtless father
planted a belief in his daughter’s mind when he jokingly called her
a klutz. She accepted the klutz label and wore it until she was able to
discard it in a seminar we attended together.
In that seminar, our leader asked for klutz volunteers.
If you’re a klutz, raise your hand.

He threw a tennis ball at each of the three young ladies who
volunteered, rejecting the first two because they caught the ball.
Gena, who was unable to catch the ball even once out of the three
tries, became his volunteer for the klutz experiment.
Our seminar leader then said,
Gena, I’m going to throw the ball to you but I don’t want
you to think about catching it. Just see if you can tell me
which way the ball is twirling.

While concentrating on the twirl of the
ball, unaware that she was catching it, Gena
made four easy one-handed catches, telling our
leader each time which way the ball was twirling.
Only after the fourth one-handed catch,
when the seminar leader said,
I thought you said you were a klutz,

did Gena realize that she had been catching the ball. And in that same
moment, she knew for the first time that she really wasn’t a klutz
after all.
She had been stumbling and tripping over things all her life up to
now because she had accepted the klutz label, and now she knew the
label no longer fit. She had been programmed by an unwise father’s
comment made years ago. If she hadn’t been tricked into catching the
ball, Gena might still be living her life as a klutz.
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Belief System Abbreviated: B.S.
If you can relate to the above stories, you must conclude that not
all of the input into your “computer-like mind” was accurate. But, since it
was accepted as the truth by your subjective mind, this input has
become your reality. It is now, consciously or unconsciously, the basis
for your repertoire of standard reactions. This stored programming—
your “Belief System” --runs your life and will continue to do so
unless you rebel against it. You can take control of your life if you will
realize that you created your own B. S. (the abbreviation for Belief
System).
At times in your life you’ve had problems that caused you to
react. Each time, you analyzed the situation, came to a conclusion
and chose your reaction to it.
Unfortunately, you are now programmed
to react the same way every time the same thing
or something similar happens.
You now own that program, but you can disown it by writing a new
one—by choosing a different way to react, or by choosing not to react at
all.

A Childish Backlash
If we could somehow remember and re-live that earlier
experience, we would recognize and dismiss our reaction to it as
nothing more than what it was—a childish backlash to an insignificant
happening. We’ve been reacting to situations all our lives in such a way
as to add to our list of programmed reactions. The problem with
programming is that now, when we should know better, we still
react the same way under similar circumstances without analyzing
the reason why.
In the following example, Robert found hidden programming
through regression therapy, a process by which you remember and
relive the original incident.

When my Boss “Chews Me Out”
In a counseling session, Robert told me that he had a problem
facing up to any sort of personal confrontation. As his church
practitioner, I listened as he told me how he felt every time his boss
chewed him out.
Even when I am not at fault, he said, I choke up and can’t respond.
When I’m criticized, I get this uncontrollable urge to cry. I
run from the scene of the conflict because ‘grown men don’t cry’.

In any dispute, Robert felt like a helpless child—powerless and
totally worthless. He told me he would be losing his job if he couldn’t find
a solution to this strange behavioral pattern.
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Not OK to Cry
I asked Robert to close his eyes and try to recall the first time he
felt like crying when confronted. When he began to cry, I knew we had
found the cause of his problem in the voice of a small boy; he was
reliving an experience when he had hurt himself playing football with his
father. Robert had fallen, cutting his knee to the bone on a sharp rock.
When his father, a macho athletic type, saw his son crying, he said,
No boy of mine would cry like that.

Feeling unworthy of his father’s love, Robert choked back his
tears and ran from the scene of the accident. He concluded from his
father’s macho-man response that it was never okay for a man to cry.
Using child’s logic, Robert established his automatic reaction to
any future confrontation. As the years passed, the original incident
was buried in his subconscious mind and forgotten, but from then on he
would choke up and retreat form the scene of any disagreement.

Only By Reliving the Experience
Until he revisited the original incident from his
past, Robert would not understand or be able to control
his urge to cry whenever confronted.
But once he remembered what happened, he was able to counteract his
hidden programming, by making it okay that as a little boy he had cried
after injuring his knee. Now that he understood, he was able to diffuse
the shame he felt about his urge to cry.
Robert was then able to re-think his relationship with his father,
first blaming him and finally forgiving him for being a macho “jerk”.
Once the shame of crying was gone,
Robert handled confrontations as an adult, not a child.
With this emotional block removed, he learned to communicate
With his boss and re-secured his position with the firm.
Although there are other ways to solve this sort of problem,
regression therapy is often the best way to get in touch with the original
erroneous conclusion.
Each of us while growing up, like Gena and Robert, reacted
childishly to some unfortunate experience and arrived at an unwarranted
conclusion that set up a pattern for future reactions under similar
circumstances.
In many cases, we can cancel out the original programming
by reliving the original experience. But most of us won’t do that. We
will ignore the pattern to our reactions and continue to react as
programmed like a puppet on a string.

Peeling the Onion
Your reality is the sum total of everything you now believe to
be true—even though some of it may not be true.
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Your life can only be for you whatever you perceive it to be, a product of
your concept of reality. This means that the quality of your life can
improve only after you change your perception of reality.
The Training of New Mexico changed my perception of
reality, not by adding some new philosophy, but by taking away
some of the “stuff” in my Belief System that had no basis in fact. In
my case and for many others who attended this seminar, this
purging of false beliefs resulted in the revelation of a new me—not
unlike peeling off the outer layers of an onion to reveal the core.
For most graduates, The Training
was a transformational experience because
they changed their minds about many things.
We each gained in personal power as we gave up our victim roles, but
some of us didn’t notice the change.
Even though most graduates saw themselves in a whole new
light after The Training, only a few realized that they’d experienced a
transformation. And many transformed Training graduates now deny
that transformation because their ego doesn’t want to remember that
there was a time when it was defending a different reality.
The most dangerous and self-defeating false belief is the
one in which we deny responsibility for what’s happening in our
lives.
The biggest lie, the one we most need to debunk,
is the one we use to convince ourselves
that we are the victims of our circumstances.

The Training Challenge,
Who wants to share a victim story with us?

inspired many willing participants to raise their hands.
Tell us about the problem someone else caused in
your life and why you think you were in no way
responsible for the way it turned out,

the trainer challenged. One by one, each volunteer rose to tell us what
they believed to be a unique tale.
Each in turn told a victim story. With each sharing, several
people in the room listened in awe to their own tale coming out of
someone else’s mouth. This became an “aha” experience even for
those who listened but didn’t share. As “objective” observers we
found it easy to poke holes in the other guy’s someone-is-doing-itto-me story, only to realize that our own story wouldn’t hold water
either.
Our stories about why my life isn’t working lost power and
importance in The Training as a result of hearing someone else telling it.
Some of us developed the habit of playing an imaginary violin every
time a Training participant told us a victim story.
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I’ll Always Be Left Alone
Barbara was one of those who tearfully argued that she was not
responsible for her problem of always being left alone. She cried,
My husband just recently left me, and that’s the way it has
always been for me. As soon as I love someone, they leave
me. I’ll always be left alone.

Barbara explained that she had lost loved ones many times
before, which proved to her that she would always be left alone.
Every time I really like or love someone, she sobbed,
they are somehow taken away from me. I’m not leaving them.
They leave me. So,
how could I possibly be responsible?
Would you like to find out?

The group leader asked.
We can find out who is responsible if you are willing to go
back into your memory banks and re-experience the time
when this first happened to you.

A False Conclusion
When Barbara agreed to try, our trainer regressed her back
through several being-left-alone experiences before finding the one
where it all began. In this instance, when she was three years old, her
mother left her with a baby-sitter aunt while she went grocery
shopping—obviously not the basis for a big upset.
But three-year-old Barbara somehow made a big deal out of this
insignificant incident and arrived at this erroneous conclusion:
If my mother loved me, she wouldn’t
leave me. I guess I’ll always be left alone.

Although her over-reaction to a trivial event made no sense, her
conclusion became important programming which haunted her for
years. She had made much ado about nothing and was paying for
it with the self-fulfilling prophecy:
(I’ll always be left alone.)
Barbara had also spent her whole life believing that her mother
didn’t love her. To disprove this misconception, the trainer took her back
to the day she was born. He then said,
Now, I want you to be the mother. See yourself holding
this newborn baby in your arms. Can you see that?

Yes, I see it.
Do you love your daughter?
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With a big sob, she answered,
Yes, yes, I love my daughter!
Until that day in The Training, Barbara was unconsciously
alienating people who got close to her so that they would leave and
validate the programming she had set up as a three-year old. One after
another, anyone she came to love—friends, lovers and relatives—would
leave her and she would again be left alone.
Barbara believed that this was happening to her, not
through her. She had no idea that she was actually forcing loved ones
to abandon her. Even though she was unconsciously making the
prophecy come true, Barbara could not see herself as the cause of it.
The Training was designed to put people in touch with their
reactions to life and allow them to rethink the reasons behind
those reactions.
In almost every case, when people got in
touch with their reasons, those reasons dissolved and
disappeared because they made no real sense.

Self Sabotage
Almost everyone, as a child came to some erroneous conclusion
that would make no sense if exposed the logic of reason. Those dumb
conclusions will run your life until you’re ready to unload them in a
workshop designed for that purpose. If you are interested in unloading
some of your own mental garbage, consider the Online BEING
Workshop. To learn more about the BEING Workshop, click on the
following link: http://www.richbits.com/BeWkshp/index.html
We react to life as it happens, without consciously knowing or
even wanting to know why we react that way.
Our ego hides reasons which if exposed to common sense,
would simply lose their right to exist.
We might even be embarrassed if we knew the real reason behind
some of our reactions.
So pay close attention to your reactions.
Assume all of them to be programmed responses
and then begin to look for the reasons.
If your reaction to what’s happening makes no sense, neither will your
reason for reacting. Your personal power will increase every time
you discard a foolish reason for being the victim.

To Support Your Current Reality
We could save ourselves a lot of future trouble if we would dig
around in the closet of our minds to find and then discard all the
unrealistic ideas we have stored there. We could, but we probably won’t.
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Those ideas are hidden from view because they are insupportable, and
they are being protected because they are a part of who we are.
Our initial reaction to the original triggering experience was
not the simple one-time response it appeared to be.
In was an act of choosing who we would be in regard to those and similar
future circumstances. And because that programmed reaction is part of
our statement of being, giving up the reason for it would be for the ego, like
destroying part of ourselves. Our ego needs that erroneous conclusion to
support the reality it currently defends.

Your Reasons Are Hidden
If you don’t know why you are
reacting, you can assume that your anger, sadness
or fear are programmed reactions.
With a programmed reaction, your reason for being angry will be hidden
because your ego doesn’t want you looking at that reason. Don’t let that
stop you from completing the following exercise.
You should have no trouble in deciding whether you are acting to
solve the problem or just reacting to it. And if you are reacting, you will
obviously know to what you are reacting. So, start your list and then look
for the hidden reason later. Notice that the first reason you think of
may not be the real reason.

Programmed Reactions
More often than we realize, programmed reactions run our lives.
The following exercise could help you get in touch with some of your
programming.
PROGRAMMED
I REACT

REACTION

EXERCISE

WHEN

BECAUSE

I become angry when my son wants to borrow the car because….

Reacting Is Choosing Who to Be
Whenever we think about anything, we form an opinion about it.
When we react favorably or unfavorably to anything, we think of our
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reaction as the natural response to that outside influence. We blame our
reaction on the person or circumstance we think triggered our reaction.
Notice, however, that the reaction takes place in our own mind, not out
there someplace.
Our reaction gives power to that influence. We can take back our
power by choosing not to react or by deciding to react a different way
the next time it happens. By changing our reaction, we change who we
are.

The Prime Ingredient
Taking back our power changes our self-image, the prime
ingredient for a new reality. That better life begins with the vision of
yourself as the one who already has that better life. But wanting it to be
better is not enough. You must want that better life enough to make the
commitment to have it.
It is in the moment of your commitment
that you put yourself into the picture.
You will in that moment, have chosen to BE the one who lives your
dream. Until the moment of commitment however, the new reality is
only a figment of your imagination, a wishful dream. And because of
the ego’s resistance to change, you will not find that commitment an
easy one to make.

“By Their Fruits”
By giving us an ego, God provided us with the means by which
we express our choice of who to be.
We experience our individuality—the difference between
ourselves and everyone else--through the vehicle of our ego.
Individuality, according to Webster, is,
the sum of the characteristics or qualities
that sets one person apart from others.
Our ego, acting out the role we’ve chosen to play,
demonstrates our individuality allowing us to prove to ourselves
that we are who we say we are. To express means to press
outward. What we each experience in our daily lives is an outward
expression, a pressing outward of our inner state of consciousness.
The instrument through which we express the self, our ego,
clearly displays for all to see a material manifestation of our level
of consciousness—telling the world and more importantly ourselves,
who we are. This outward manifestation of our inner state of being
exhibits our individualized concept of reality.

How the Vision Comes into Focus
God as Spirit, put part of Himself into each of us and it’s that
Spirit in us, which gives us the power by a process called selfcontemplation, to CONCEIVE of a new reality. In our mind’s eye, when
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we picture our new reality, we see only the material aspect of it. We
see what we would HAVE in this vision rather than who we would BE in
it.
In this picturing of a new reality, we fail to see that the
vision of a new life comes into focus only after we’ve changed our
concept of self.

An Idea Planted in the Subconscious
Changing what we experience in life is always the result of
having first CONCEIVED a new self-image.
Webster defines the word conceive as,
1. to become pregnant with
2. to form, or develop in the mind; imagine.
The creative process begins when we as Spirit, form in the mind a new
statement of being.
With this new “I Am” statement, our subconscious mind becomes
impregnated with a new concept of the self. The seed of an idea has
been planted in our own subconscious mind, where it will eventually
evolve into a demonstration of our chosen reality.
Ernest Holmes said,
Our Subconscious Mind is the Medium
in which we live and move and have our being
on the subjective side of life.
A new self will be born into consciousness when the
subconscious becomes pregnant with that idea. Without this
subconscious mind that we sometimes call the ego we would have
no place to demonstrate our chosen reality.
Our subconscious mind and our indwelling Spirit are two
necessary parts of the same creative process.
Consciousness, According to Webster, Is:
1. The quality or state of being aware, esp. of something within
oneself.
2. The upper level of mental life of which the person is aware,
contrasted with the unconscious process.
Consciousness is the quality of being self-aware. This awareness of
something within oneself is nothing less than the Spirit of God within us,
contemplating itself as being. Spirit is the self-knowing part of
consciousness.
The power generated in the process of self-contemplation
comes from speaking your word. The action in being conscious is in
saying I Am, and completing the sentence. As you SAY, so shall you reap.
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The Unconscious Process
In order for Spirit to experience a demonstration
of its creative power, there must be a place
where the though will be processed for materialization.
When the conscious mind as Spirit, creates a vision of a new reality, that
vision is planted in the unconscious where it is nurtured, protected and
developed into a realization of our vision.
This creative thought process begins with the involution of the
new perspective, the folding of that new viewpoint into the unconscious.
By this thought process, we’ve just planted the seed of a new selfconcept. What follows is the evolution, the unfolding of this idea into
reality by the unconscious or subconscious mind.
Ernest Holmes said it this way:
Evolution is the passing of thought
Into manifestation.

When the farmer plants a seed, the earth nurtures it until it is
transformed into a full-grown plant. Once the subjective consciousness
accepts an idea, it acts as the ground of being, nurturing the idea until it
is demonstrated as our reality.

Levels of Consciousness
Spirit is the Power that knows itself.
The upper level of mental life referred to by Webster is Spirit
operating as the conscious, objective mind. The unconscious process
mentioned in this definition is the unconscious, subjective mind, which is
also sometimes called the devil or the ego in this book.
Both of these minds, the objective and the subjective, are
necessary parts of the creative process by which man creates his own
reality. Neither mind can function in this creative process without
the other. The conscious objective mind makes the “I Am” statement,
creating the vision of a new reality. The unconscious subjective mind
takes that vision and brings it into material manifestation.
The conscious mind has an idea,
the subconscious BECOMES the idea.
Some believe in two equal and opposite powers, when in fact there
is only one. And that one is God.

Our Perception of Reality
Consciousness is being aware of something within yourself.
That something is our indwelling Spirit. But most of us ignore the
existence of our spiritual nature, seeing ourselves as physical beings
living in a material world. Our reality is based on what we perceive to be
real, on what we can see, hear, feel or touch. Spirit doesn’t fit into that
materialistic version of reality. So, even though we accept the idea of
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Spirit in man intellectually, we often fail to acknowledge or
knowingly experience Spirit’s presence.
Although we may not have called it Spirit, with each
metamorphosis our moment of insight revealed something within
ourselves that gives us more power than we had before. We become
aware of this power as soon as we realize that we can choose out
of our current reality.

Often at Cross Purposes
We are often at cross-purposes in our lives because
ego and spirit disagree on life’s purpose.
Spirit would keep us moving down the path of self-discovery,
while ego would have us remain in status quo, avoiding change at all
costs. Spirit takes charge when a change of consciousness is in order,
but leaves ego in charge of our lives the rest of the time.
Our trip up the self-discovery path is a slow one
because at each plateau we must demonstrate our
new found powers before we can move on.
We must fight the dragons and win in each new reality before we can
proceed to the next reality and a higher level of consciousness.
The ego very seriously perceives the new concept of self to be
real, not just something we’re “trying on for size.” Since the ego
becomes the idea, it refuses to see beyond the current reality, and it
becomes very upset when we think about changing that reality.

The Nature of Man
Spirit, as the conscious mind, plants
the seed of a new reality into the subconscious and
then it backs off to allow ego to do its thing.
As soon as our ego accepts the idea, it is back in charge—as it is most
of the time—and the existence of Spirit is ignored.
Ego assumes the “I Am” position and acts as if there is no other
“I” in our reality.

Our built-in devil, defending our material world, would have us
ignore the existence of that deeper dimension of our being.
It does such a good job of ignoring our spiritual nature, that many of us
haven’t discovered that we have Spirit.
The power source within each of us remains dormant, because
as ego we choose to ignore its existence.
We tapped into this power source in order to become who we are
now, but we have somehow forgotten that we have the power to
change it.
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The Right/Wrong Game
The problem with each new reality is that the ego is the one
in charge. Its job is to defend our latest perception of reality with
all its considerable might. The ego’s defense mechanism is
right/wrong. And in all cases, it says “I’m right; you’re wrong. Let
the battle begin!”
We butt heads with each other because
my ego can’t allow me to see life from your point of view
without jeopardizing its own.
To reinforce our need to be right, we join a clique, a gang, a
political party or maybe a religion so we can play right/wrong from a
position of strength.
But right/wrong is an ego battle that cannot be won. Neither
of us will ever admit that we’re wrong, because from our point of
view, we’re right. In truth we’re both right, because we each
created our own and very different reality.

The War Will End
Love is the only way to win
in the ego’s battle of right/wrong.
Let the other guy be right, and he will do the same for you.
Love is:
the space we create for each other to be who we are.

God demonstrates his love by giving us the power to choose
without interfering with our choice. When we can give others that same
freedom, the war of right/wrong will end.
If mankind could realize that we are all the same at the core, we
could stop making people wrong for being different. As an
individualization of God, we were given the power to choose. Now,
we’ve each made a different choice and live in a different reality.
We need to make it okay that their reality is different from ours.
It is in trying to prove that our choice was the
only right one that we get into trouble.
We will resolve our differences when we see that we are
brothers, but with a different point of view. We need to accept each
other as we are and thank God for our right to be different.
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The Point Is:
•

Consciousness is the quality of being self-aware.

•

This awareness of something within oneself is nothing less
than the indwelling Spirit of God in us contemplating Itself as being.

•

Spirit is the self-knowing part of consciousness.

•

What we experience in our daily lives is an outward
expression of our inner state of consciousness.

•

The Spirit of God in us, gives us the power by the process of
self-contemplation to conceive of a new reality.

•

In order for Spirit to experience a demonstration of its
creative powers, there must be a place where the thought is
processed for materialization.

•

That place is the subconscious mind.

•

Without the subconscious mind acting as the ego, we
would have no place to demonstrate our chosen reality.

•

Our subconscious mind and our indwelling spirit are two
necessary parts of the same creative process.

•

Neither one can function in this creative process without
the other.

•

The conscious mind has an idea.

•

The subconscious, as the ego, becomes that idea.

•

Spirit plants the seed of a new reality into the subconscious
and then backs off to allow ego to do its thing.

•

Don’t fault the ego for defending the reality you’ve created.

•

Our thoughts are seeds planted in the subconscious mind.

•

Our life experience is the harvesting of those seeds.

•

Our problems in life come from expecting to reap a harvest
other than the one we’ve planted.

•

If you are not satisfied with the harvest, plant different
seeds.
Return to content
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10
WHERE IS GOD?
Maybe Not Where You’ve Been Looking

We Comprehend the Infinite
only to the degree that It expresses Itself
through us, becoming to us that which we
believe It to be.
Any movie plot built around a main
character who has amnesia soon finds us
caught up in the story, easily identifying with
this character as he/she searches desperately for clues to his/her
identity. We empathize with this amnesia victim because at some
level of consciousness, we know that we also have forgotten who
we are.
We have forgotten that God, in the process of creating man,
put Himself into His creation. In our journey down the yellow brick
road of self-discovery, our true purpose, whether we know it or not, is to
find this hidden dimension of our own being. Our unconscious search for
God might explain why we still love fairy tales.

Our Fascination with Fairy Tales
Some would say we’ve outgrown stories like Cinderella and
Aladdin, but Walt Disney, if he were alive today would not agree. Even
as grownups, we are fascinated by stories about witches, genies, and
fairy godmothers. Disney’s success with fantasy motion pictures such as
Aladdin, prove this fascination.
We love fairy tales because we’re still trying to find
the magic of our own being.
At some level of consciousness, we sense an inner power, a
powerful genie still trapped in the bottle. Until we find our hidden
power, these stories are the best way for us to keep in touch with
the possibility that we may some day find it.

A Story with A Message
The Wizard of Oz has remained popular over the years because,
at some level of consciousness,
we’ve gotten the hidden message in that great story.
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If that were not so, this great fairy tale would not still be popular fifty
years later.
Dorothy, throughout the story, had the clear intention of finding
her way home to Kansas. But in this parable, home is not a place. It is
a symbol for that greater self that we search for and have not found.
Without conscious awareness of our objective, we are trying
to find ourselves. Each of us seeks a reality, a state of being, where
we have conquered our insecurities.
Like Dorothy, we look for our way home to God.

Follow the Yellow Brick Road,
The munchkins told Dorothy,
And you will find the wise and wonderful Wizard of Oz,
who will show you the way back home to Kansas.
And so off she went, down this winding yellow brick road where
she met a Scarecrow, a Tin Man, and a Cowardly Lion, who also had
reasons for finding the Wizard. Scarecrow, seeking wisdom, would ask
the Wizard for a brain; Tin Man, seeking love, would ask for a heart; and
Cowardly Lion, wanting desperately to conquer his fears, sought
courage.
Dorothy’s new friends were actually symbols of her own personal
fears and doubts about herself.
What they wished for—wisdom, courage and heart
--were what Dorothy needed in order to find
her way home, in her search for herself.

Looking for Our Own Wizard
In our journey through life, like the tin man, we hope to find heart,
the essential inner Spirit, the will, the power, the resolve to make things
happen. And, like the scarecrow searches for a brain, we search for the
wisdom to solve our own problems. And we identify with the cowardly
lion, as we seek the courage to face our problems.
And like Dorothy, we search for a Wizard,
a guru, some person or power other than ourselves, who will grant our
wishes and give us solutions to our problems.

They Found It Within Themselves
At the end of the yellow brick road,
Dorothy and her friends did not find the powerful Wizard they expected;
they found instead, a phony wizard with no power to grant their wishes.
The Wizard however, was wise enough to see that they had grown in
consciousness on their journey to Oz. He pointed out to them that
each had already found what he/she was looking for.
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While traveling the yellow brick road, facing the many
challenges along the way, each had found within him/herself the
heart, the wisdom, and the courage—all of the strengths of
character they needed to solve their own problems.

The Message
More than a child’s fairy tale, THE WIZARD OF OZ has an
important message for those of us who follow a yellow brick road
searching for the way home.
We are, whether we know it or not, in the never-ending process
of discovering who we really are.
We grow a little taller every time we conquer a fear and rise
above a problem. Facing fears and solving problems requires that
we become more than we were before facing the problem.
Each problem solved, requires a transformation
in consciousness and takes us a step closer to home.

Living Our Own Fairy Tale
This chapter begins by discussing fairy tales because our lives,
which we very seriously take for real, are actually just fairy tales. Living
out our own fantasy, we find ourselves victims of circumstances that we
created using powers we didn’t know we had.
The illusion in our fairy tale,
is that we lack the power to overcome those circumstances.
If I told you right now, that you have magic power, you probably
wouldn’t believe me. And I wouldn’t blame you. The idea sounds too
much like a fairy tale. So for now, let’s treat what I’m about to tell
you as though it were a fairy tale, a fantasy about your life and
mine.

In His Own Image and Likeness
Once upon a time, God created a game to play. While playing
the game, God soon found that playing a game alone is boring. To solve
this problem, God created other gods to play the game with Him. He recreated Himself.
…in the likeness of God made He him…
And He called His creation man.
But when man as a god proceeded to play the game, he soon
discovered that playing a game when you’re a god is no fun, because as
god, you can’t lose. A game to be fun, must have some risk to it. To
enjoy winning there must also be something to lose.
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Man Would Forget
So to make the game interesting, God decided that man would
forget he was a god.
Man would play the Game of Life as a god, but
would not remember that he had power.
Now in this new game, God as man had something to lose as he played
the game. He could lose his life—or so it would seem. And he could also
lose his dignity, which for some of us can seem even worse.

The Object of the Game
In this fantasy, the object of life’s game is to realize
that we are each an individualization of God.
We are intended to come to this realization through demonstrations of
our personal power.
With this great power to use for our own good, even though
we have yet to discover who we really are, one would assume that
life should be easy. And playing at life should even be fun since it
is just a game. But for many of us, life hasn’t turned out that way.
Most of us have yet to discover that life is a game. We haven’t
come to the fun part yet.

How to Win
You can win at the game of life if you:
1. Discover that life is a game.
2. Learn that the object of the game is to discover your personal
power.
3. Accept God as the source of that power.
Most of us haven’t even taken the first step in solving the riddle of life.
We haven’t learned that life is a game.

They Haven’t Solved the Riddle
In our fantasy, God gave us a game to play called
“Let’s see if you can discover who you really are.”
Most of us haven’t figured it out. And many years have passed, with
only a few wise men discovering,
that the reality of man is God.
Many others who thought they had solved the riddle of life,
created rules for the game as they saw it. Then, seeking agreement,
they began searching for people who would play the game by their new
rules. Each new group, with a new concept of reality, created a new set
of rules
All of these conflicting concepts about the game of life, and all
these different groups with different sets of rules have created a great
deal of confusion—a tower of Babel. Each group tries to prove that
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theirs is the only way, when in truth, they really haven’t solved the
riddle.

Christ’s Message
God finally decided we weren’t going to get it without some help,
so He sent His son Christ with some clues. When
Christ said,
I and my Father are one, and … all ye are brethren,

He clearly wanted us to know that as brothers with the same
Father, we had available to us the very same powers as He had.
When the sick were healed in His presence, Christ explained that
the power of their own faith had healed them.
He said,
…Go thy way;
thy faith hath made thee whole.
He also told us we would do great things with this power.
Christ said,
…the works that I do shall he do also;
and greater works than these shall he do.

He assured us, if we even had,
faith as big as a grain of mustard seed,
we could move a mountain with it,
and nothing would be impossible to us.
His directions for finding this power were quite simple.
He said,
… Seek ye first the kingdom of God;
and all these things shall be added unto you.
Then, to help us find this Kingdom, He said,
Neither shall they say, Lo, here! Or, lo There! for,
Behold, the kingdom of God is within you.

Christ tried to make us aware that this Kingdom was there for us
whenever we wished to seek it.
He said,
…Seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you.
Remember, this is just a fantasy, a story about a game called
life, which God created for us to play. How do you like the plot so far?
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We’ve All Got the Magic
Let us now suppose that our God-given power was dispensed
through the process of thinking. If that were so, we could create our own
reality just by thinking it into existence, couldn’t we?
Most fairy tales have a Good Fairy who can wave her magic
wand and produce anything for which we could possibly wish. But in this
tale, we’ve got all the magic. We can create anything we want, any
reality, using only the power of thought. We don’t need a good fairy,
because our thoughts are magic.
Sound great, doesn’t it? But it’s not that simple.
In fact, from here on out, life in our fantasy gets complicated because
we don’t realize that we have this power. The game was set up so that
we would forget how powerful we are; remember?

As You Have Believed
Since we create our own reality every time we think, you would
expect man to discover his power the first time he used it. But it doesn’t
work out that way.
In fact, we’re more like a kid playing with matches who doesn’t
know he has the power to burn down the house.
We have trouble finding our personal power even when we know
we’re looking for it, because it is channeled only through faith.
Those who lack self-confidence have trouble finding their power
because to look for it, is to doubt it. And doubting that you have it
means you don’t. You don’t, because you think you don’t.
The Bible explains our power—or lack of it—in this way:
…as thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee.

Governed by this law of belief, we have only as much power to use
for our own good as we think we have.
Our personal power has been determined by this rule from the day we
were born.
When we began life as a totally dependent infant, we had little or
no awareness of our personal power. What power we had, we gave
away to those powerful grown-ups we called our parents. We’ve been in
the process of regaining our power ever since.

The Joke Is on Us
The people and circumstances in our lives have power over
us, not because they are all that powerful, but because we have
unwittingly given them our power. Our thoughts have power, but we
have put that power into reverse gear. Using our powerful thinking
process, we have thought that we had no power, and those thoughts
have brought our lack of power into existence.
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… if we believe that It will not work,

it really works by appearing not to work.

Out of Ignorance
The reality of having no power,
is created by our own powerful negative thoughts.
Our experience of life, from this position of powerlessness, is the
ultimate in irony. In our fantasy, we now find this strange paradox: out
of ignorance we have used our own power, unwittingly and
unknowingly, to create our own powerlessness. We’ve used the
matches to burn down the house.
We could possibly be a slave for life, trapped by our own
powerful thought, never realizing that we had power.
The joke is that we have unlimited power,
and we have used it to build a cage.
We have the key to the universe, and we have used it to lock ourselves
in a cage of our own making. Can you think of a better plot for a fairy
tale?

The Wicked Witch Is Dead
On her way to Oz, Dorothy was able to solve all her fearful
problems as long as she wore those magic red shoes, a symbol for
understanding. The Wicked Witch of the West, a stand-in for Dorothy’s
fears, dissolved when Dorothy threw water on her. Water, in this story, is
a symbol for truth.
Our own Wicked Witch is our fear of life’s circumstances,
a fear that would dissolve and disappear if we could accept the truth in
Christ’s words, the reality of our own personal power.
As a teenager in church, I sat listening to a minister’s
interpretation of Christ’s truths. In that moment, I suddenly realized
that the minister was wrong.
Christ’s words need no interpretation.
They are to be taken literally.

The Truth That Will Set You Free
Christ’s words paint a picture of a fairy tale—too good to be true-and up to this point, we haven’t allowed ourselves to believe His truths.
Christ said,
And ye shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free.
The truth of which He spoke is: that we actually do have this magic
power to speak our word and create our own reality.
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The Wizard of Oz is a fairy tale with a happy ending. Your life
can also be a fairy tale with a happy ending if you will take Christ’s
words at face value.

If You Haven’t Heard
What I have just shared with you so far in this chapter was in the
form of a fairy tale, because in any other form, most readers could
not have heard what I was saying. After all, you’ve heard all this
many time before without getting it.
Unless you can say, I and my Father are one, speaking from
the heart, you really didn’t get the message. Unless you experience a
closeness to God as you speak those words, you haven’t really heard
what Christ was saying.
Christ told us that we have the same powers as He had,
available to us if we could just believe that we had them.
We have simply rejected this idea that we have power,
because having it does not fit into our very limiting self-concept.
Believe me, the kingdom of God within you is no fairy tale.

Is Your Life the Fairy Tale?
So, whenever you can accept Christ’s words literally, with all
your heart and mind, you will find the kingdom for yourself.
Christ’s words, which seemed like a fairy tale, are actually
THE TRUTH,
and your life, which you now consider real,
is a fairy tale built out of your attitudes about it.
The Game of Life is set up so that we discover our power
gradually, using it from time to time to create a new reality. We
grow more powerful with each new demonstration. As we move
through life from one reality to the next, solving problems, facing
challenges, we increase our self-awareness. This is our own trip
down the yellow brick road to self-discovery.

Stepping Stones
When it becomes clear to us that we
have used our power to create our own problems,
our powerlessness will melt away. We will have regained the power to
solve those problems. Then you recognize the problems in your life for
what they really are: mere stepping-stones to get you across the stream.
The solution to any problem begins
with your taking full credit for creating it.
Seeing yourself as the cause of your problems will set you free
from your victim role and return your lost power to you.
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A Tendency to Look Up
During the U.S. Open tennis matches, a return volley from
one of the female contenders tipped the net, and fell on her
opponent’s side of the net to win match point for her. With her
hands in a prayerful position, this champion tennis player looked
up and mouthed the words,
Thank you, God.
When thanking God, most of us have that tendency to look up,
because our thoughts of God place Him in Heaven—somewhere over
the rainbow--a place other than where we are.
The tennis player in this example, probably goes to church, has
heard and read Christ’s words in sermons many times, and thinks of
herself as a believer in His word. Yet her prayerful gesture would
indicate that she has not accepted the kingdom of God within at face
value.
If she’s like most of us, she has yet to discover this kingdom
within because her current reality leaves no space for an indwelling
God. Could be she doesn’t consider herself worthy of such a close
relationship with God.

Where Is God in Your Reality?
If you tend to look up when you
pray, you’ve placed God outside yourself.
That’s not to say that He isn’t out there, because He is. So, don’t be
misled with these words about an indwelling God as opposed to God out
there somewhere. Since God is everywhere and in everything, God is
obviously out there, as well as within,
… For in Him we live, and move,
and have our being…
But the only God you can know personally is already part of
you and always has been. If “close” and “indwelling” do not describe
your current relationship with God, you may want to rethink that
relationship. And while you are thinking about it, just remember: that if
you perceive God to be out there someplace, that’s where He will be.
But it wasn’t God who moved.
In the meantime, even though you pray to a God out there, and
even if you look up when you pray, God will answer your prayers,
because He, as a part of you know your thoughts before they are
spoken.
Waiting for God’s Answer
Even so, I know people who say
they have never heard God Speak to them.
The problem is not that God hasn’t spoken, but that they didn’t
recognize His voice when He did speak. When He said something
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profound, it sounded so much like their own voice speaking that
they didn’t understand that it was God speaking through them as
them.
If you’re waiting for an answer from out there someplace,
you may wait in vain.
The only God you can have a speaking relationship with,
and get an answer from
is the One who dwells within you.
When you hear God, He will be speaking through you, as you, not
to you.
When you encourage someone who is discouraged, that
was God’s encouragement channeled through you. When you find
yourself writing poetry, you are in communication with God,
because poetry is a message from the Spirit.
You can hear God speaking through you when you hear yourself
speaking words of profound wisdom. When you say, aha, I got it, what
you got was a message from God.

We Chose the Relationship
After putting Himself in each of us, God set us free to find the
kingdom for ourselves. We’ve used His power by choosing who to be,
and out of love, He will not interfere with our choice.
We’ve created our own Reality,
and a large part of that Reality is our concept of God.
Unaware of our power to create our own reality, we have
unwittingly created our own individualized interpretation of the Reality of
God. We’ve used our power of choice to choose our current relationship
to God. And now having chosen, we deny any responsibility for that
choice.

Wherever You Perceive Him to Be
You may be wondering why God doesn’t do something
about correcting our misconception about Him.
Well, He did that when He sent Christ,
and most of us didn’t get the message.
We’ve distanced ourselves from the only God we can know, and He now
waits patiently for our return.
Don’t expect Him to interfere with our misconception. He
can’t tamper with our concept of reality, because to do so would
deny our freedom of choice.
To be free means that we will be allowed to either reap the
benefits or to suffer the consequences of our choices.
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Our separation from God is just the consequence of having made a
wrong choice about who we would be in that relationship.

Trade in Your Old Belief
The most interesting thing about your ability to create your own
God is that
God will be for you
whoever you have perceived Him to be.
Whatever you choose to believe will be your reality. If your reality has
separated you from God, your separation from Him is permanent
only as long as you choose to keep it that way. Whenever you’re
ready, you can trade in your belief in the remoteness of God for a
closer relationship.
When Christ said it is …not lo here or lo there, He wanted us to
know that God’s kingdom is not where we have been looking, but rather
in our own heart.
God created man in his image and likeness
and man returned the compliment.

How Did I Come into Being?
In his search for himself, man ponders the questions, Who am I?
Where did I come from? How did I get here?
From the time, when he first began to think,
man has been trying to imagine
what his relationship to his Creator must be.
Over the years, those who were wise enough to think objectively about
a relationship between man and God formed an opinion about it and
shared that opinion with others. Those who could agree with this new
concept gathered together to form a new religion. Other thinkers also
considered the question and formed a different religion.
By thinking about God,
we create a relationship with Him.
What we probably don’t realize is that we can only have a relationship
with God after we have conceived of a God we can relate to—One who
will relate to us at the level of our understanding of Him. In this way,
man creates his own God.

Man Returns the Favor
If you want to see an interesting reaction, try telling someone you
know that man created God, and then sit back and watch his or her
reaction. Their facial expression will reflect emotions ranging anywhere
from shock and disbelief, to anger and fear.
By questioning their god, you attack their Belief System, and
they won’t like you for it.
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No one wants to believe or even consider
the possibility that they created their own god,
and yet history reveals that man has been creating gods from the
beginning of his time here on Earth. Throughout history, every time man
found himself in a situation he couldn’t handle on his own, he created a
god to help him solve his problem.
According to Greek mythology, man had a god of love, a god of
war, and a god for almost every other purpose. Egyptian history records
a similar number of gods. Man creates a god because he needs to
believe in a Supreme Being who will look after him and be responsible
for what happens to him.

Back to the Drawing Board
Any Bible historian will tell you that
not all of the books written for the Bible
were included in the King James Version,
and the books that did make it are not necessarily placed in sequential
order. If all of the books written for the Bible were brought together and
placed in proper sequence, they would clearly reveal the Old Testament
to be a history of the Jews and their ever-changing concept about man’s
relationship to God.
In each book of the Old Testament, the Jews made a new
covenant with God, as they perceived Him to be at that time. Each
time, they waited several years before they decided that, since God
had not kept His part of the bargain, He must not be who they had
perceived Him to be.
With each failed covenant, they went back to the drawing
board to strike a new deal with an up-graded version of God. Again
and again, in each book, they made deals with God as they imagined
Him to be, only to change their minds when He didn’t keep His part of
the one-sided covenant.

God in a Box
A Bible historian told me about a time when the Jews went
to war, assuming they couldn’t lose, because they had God with
them—in a box. When someone stole the box, they lost the war.
Since I couldn’t find this episode in the Bible, it must have been in
one of the books that were not included in the final version of the
Old Testament.
The point here is not to deprecate the Jews’ efforts to find a
relationship with God, but to point out that Christ came
to set us straight about our relationship to God.
He told us that God was within, not out there someplace. But,
since we need a God, and have yet to find Him within, we will, like
the Jews in the Old Testament, keep creating a God that we can
relate to—one who is someplace other than where we are.
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To have a closer relationship you will need to know that God
didn’t create the relationship you now have with Him; you did. He can
only be for you Whomever you perceive Him to be.
By understanding that, you will have paved
the way for improving the relationship.

We’ve Hidden God
As a kid in Sunday School, I imagined God sitting on a
throne in Heaven, waiting to pass judgment on me if I did
something wrong. Many of us as children, pictured God as an old
man with a beard and have been carrying that mental picture
around with us ever since.
Some of us have hidden the only
God we can know behind that false image.
On any Sunday in any church, if you were able to look into the
mind of each of the individuals there, you would find a slightly different
idea about God in each of them.
Creating a close personal relationship with a judgmental
God would be next to impossible. This old man with whiskers that
we’ve been praying to stands between us and a close relationship
with God. An important part of finding your inner self will be in
letting go of your outdated image of the Almighty.

Corresponding to Your Self-Concept
The problem with creating our own God is that we
will only be able to create a god
who corresponds to our own concept of self.
Our picture of God will be determined by how we perceive ourselves, a
reflection of who we are.
As long as you perceive yourself to be powerless, you won’t
allow yourself to demonstrate that you have power.
Your self-concept is the channel through which God’s power must
flow. This means that your limited concept of self can stand in the way
of experiencing a close relationship to God.
If we believe we are victims of circumstances beyond our control,
our perceived God will be an unfair God who punishes us for our sins
and fails to answer our prayers. We might even be blaming Him for our
current miseries.
On the other hand, if we love ourselves and have some sense of
personal power, our God will be a loving God who answers our prayers
and loves us in spite of our sins.
No matter what relationship you choose to have with God, He
will be for you Whomever you choose Him to be.
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In the Spanish language, the word sin means without. In
English, the original meaning was an archery term, meaning—missed
the mark. More than one of the great philosophers has said that man’s
greatest sin is ignorance. The root word of ignorance is ignore. I think it
would be logical to say that our greatest sin is in ignoring the
existence of our indwelling God.

Because We Think We Already Know
If you asked the average man
if he is looking for God, he would say no,
because he thinks he already knows where God is. And since it is
next to impossible to teach a man something he thinks he already
knows, introducing him to that part of himself which is God will probably
be a waste of time. Although man’s purpose in life is to find this
inner source of power, finding it would be a lot easier, if only we
knew that we were looking.

All Paths Lead to God
Every path we take in life, whether an ego trip
or a spiritual journey, ends up being a pathway to God.
Even our wrong turns on this path eventually bring us back in the
direction we need to go to get home.

If ego were to allow itself to consider the possibility of a spiritual
life, it would say that we are human beings seeking a spiritual
experience. The truth lies in a statement that is the exact opposite:
We are in fact, spiritual beings having a human experience, as
Wayne Dyer and Deepak Chopra have said, and our
search for Self is a search for God.

He Likes to Play Doctor
I heard a story about a doctor who died and went to heaven.
When he approached the pearly gates, he was told to wait in line
with all the others. While he waited, someone dressed like a doctor
walked past him through the pearly gates without being stopped.
The waiting doctor, upset by this special treatment, demanded to
know why this other doctor didn’t have to wait in line as well. St.
Peter explained,
Oh, that was God; He likes to play doctor sometimes.
This story is funny because of the reverse twist. We all know
doctors who like to play God with people’s lives. But the tendency to
play God doesn’t stop with doctors.

And We like to Play God
As soon as we take responsibility for our own lives, we gain a
sense of personal power that somehow translates into the need to take
charge of other people’s lives as well as our own.
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When we do, we’re playing God.
For years I thought of myself as a guru, a role that is playing God
big time. More than just a few people depended on me to tell them what
they needed to do to solve their problems. I was even a minister’s guru
for several years.
Now that I’m no longer playing at being a guru, it is easy to look
back and see that I was playing God.
My guru role, a great ego trip for me while it lasted,
ended when the truth dawned on me that
by helping people I was keeping them stuck.
My help merely reinforced their belief that they were powerless to do it
for themselves.
While I played the guru role, it was clear enough
to me that they needed me
but not nearly so clear that I needed them.
I can see now that the whole underlying purpose of my playing
God was to satisfy my need to be needed. It was great playing God for
that period of my life. And giving up my guru role was probably the
hardest thing I have ever done.
You may think that writing this book put me back into the guru
role. It doesn’t. This book is not written to help you by telling you what to
do, but to make you aware that
you will automatically know what to do as soon as you
change your mind about who you are.

Our Tendency to Play God
I share this example of my playing-God experience because I
know we all have this tendency to play God in other people’s lives. We
see people who need help, and without thinking of it as playing God, we
try to do for them what we believe God would do for them, including give
advice.
But God doesn’t give advice,
because He wants us to solve our own problems.
He gave us the power to solve problems, knowing that problem
solving is the means by which we find our power and the way
home. If God solved our problems for us, we wouldn’t be free to choose
our own solutions. We’d be like puppets on a string, and we wouldn’t
grow in consciousness.
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What Would God Do?
While in the process of giving up my guru act, when someone
asked me for help or advice, I would ask myself what God would do for
this person if He were asked. The answer each time was always:
God would do nothing because He has already given them the
power to solve their own problems.

People choose their own problems because they need the growth
that will come by solving those problems. You won’t find your Godgiven power, and you won’t find your true self if someone is playing God
in your life. In most cases, playing God interferes with the recipient’s
opportunities for growth.

No Joke
The hidden purpose of our life is to find God. At some level of
consciousness, we already know that in order to know God, we must
eventually become godlike.
This makes playing God not a joke, but
rather one of the ways we discover who we really are.
While playing God, we act as we believe God would act under the
same circumstances. Unfortunately, we act out the role of God in
error because we don’t understand God, nor do we understand
how God’s power works through us.
The truth about finding God is that
we can know God only to the degree that we
allow Him to express Himself through us.

Passive Power
As we gain in personal power, we make the mistake of assuming
that being powerful is about making things happen. We think of God’s
power as the power of will. But it only seems that way. The power of
God that we use daily is the “LAW OF ATTRACTION.”
We set this power in motion not by doing anything,
but by choosing who to be.
Because this power is passive, not active, we misunderstand
how it works. Watching it work would be like trying to see the grass
growing. When we use this power we don’t make anything happen; we
let it happen.
When we say “I am” and complete the sentence, we create a
polarity.
Like a magnet attracts metal filings, we attract to
us everything that belongs to us by right of consciousness.
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The power of will comes into play not by making things happen, but by
maintaining a clear idea of the self.

Faith of God vs. Faith in God
Religious Scientists who have studied and accepted The
Science of Mind as their philosophy would say they believe
wholeheartedly Ernest Holmes’ statement:
…God, as man, in man, IS man.

Unfortunately, many who claim to have accepted the concept of an
indwelling God, fail to demonstrate that Divine Presence in their
daily lives. This means that they have accepted the idea
intellectually, not experientially.
Anyone with the faith of God would be demonstrating that power
in his daily living in such a way that everyone in his reality would be
aware of his/her power. God acting through man as man would be
using the “FAITH OF GOD,” which is quite different from a FAITH
IN GOD.
One of the ego’s tricks of survival is its ability to
compartmentalize conflicting ideas. When we accept an idea
intellectually, we file it away in some hidden compartment of the mind
where it will not rock the boat. With the ego in charge, we can accept
the idea of an indwelling God intellectually while we continue our
relationship with our external God.

The Greatest Error
Man’s greatest error is in believing
that God is unknowable.
This is like saying the wave can’t know the ocean, when in fact, the
wave is the ocean expressing itself as the wave, just as man is God
expressing Himself as man.
According to the Bible, there is no mediator between man and
God except Christ, and Christ means knowing the truth about
ourselves.
When Jesus said,
…Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the kingdom of God.
He was referring to spiritual rebirth, which is our awakening to the
knowledge of the truth.
Being born again means being born into a knowledge of the truth
of the Reality of God in man. According to The Apostle, Paul, the result
of being reborn is that,
…we have the mind of Christ,

and therefore have immediate access to God. So, let Christ’s mind be in
you, and you will be born again.
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Accepting this life-changing truth is not just an
intellectual exercise in understanding,
it is an earth-shaking, mind-boggling awareness that
blows our current concept of reality clear to smithereens.
Your ego would die and be reborn in the process.
Once you accept the true meaning of Christ’s words as the truth
of your life, you will realize that his truth was never hidden from you and
was never really a secret. It has been there, right in front of your nose all
of your life, available to you as a means of transforming your life for the
better.
To accept it is to be born again.
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The Point Is:
•

We have forgotten that God, in the process of creating
man, put Himself into his creation.

•

And now that we’ve forgotten who we are, we are in the
never-ending process of trying to figure it out.

•

Our unconscious search for God is complicated by the fact
that we have the God-given power to create our own reality.

•

That reality will naturally include a relationship to God
based on our own individualized interpretation of the
Reality of God.

•

We’ve created a God we can relate to in a way that
corresponds to our own self-concept.

•

Whether distant or close, that relationship will be
determined by our own level of awareness. In most cases
ours will not be a close relationship to God because of the
way we perceive ourselves.

As Homes has said,
• “We comprehend the infinite only to the degree that it
expresses itself through us, becoming to us that which we
believe it to be.”

•

If you look up when you pray, you’ve placed God outside
yourself.

•

Whatever you’ve chosen to believe about God will be your
reality

•

God can only be for you Whomever you perceive Him to be.

•

But when Christ said, “the kingdom of Heaven is within,”
He wasn’t telling us a fairy tale.

•

Man’s greatest
unknowable.

•

To know God, you may need to change your mind about
who you are.

error

is

in

believing

that

God

is

Christ said,
• “Unless a man be born anew, he cannot see the kingdom of
God.”
• To be reborn we must awaken to the knowledge of the
truth of the Reality of God in man.
Return to content
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11
WHO’S IN CHARGE?
Your Ego or Spirit?

Who Left Ego in Charge?
An overview of your life would
reveal that your ego is probably
in charge most of the time. And
as long as that is the case, you
can expect life to be a roller
coaster ride filled with major ups and downs.
You will step off that roller coaster when it
suddenly dawns on you that you are not your ego.
Your ego is merely an actor playing a
role in a play that you write. As Spirit, you
chose who you would be, and your ego as
your good servant, is acting out the role you
chose for it. As soon as you remember that
you have the power to rewrite the script, you
will easily solve your problems.
Your problem is that you have forgotten who you are—an
individualization of God. You have forgotten, that as Spirit you have the
power to choose a new reality any time you please. In the process of
forgetting, you left ego in charge and therein lays the problem.

When Ego Is In Charge
This reminds me of a story about a man who built his whole life
around two possessions that he dearly loved, his son and a black
racehorse.
With the horse and his son to make him happy, life was great for
him, until one day the horse ran off. The man was broken hearted
because half of everything he valued in life was gone.
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Then a few days later, the black horse returned accompanied by
a beautiful white stallion. The man was overjoyed with happiness, until
one day his son fell off the white stallion and broke his arm. The man’s
world had again fallen apart and he was broken-hearted.
But the very next day, the government drafted all the young men
of his village into the army. Because of the broken arm, his son was not
taken. The man was again happy and filled with joy, grateful for his good
fortune. As you can guess, the story goes on and on like this.
Life is a roller coaster ride when we build it solely around our
possessions. The ups and downs are there because ego builds our
reality out of the status quo, and life keeps changing the status of quo.
Our life will be a roller coaster ride, as long as we continue to see reality only
through the eyes of our ego.

To know what life is about, we need an overview that allows us to see
that we are not our ego. We are instead, spiritual beings having a
human experience.
Growing up is the process of learning to see life
from an objective rather than a subjective point of view.
To take charge of your life,
you need to look beyond your ego’s delusions
and begin to see your life through the eyes of Spirit.
When your Spirit takes charge, fear will no longer be a barrier to
your success, and as a transformed individual you will be filled with a
new sense of aliveness. Life for you will take on a whole new meaning.
One of my friends, fresh out of a mind-changing experience,
called to report on her transformation.

Guess Who
Linda and her husband Roger, had just completed The Training,
and she called to share her new found enthusiasm.
She had just shed several layers of ego defenses, and judging
from her unbounded enthusiasm, her Spirit for the moment was
definitely in charge.
She couldn’t wait to thank me for recommending The Training.
Her phone call awakened me from a sound sleep.
Usually when my phone rings at one o’clock in the morning my
ego is in charge, and I expect the worst. My first thought is that nobody
would call this late except in a dire emergency! So I wonder if someone
close to me died or if my house is on fire? Then, just before I pick up the
phone I decide that it’s probably a wrong number. Instead, the voice on
the other end of the line says,
Guess who this is!

Half awake and still hoping for a wrong number,
I say, Hell, I don’t know who this is?
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It’s Linda, she says. I called to thank you for talking me
into doing The Training. I got it. Thank you, thank
you, thank you!

I Got It
I got it, was Training jargon meaning
I am excited because I just realized
that I am more than my ego.
I just unloaded several layers of excess baggage from
my Belief System, and it feels great. This is a new me,
and I’m In charge of my life!
What Training graduates got was a brand new concept of reality,
and their batteries recharged. Spirit was temporarily in charge of their
lives.
On the last evening of The Training, participants were given the
opportunity to share with other graduates what they had gotten out of
The Training. For most graduates, the words most frequently used to
describe The Training experience was I got it, meaning
I just solved the riddle—the meaning of life.

“I got it” is a strange choice of words though, because in terms of
a philosophy or a Belief System, there was nothing in The Training to
get. In fact, the reverse was true; some beliefs had been taken away.
Graduates had ”gotten” a new perspective on life only because
their old one had been destroyed. Beneath a discarded point of view,
they found a new way to look at life. Behind their fears and pretenses,
they had discovered their real selves and were thrilled by the
experience.
That’s what they “got” in The Training, but when they tried to
explain what they meant by “I got it” to anyone other than a Training
graduate, their explanation didn’t seem to make sense. Because of the
profound nature of their discovery, not many of them really understood
what they had gotten well enough to explain it.
Many of them found in The Training a dimension of themselves
they hadn’t known existed, but they didn’t have a name for it. A minister
in my Training knew exactly what he had found.

He Knew
During the Monday night session after The Training, a Baptist
minister stood up and with tears of gratitude in his eyes, shared this with
us:
he said,
I have been preaching about God for over 25
years. This is the first time I have known God.
He knew that he had gotten his ego out of the way and discovered the
indwelling Spirit of God.
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The Training was a spiritual experience for many,
not because they learned a new Belief System,
but because their indwelling Spirit was revealed beneath all those layers
of false belief.
Participants who were willing to share in The Training peeled off
layers of BS and found themselves in the process. Those who were
reluctant to share may or may not have received quite the same benefit.
Self-discovery is a ridding and shedding process that comes out of
telling yourself and others the truth about yourself.

Broken Agreements Were Handled
Between Sunday, the last day of The Training, and the Monday
night graduate seminar, we had all day Monday to share with our friends
and family what we had gotten out of The Training. On Monday evening,
we shared with other graduates what our first day as a transformed
individual was like and how our friends reacted to the transformation.
Some of us used the time to clean up broken agreements.
In a previous chapter we learned that broken agreements
are created when we can’t be ourselves in a relationship for fear
that the truth will destroy it.
Many left The Training on Sunday night with a clear intention to
tell the truth—to be themselves in their relationships no matter what the
consequences. Some couldn’t wait till Monday to clean up their broken
agreements. So they woke people up Sunday night.
Monday night’s sharing was filled with heart-warming stories of
people who had worked past the fear of telling the truth and made it
okay to be themselves in their relationships. In some cases, this meant
taking themselves out of a relationship that wasn’t working.

Awed by His Own Words
As a participant in several Trainings, I noticed that when the
Trainer reached a high point in his Monday-night presentation, a strange
thing happened to him.
When he really got wound up, the words coming
out of his mouth were not his own.
I could tell by the surprised look on his face that he was awed by the
profundity of his own words of wisdom—words suggesting man’s
relationship to God. The Training’s attitude about religion would not
have supported what he had just said.

But That Wasn’t Me
When The Training of New Mexico went out of business,
destroyed by its originator, I believe it was because the Trainer couldn’t
live up to that part of himself which came alive for him during his
moments of peak performance.
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I suggest that he woke up one morning after a Training,
remembering who he had been in that moment, and said to himself,
I am not really the person who said those words.
I don’t know who that was, but it wasn’t me.
Like most performers, he didn’t feel he could live up to the image he had
created for himself while in front of the audience.
I know most graduates, including myself, thought The
Training was a great benefit to humanity and were sorry to see it
end. For many of us, The Training was a spiritual experience. Rik
Savage, the Trainer, doesn’t see it that way.

Audience Feedback
Liza Minelli would probably deny that her performances
are a spiritual experiences. I would beg to differ.
There is that moment, in the singing of New York, New York, when Liza
Minelli lets it all hang out and the audience becomes electrified. When
she reaches a certain level of feeling, the audience picks up on her
enthusiasm and sends it back to her multiplied.
This amplification of Minelli’s own enthusiasm by the audience
reinforces her personal power, moving her to a level of performance far greater
than would have been possible without reflected enthusiasm.

Most performers become hooked on the tremendous sense of
aliveness, the “high” they experience during every peak performance in
front of a live audience. They’re addicted to the exhilarating feeling to be
found only in that moment of bonding with the audience. It is easy to
understand how performers come to depend on this feeling.
My guess is that very few performers
have realized that the Spirit of God was present in
their lives when “turned on” with enthusiasm.
And it is also easy to understand why, having felt this Presence
during their performance, they would feel so let down the next day.

Johnny Carson’s Interview
At the time of his interview with Barbara Walters, Johnny Carson
was going through hell with a divorce. Walters asked Carson how he
was able to get “up” for each performance at a time when things were
going so badly in his personal life.
He answered,
Once you are in front of the audience, it’s almost as if
someone else takes over. You hear words coming out of
your mouth that you don’t remember thinking.
He said the very best times in his life were when he was in front
of an audience. Then he went on to describe the ups and downs that go
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with being in show business. He said every performer experiences these
extreme highs and lows.
You can better understand a performer’s highs and lows when you
realize that at one moment during their performance, God
was present in their lives.
God was there even though His Presence was not recognized for what
It was. And later when the high wore off, He was gone. Ego was back in
charge.

Only in Front of an Audience
You can imagine the letdown when the smoke clears, and you as
the performer no longer have that great feeling you had while up on the
stage. For a moment on stage, you really are somebody, and one hour
later, you are not.
Your public put you up on a pedestal, and as long as you are on
stage, turned on and being reinforced by audience feedback, you feel
like you really are who they think you are. Then, off stage when you are
alone, you can’t see yourself as deserving to be on a pedestal.
If Marilyn Monroe committed suicide, I believe it was because
she couldn’t live up to the image set for her by her admiring public. The
average performer will find their super-exciting self only in front of a live
audience. Perhaps that’s why so many actors turn to drugs.
They’re trying to find the high that
turns up missing when they are not performing.

Temporarily in Charge
Training graduates were also on a high that wouldn’t last. Most
of them came out of The Training with a greater sense of awareness--an
altered perception of reality. They were on a high not unlike being born
again, but ego would take over again sooner than they imagined.
With ego out of the way, Training graduates suddenly discovered
for themselves a new spirit of aliveness, a new dimension of being.
Life, with Spirit in charge, was exciting. That’s
why those who got it, like Linda, couldn’t wait to share The
Training experience with anyone who would listen.
With a renewed respect for truth, most graduates cleaned up their
broken agreements and were suddenly free to be themselves
again. It was an emotional high that would be short lived. During
the after-Training euphoria,
Training graduates might have done well to wear a sign which
read Spirit temporarily in charge.
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Trying to Capture Aliveness
The high never lasts, because ego always takes over.
That’s ego’s job.
Soon after Spirit conceives of a new reality, ego embodies it and
proceeds to demonstrate that new reality for us. Ego’s job is to become
that idea. But when the ego takes over, it creates a new outer shell,
goes into the survival mode, and we lose the aliveness we found by
breaking out of our shell.
Almost as soon as The Training graduate says, “I got it,” that
person loses it again, because IT cannot be captured, put in a box, or
framed.
Just trying to describe the experience
conceptualizes it, taking away its aliveness.
The Training graduate cannot capture that feeling of aliveness by
forming a concept about it any more than you can capture the idea of
the stream in a bucket. The minute you say, “I got it,” you’ve made it into
just another point of view, which returns control to the ego. When the
ego takes over, you’ve got your bucket of water and lost the stream.
Aliveness, like happiness, is not something you
can own. It’s something you choose to be.
Dale Carnegie became famous promoting his formula for creating
aliveness.

A Deeper Meaning to the Formula
In the Dale Carnegie Seminars, we were told to
“Act enthusiastic and you will be enthusiastic.”
I can tell you from experience that their “act enthusiastic” formula
works. Dale Carnegie graduates, for as long as they remember to use
the formula, live their lives enthusiastically. This formula changed their
reality from dull to exciting by putting Spirit in charge.
Enthusiasm, as we learned earlier, is derived from a Greek word
that means God in us or us in God. The deeper meaning of Dale
Carnegie’s act enthusiastic formula is:
If you act as if the Presence of God were in you,
you will be rewarded with the experience of His Presence.
The enthusiasm you express is That Presence expressing itself through
you. Our purpose in life is to discover that inner Presence.
The key to finding your aliveness is in
choosing to be more alive from moment to moment.
I wonder if Dale Carnegie realized that he was asking people to
express the Presence of God within themselves when he created his act
enthusiastic formula.
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Acting As If, Pretending, or Being Yourself
Acting-as-if is what we do when we are trying to convince
ourselves that our point of view is for real. Pretending is what we do
when trying to convince someone else of something that we know is not
true.
The question in life, always, is to know
whether we are acting-as-if, pretending, or being ourselves.
When The Training graduate said, I got it, that person was in
that moment being him/herself. What the graduate got was a new
perspective about life, a new reality which soon became a new act,
a new role for the ego to play.
This new role, the seed of a new identity, planted in the
subconscious must grow to fruition. This is the natural process of
evolution.

Proving Who You Are
Acting-as-if is our way of being and becoming
the person we’ve chosen to be.
It’s our way of perfecting our performance as we learn the role. The
acting takes place while we are in the process of trying to prove
who we are. But once we’ve become that person, we will have
nothing left to prove and there will be no further need to act-as-if—
that is, until we create a new role to play.
The people in our lives are there, playing opposite us, so that
we’ll get to experience being who we are. They provide the space in
which we get to demonstrate to ourselves that we are who we say we
are. And when we pretend to be something we’re not, hopefully, one of
those nice people will confront us with the truth.
Your true friend will be looking for the real you and will confront
your pretenses.

The Delusion
Life’s greatest delusion is in believing that life is
about getting and having more things.
We seek happiness, believing that having things will make us happy. As
Spirit, we know better. Happiness is a state of being, not something
to possess.
As Spirit, we test our creative powers from time to time by
choosing a new reality in the material world.
Once that reality is chosen, Spirit turns the job of materializing that
reality over to our ego.
As ego, we value material possessions as though our lives
depended on them, when in truth, their only real value is that they allow
us to experience being whoever we’ve chosen to be. We can get off
life’s roller coaster when we learn to place the value on who we’ve
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become and not on the things we’ve acquired. The real benefit of
becoming worthy of the things we acquire is our growth in
consciousness. Searching for our true selves is like digging for gold, but
the stuff we acquire is only fool’s gold.

Filing a Claim
During the gold rush, when a prospector found gold, he
marked the boundaries of his claim with rock piles, placing his
name in writing under the top rock at each corner. To make the
claim legal, the prospector was required to dig some ore, have it
assayed, and file his claim at the local claims office. Some miners
lost their mines because they failed to complete the process.
Changing our minds about who we will be is like
filing a claim on a new reality.
We’ve set new boundaries for our reality with a declaration of intention.
But some of us will never spend the gold from that new mine because of
our failure to work the claim. To validate our claim, we must persist in
our intentions to be and become the one who belongs in that new
reality.

Proving Up on Our Claim
The law that required the prospector to work his claim and prove
that there was gold there was established to prevent the greedy from
staking out more territory than they could mine.
There’s a spiritual law, which accomplishes the same purpose by
allowing you to have from life only that which belongs to you by right of
consciousness.
The Law of Correspondence says that what you have
in life must correspond to who you are.
Under this law, you can have whatever you want from life, but
only after you have become the one to whom it belongs by becoming
that person, by working the claim—by proving that you are who you
claim to be.

I Wanted to Play the Piano
I’ve always admired people who play the piano by ear without
the benefit of written music, and I thought I would enjoy being able to do
that. So one day, on impulse, I bought an electronic musical instrument
with a piano keyboard. I played around with it for a while and taught
myself to play chopsticks and a few other simple tunes, but that was the
end of it. My electronic piano now gathers dust in a closet.
I enjoyed making music on this imitation piano but, obviously, my
commitment to that desire was not great enough to overcome my
resistance to practicing.
My wanting to be a pianist
was like filing a claim on a transformation in consciousness.
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But as you can see,
wanting to play the piano didn’t make me a pianist.

But No Commitment
The most important message you can get from this example is
that
I never fulfilled my desire to play the piano because I had not
made the “I Am” commitment to become a pianist.
Had I made the commitment, I would have been transformed, and
nothing would have stopped me from learning to play.
A casual observer would say that I failed to learn how to
play, because I didn’t take the time to practice. He would be right,
except he would have missed the point. I didn’t continue to
practice because I hadn’t first committed to BE a pianist. Trying to
DO the practicing without first choosing to BE a piano player has
the creative process backwards. The proper order, as you know, is
BE/DO/HAVE.

First Become a Thin Person at Heart
Another example of doing it backwards is when over-weight
people diet to lose weight. They attempt to follow the diet without first
choosing to be a thin person.
My father’s cliché for this reverse order of action was,
you have the cart before the horse.
The diet may take off the weight, but it won’t stay off unless you first
become a thin person in that fat body.
And if you do become that thin person at heart, the diet will be
unnecessary, because you will lose the weight automatically. The
horse is now pulling the cart.

It’s Easy to Quit Smoking
I quit seven times.
The first six times didn’t “take,” because my heart wasn’t in it. Even
though I had the will to quit, I was still just a smoker depriving himself of
the cigarette I craved.
I quit for good the day I found myself with three cigarettes going
at the same time. When I realized that I wasn’t just having another
cigarette, and that the cigarettes had me, I quit.
The seventh time was different,
because on that day, the smoker in me died,
killed off with a clear intention to BE a nonsmoker.
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First Say “I Am.”
Having what you want from life requires that you become the one
to whom that which you want belongs.
Unless your attempted reality change
begins with “I Am,” it will fail every time.
•
•

God gives you the power to choose who you will be.
Ego, once it accepts your choice, will provide you with the
experience.
In a nutshell, that’s how the creative process works, but
don’t expect ego to give up the status quo without a battle.

Not Without a Struggle
According to Maxwell Maltz, in Psycho-Cybernetics, it takes about
21 days to change a habit.
Your ego will resist the change for that long. As a rule, if you spend
30 minutes daily for 21 days thinking of the person you intend to
become, the ego will finally capitulate, and the transformation will be
complete.
But before it gives in, your ego will do just about anything to
avoid that change in the status quo. Ego knows it must die to give you
what you want.

Listen to the Mind Chatter
Choosing a new reality for yourself is an exciting time in
your life. But the minute you relax your focus, when your intention
wavers, the mind chatter begins, and doubt takes over. If you listen,
you’ll hear all of the reasons why you shouldn’t or couldn’t have what
you want.
It’s not worth the effort.
I don’t have the time, and
I didn’t really want it anyway
are just a few.

Ignoring the mind chatter won’t make it go away. Instead,
pay close attention to your ego’s doubts and respond to them. Talk to
your ego. Let it know that you understand its fear, but at the same time,
maintain your intention. Say,
Yeah, I got that, but we’ll do it this way,
and it will be great. You’ll see.

The best defense against the mind chatter is a clear intention. The
ego will give in much sooner if you remain determined.
But while your ego is resisting change, it takes on the role
of your own personal devil. It uses mind chatter (the reasons why
not) as its first line of defense in its battle for survival. The writers
of scripture may have had the ego in mind when they wrote the
words,
…resist not evil…
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As Spirit, you must not do battle with your ego. Playing
right/wrong is not a game you can win—even with your own ego.
The best way to win with your ego is to make friends
with it and train it as you would your pet dog.

Training Your Ego
Most people, when walking their dog, do not let the dog take
charge of the walk. But when dealing with their ego, they lose control.
They give in to the ego most of the time. If you’re like most of us, the
leash is so long your ego doesn’t know there is one.
And having given your authority over to your ego,
you’ve forgotten that you are in charge.
You can win at the Game of Life if you will take charge of your
ego, treating it as your friend, not your enemy. Understand your ego’s
need for survival and help it to understand why the proposed change is
necessary and desirable. Help it to overcome its fear of change by
reviewing the benefits.
Your ego will take charge from time to time, and that’s okay as
long as you remember that you are its boss. My dog sometimes forgets
who’s leading whom when we go for a walk, and I gently jerk on the
leash to remind her.
Deal with your ego as you would a pet on the leash.
A gentle reminder from time to time will let it know that you’re still there
and in charge.
The first step in taking charge of your life comes with the
realization that you are not your ego. If you have come to this
conclusion, you will realize that your ego would not be the one
making this objective observation. Your new level of awareness
comes from your Spirit.

Everything but What It Was
Training graduates experienced a new sense of aliveness on
completion of The Training and didn’t realize at the time that Spirit
was temporarily in charge. Liza Minelli got turned on during every
peak performance and probably called her burst of enthusiasm
everything but what it was.
Every time you’ve been happy, joyful or enthused about
life, you were practicing
the Presence whether you realized it or not.
Although Spirit often takes charge in your life, you haven’t recognized
the experience as the awakening of your Spirit. Like all the rest of us,
you’ve been seeing your life through the eyes of your ego.
But once you begin to recognize a visit from Spirit for what
it is, you will see how much better life is for you with Spirit in
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charge. Remembering the joy in the experience will encourage you to
make it happen more often.
Begin by knowing that you are a spiritual being having a material
experience provided by your ego.
Stepping out of your ego allow you to take charge of your life
and be objective about what’s happening.

When Ego Is in Charge
Life looks like a roller coaster ride when we view the
experience from a subjective point of view.
The ups and downs are not caused by a
change of conditions, but by our reaction to the change.
And because we react, we are at the mercy of every change in the
status quo. The resulting change in our attitude creates the wild
emotional ride we call our lives. When we are angry or reacting to our
circumstances, the ego is doing the reacting. And when we’re
complaining about those circumstances, you can be pretty sure the ego
is in charge and that we are into the Destroy phase of the
Create/Persist/Destroy Cycle.
If we don’t have a goal, ego concentrates its attention on
maintaining the status of quo by playing right/wrong: it becomes angry
and defensive; it lies, cheats and pretends; it covers up the truth. When
our ego is focused only on survival, it operates out of fear and fear is
evil.
It doesn’t have to be that way if we remember that ego’s
primary function is to provide us
with the experience of being who we are.
As Spirit, we need to experience our reality in the material world.
Ego provides us with that experience. The trick is to get full value
out of the experience and then to remember that you are not your
ego.

When Spirit Is in Charge
The most exciting and enjoyable times in my life were
experienced while I was part of a company team, moving toward a team
goal. Hope turned into eager anticipation soon after completing the
Destroy process, and my enthusiasm reached its highest point as I
shared confident expectations with my company team. Life is definitely
more rewarding when you’re enthusiastically anticipating success with
Spirit in charge.
•
•

Spirit is definitely involved when you’re bubbling over with
enthusiasm.
When you stop to smell the flowers and think how glad you are
to be alive, you’ve left your ego temporarily behind.
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When you’re enlightened by some new revelation, you’ve just
had a visit from your own Spirit.
You’ve been reborn when you suddenly
rediscover your God-Given power to choose
a new reality no matter what the circumstances.

The best part about choosing to be happy is that when you radiate
happiness, you inspire everyone you meet.
You don’t have to have a good reason to be enthusiastic. You
can choose to enjoy (put joy into) your life and be enthusiastic about it in
any moment of now. If you don’t feel enthusiastic, act as if you were,
and you soon will be. You can’t be enthusiastic without infecting
other people with that virus.

It’s Your Choice
You can live your life as ego or as Spirit. The choice is yours: the
roller coaster, or a life filled with joy and enthusiasm. Life is not a battle,
as ego would have you believe; it is a game set up for us to play while
we try to discover that we really are an individualization of God.
Inspiration is Spirit making itself known to you.
When you are inspired, God is present.
When the creative juices are flowing, God is creating through you. When
you are giving from the heart, God is acting through you.

They Hadn’t Realized What It Was
I know many people who have intellectually accepted the
concept of God in man as man, but who feel that they’ve never had a
close personal relationship to God. If your self-concept separates you
from the God you believe in, you will have difficulty accepting God as an
indwelling part of you.
Your life is a search for yourself. Before you can really find this
part of yourself that you’re looking for, you need to have some idea what
it looks like when Spirit is in charge.

Put Spirit Back in Charge
The purpose of this chapter is to help you to realize that you are
not your ego, and that you need not spend your whole life on that roller
coaster. You can choose to put Spirit back in charge.
Whenever our current reality is no longer satisfying,
Spirit is the one who make the
choice to move on to bigger and better things.
One of life’s greatest lessons is that you can have more only if
you make room for it by destroying your attachment to what you already
have. Becoming rich is the process by which you establish your selfworth.
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Ego or Spirit?
In the following exercise you will determine whether ego or Spirit
is in charge of your life most of the time.
Check the statements which are most true for you.

Who's in Charge Exercise
Spirit

Ego

God is present in you when you

give from the heart
are bubbling over with enthusiasm
demonstrate unconditional love
are radiating happiness
shed tears of joy
enjoy what you're doing
feel inspired
are being creative
have a revelation
are being true to yourself
inspire someone's self-discovery
are reborn in consciousness
feel adventuresome
stop to smell the flowers
or to watch a sunset
destroy your attachment
tell the truth
thrill to amazing grace
embrace the Christ within you
know who you are

Ego is in charge when you are

feeling angry or inadequate
jealous of someone else
reacting to your circumstances
unhappy or upset about anything
being defensive
playing right/wrong
bored with what you're doing
uptight, nervous, or worried
dreading tomorrow
hanging on, trying to survive
not being yourself in relationships
criticizing or complaining
fearing change
feeling sorry for yourself
resisting change
pretending to be who you are not
telling a lie--withholding the truth
judging others
feeling sad
trying to prove who you are

I think you can see from these examples that our life would be much
sweeter if we would choose to live it as Spirit rather than as our ego.
This partial list should inspire you to add some examples of your own or
to make your own list.
It should be apparent after reviewing these lists that you can get
off the roller coaster ride, any time you choose to put Spirit in charge.
The Spirit of God within you is waiting for you to find it.
Seek, (that Spirit) and ye shall find (It); knock, and it (the
Gates of Heaven) shall be opened unto you.
As Spirit, you can choose be BE happy. You can begin to enjoy
life by choosing to put joy into whatever you’re doing. Work is fun when
you are enthusiastic about it. When you are joyful, happy, and
enthusiastic, you are practicing the Presence of God in your life.
There’s no mystery to the process of discovering God in
your life. He’s there already, always
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has been. Finding Him is a matter of choice.
Just follow Emerson’s advice:
Get your bloated nothingness out of the way
and let the divine circuit shine through.
You will be with God if you will practice His presence.
Our unrealized purpose in life is to become aware that we are a
spiritual being having a human experience. We are not the powerless
ego who hides behind its fears.
Who we really are is Spirit, the one with the power, the one
who emerges from time to time to choose a new reality.
The purpose of your life is to discover this real you, the Christ
within, the “I Am” in you.
At lower levels of consciousness, ego is usually in charge. You will be
more aware of your level of consciousness if you answer the following
questions. Check the appropriate answer now, and decide later if you
need to do anything to change your status.

Check Your Consciousness Level
CONSCIOUSNESS LEVEL
What's my level of self awareness?
Have Not
Have

I Am

Am I A Giver or a Taker?
Taker

Giver

Neither

Am I true to myself?
Pretend and survive

Sometimes I pretend

I am true to myself

How do I feel about myself?
Don't like who I am
I like myself

I love myself

What is my present attitude about life?
Frustrated
Unhappy

Happy

Where am I on the cycle?
Into Destroy
Creating new reality

Persisting

How do I feel about my work?
Don't like my job
It's a living

I love my job

How would I rate my life?
Life is a struggle
It's boring

How sweet it is

How would I rate my personal power?
I feel powerless
I hold my own

I feel powerful

What's my prosperity consciousness level?
Never enough $
Get by but can't save

Saving & Investing

Will I retire rich or poor?
Without enough income
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What’s Your Score?
If most of your answers were in column A, you are a Have-not in
consciousness. In your mind, you are a victim of your circumstances.
The only way out of your victim role is to realize that you chose
whatever role you play in life. To move out of your Have-not role, you
will need to take full responsibility for having created your present
circumstances. You will need to give up your victim role and take back
your power of choice.
If your answers were mostly in column B, you are at the Have
level of consciousness. You’ve taken charge of your own life, and more
than likely other people also depend on you for their well being. But
check this! You may be a giver because you need to be needed. Be
careful that your good will does not create dependency in those you
help. The only lasting help you can give the Have-not is to teach them to
be the giver.
If your answers were mostly in column C, you should be teaching
this philosophy instead of reading about it in this book. Helping others
find their true self is the quickest way for you to get where you are
going. The way to find God in your life is to become God-like. But, as an
“I Am,” you already knew that.
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The Point Is
•

In the process of forgetting who you are, you’ve left your
ego in charge. Therein lies the problem.

•

Life will be a roller-coaster ride for you as long as you
continue to see your reality only through the eyes of your
ego.

•

The ups and downs in your life are not caused by a change
of conditions, but by your reactions to those changes.

•

It doesn’t have to be that way if you remember ego’s
primary function: to provide you with the experience of
your chosen reality.

•

But YOU, as Spirit, are the one who gets to choose that
reality.

•

The first step in taking charge of your life comes with the
realization that you are not your ego.

•

When you can see beyond your ego’s delusions, you will
begin to see your life through the eyes of Spirit.

•

When your Spirit takes charge, fear will no longer be a
barrier to your success and, as a transformed individual
you will be filled with a new sense of aliveness.

•

Life, for you, will take on a whole new meaning.

•

The key to finding your aliveness is in choosing to be more
alive from moment to moment.

•

If you will act enthusiastic—as if the Presence of God were
in you—you will be rewarded with the experience of His
Presence.

•

Choosing to be happy is one way of putting spirit back in
charge.

•

Choosing to enjoy life is another.

•

Think how sweet your life would be if you could just get off
that roller coaster ride by putting Spirit back in charge.

•

You will have been reborn by the changing of your mind.

•

You are transformed (born again) when you suddenly
realize that you have the power, right now, to choose a new
reality.
Return to content
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